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Chapter 1
Introduction
In this thesis I will analyze a model of an evolving set of atalytially interating moleules. The
dynamial rules of the model attempt to apture key features of the evolution of hemial organiza-
tions on the prebioti Earth. Suh a set of moleules is an ideal example of a `network'  a system
of several interonneted omponents. The onept of a network is often used as a metaphor in
desribing a variety of hemial, biologial and soial systems, as overviewed in setion 1.1. Graphs
provide a natural way of representing networks in a mathematial model. I desribe how a graph
an be used to represent a network and the diulties involved in reating suh a representation in
setions 1.2 and 1.3. Setions 1.4, 1.5 and 1.6 disuss several studies of network systems, broadly
lassied aording to whether they fous on the struture, funtion or evolution of networks. This
lassiation is not meant to be preise  several studies ould be plaed in more than one ategory.
In analyzing the model I will be mainly interested in the evolution of the graph representing the
hemial network. Some issues of interest are disussed in setion 1.6, inluding the spontaneous
growth of non-random graph strutures, the eet of dierent graph strutures on the seletive
pressures that drive the evolution and sudden mass extintions of speies. Setions 1.7 and 1.8
desribe a framework for modeling an evolving network, within whih some of these issues an be
addressed. The spei model I will analyze will be an instane of this framework. Setions 1.9 and
1.10 mention some of the interesting phenomena observed in the model and disuss its possible use
in addressing puzzles onneted with the evolution of hemial networks on the prebioti Earth.
Finally, I provide a `map' of subsequent hapters in setion 1.11.
1.1 Networks in chemical, biological and social systems
The term `network' is often used to desribe a variety of hemial, biologial and soial systems:
The metabolism of a ell is a network of substrates and enzymes interating via hemial rea-
tions, eosystems are networks of biologial organisms with predator-prey, ompetitive or symbioti
interations, the brain is a network of interonneted neurons, and the Internet is a network of
interonneted omputers.
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Reviews of reent work on `networks' (Watts, 1999; Strogatz, 2001; Bose, 2002; Albert and Barabási,
2002; Dorogovtsev and Mendes, 2002, 2003a; Bornholdt and Shuster, 2003) testify to the diver-
sity of systems for whih the term is used:
• Eologial networks: Williams and Martinez (2000), Montoya and Solé (2002) and Camaho et al.
(2002) have studied a number of food webs found in freshwater, marine-freshwater interfae
and terrestrial environments. They have onstruted graph representations of these food
webs. A graph onsists of a set of `nodes', pairs of whih may be onneted by `links'.
It is usually drawn as a set of irles (the nodes) with arrows (the links) onneting pairs
of nodes. In the graph representations reated by Montoya and Solé, the nodes represent
speies, genera and sometimes higher taxa, and links represent predator-prey interations.
Figure 1.1 shows a graph for the Ythan estuary food web. It has 135 nodes and 601 links;
eah link points from a speies to one of its predators.
• Transription regulatory networks (Milo et al., 2002; Sengupta et al., 2002; Shen-Orr et al.,
2002; Farkas et al., 2003; Maslov et al., 2003): Transription of a gene is the proess of
onstruting an mRNA from the DNA sequene of the gene. This proess is regulated by
proteins, alled transription fators, that enhane or inhibit transription by binding to sites
on the DNA, usually upstream of the gene, whih in turn helps or prevents RNA polymerase
and the rest of the basal transription mahinery from binding and initiating transription.
The protein produt of one gene may at as a transription fator for another gene  this
network of interating genes is alled a transription regulatory network.
• Biohemial signaling networks: A number of biohemial signaling pathways exist in
ells whih reeive and transmit information, and perform omputational funtions that are
neessary for regulating various ellular ativities. These pathways are highly interonneted,
with dierent pathways sharing several ommon omponents, and thus forming a signaling
network. One example is the mitogen-ativated protein kinase network, whih is involved in
regulating the ell yle (Bhalla et al., 2002).
• Neural networks: The omplete neural network of the nematode Caenorhabditis elegans
has been mapped and an be represented as a graph with 302 nodes, eah orresponding to
one neuron, and more than 5000 links orresponding to synapti or gap juntion onnetions
between neurons (White et al., 1986; Watts and Strogatz, 1998; Koh and Laurent, 1999).
• Polymer hain networks: The onformation spae of a lattie polymer hain an be rep-
resented as a graph, with the nodes representing possible onformations of the polymer
hain and the links representing the possibility of transforming one onformation to the other
through loal movements of the hain (Sala et al., 2001). Sen and Chakrabarti (2001) on-
sider a dierent type of network  they represent a linear polymer as a regular one-dimensional
graph with nearest neighbour links and some long range links.
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Figure 1.1: Ythan estuary food web. Eah of the 135 nodes (irles) represents a speies and there
are 601 direted links (arrows, pointing from prey to predator). This data is freely available from the
website of the COSIN projet (http://www.osin.org). The graph has been drawn using LEDA, the
Library of Eient Data types and Algorithms, whih is now a proprietary software distributed by
Algorithmi Solutions Software GmbH (http://www.algorithmi-solutions.om/enleda.htm). The
vertial positioning of eah node is deided by the length of the shortest path leading to it from
the basal speies (the bottom node).
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Figure 1.2: A graph of around 500 hemial reations that take plae in ells; image by Dennis
Bray, Cambridge Univ. Eah node represents a hemial speies. Two speies are linked if there is
a reation in whih one speies is a reatant and the other a produt.
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Figure 1.3: The protein interation network for the yeast Saharomyes erevisiae. The nodes
represent proteins. Pairs of proteins that are known to interat are linked. There are 1870 nodes
and 2240 links. A node is oloured red if removing the orresponding protein is lethal for the ell,
green if non-lethal, orange if removing the protein results in slower growth, and yellow if the eet of
removing the protein is not known. Image available at http://www.nd.edu/∼networks/gallery.htm,
ourtesy Hawoong Jeong, Korea Advaned Institute of Siene and Tehnology.
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• Metaboli networks (Fell and Wagner, 2000; Jeong et al., 2000): The metabolism of an
organism, suh as the baterium Esherihia oli, is typially speied by a set of hemial
reations involving dierent substrates that are atalyzed by various enzymes. Figure 1.2
shows a graph of around 500 metaboli reations. Eah node represents one hemial speies;
a link onnets two speies if there is a reation in whih one speies is a reatant and the
other a produt. This graph, unlike that in Figure 1.1, is an undireted one  the links have
no assoiated diretion and are therefore drawn as lines, not arrows.
• Protein interation networks: The protein-protein interations in the yeast Saharomyes
erevisiae have been modeled as graphs by Jeong et al. (2001), Wagner (2001), Maslov and Sneppen
(2002), Solé et al. (2002) and Vázquez et al. (2003) using data from two-hybrid assays and
other experiments (Uetz et al., 2000; Ito et al., 2001). Figure 1.3 shows the protein inter-
ation map for S. erevisiae. In the graph eah node represents a protein and an undireted
link onnets two proteins if they are known to interat. There are 1870 nodes and 2240
links.
• Internet: The Internet is a network of interonneted omputers. Typially a few omput-
ers at one physial loation (say a university or a ompany) are onneted by a `loal area
network'. These LANs interat with eah other via `routers' or `gateways'. The topology of
the Internet an be studied at various levels of detail. For example, Faloutsos et al. (1999)
have studied a graph of the Internet at both the router level, where eah node orresponds to a
router, and at a more oarse-grained level, where eah node orresponds to a group of routers.
Another study of the Internet at the router level was done by Govindan and Tangmunarunkit
(2000). Figure 1.4 shows a graph of the Internet at the router level. Another representation
of the Internet is in terms of `autonomous systems'; eah autonomous system approxi-
mately maps to an internet servie provider (ISP) and its links are inter-ISP onnetions
(Pastor-Satorras et al., 2001).
• World-Wide Web: The WWW is a network of interonneted hypertext douments. The
onnetions are in the form of `hyperlinks' that an be followed to other douments on the
WWW. The struture of the WWW has been studied at this level of resolution (Albert et al.,
1999; Broder et al., 2000; Kumar et al., 2000) as well as at the level of `sites', olletions of
all the douments stored on the same web server (Huberman and Adami, 1999).
• Peer to peer networks: The Gnutella network is one example. It onsists of a set of om-
puters onneted to eah other for the purpose of sharing les, with no entral oordinating
omputer (Adami et al., 2003).
• Power grid networks: Watts and Strogatz (1998) have studied a graph of the eletriity
transmission grid of western USA. The nodes of the graph represent generators, transformers
and substations, and links represent transmission lines.
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Figure 1.4: A graph of the Internet at the router level, as of September 1998. Image by Hal Burt
and Bill Cheswik, ourtesy Lumeta Corporation.
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• Transportation networks: The Indian railway system, onsisting of a network of stations
onneted by train servies, has been studied by Sen et al. (2003). A similar network of
the world's airports has been reonstruted from data on number of passengers arriving and
leaving eah airport (Amaral et al., 2000).
• Eonomi networks (Kirman, 2003): An eonomi system an be thought of as a network
of interating `agents' (individuals, ompanies or even nations). Several dierent types of
interations an be visualized. For instane, one ompany may use the produt of another
as a raw material. In a market, individuals may interat by barter or monetary transations.
Stok market traders interat by buying and selling stoks and shares.
• Word o-ourrene network: i Canho and Solé (2001) and Dorogovtsev and Mendes
(2001) have studied a graph representing the English language. The nodes represent the
dierent words of the English language and links signify that two words our adjaent to
eah other in at least one sentene in the database of texts studied. The resulting graph has
approximately 470 thousand nodes and 17 million links.
• Friendship networks: Amaral et al. (2000) have studied the properties of a graph repre-
senting the friendship network of a group of 417 high shool students in USA.
• Sexual ontat network: A graph with eah node representing an individual and links
representing sexual ontats was onstruted and studied by Liljeros et al. (2001), based on
a Swedish survey of 2810 people in the age range 18-74 years.
• Film ator/atress ollaboration network: A graph an be onstruted where nodes
represent ators and atresses and a link is put between two if they have ated together
in any lm. Watts and Strogatz (1998) have studied suh a graph of ollaborations for all
ators listed in the Internet Movie Database (http://us.imdb.om).
• Sienti ollaboration networks: A similar graph an be onstruted for sienti ol-
laborations, where nodes represent researhers and a link represents o-authorship of one
or more papers. Newman (2000a,b) has studied suh a graph of ollaborations onstruted
from databases of papers in physis, biomedial researh and omputer siene.
• Citation networks (Seglen, 1992; Redner, 1998): It is ommon for researh papers to ite
several other papers. Thus a network of mutual itations interonnets researh papers.
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1.2 Graph representation of a network
As is evident from the list above, the starting point of many studies is to model networks using
graphs. A graph representation is useful for formulating questions about the struture and fun-
tioning of a network more preisely. Graph theory suggests several quantities that an haraterize
the struture of a graph. These an be omputed for a real network and used for omparison with,
for instane, random and regular graphs.
The orrelation of these graph theoreti quantities with the funtioning of the network an also
be studied, thus exposing, in a more preise way, the onnetion between a network's struture
and its funtioning. Another possibility a graph representation allows is of a ross omparison of
very dierent systems  for instane, the metaboli network of a ell an be ompared with the
Internet.
In many natural systems, the network of interations is itself a dynamial variable: The tran-
sription regulatory network of an organism hanges as genes evolve, the World Wide Web hanges
as web pages get added and deleted, and eosystems hange as speies beome extint and new
speies arise. With a graph representation of the network, one an model proesses that alter the
graph with time, either in disrete steps or ontinuously.
1.3 Difficulties of creating a graph representation
Representing a network as a graph is not as straightforward as it may seem at rst glane. Firstly,
it is likely that several dierent graphs an be drawn for a given system, eah of whih fous
on dierent aspets of the network. Consider, for example, the metabolism of the baterium
Esherihia oli, whih is speied by a set of hemial reations involving dierent substrates that
are atalyzed by various enzymes. Fell and Wagner (2000) onstrut two dierent graphs from
this information. The `reation graph' has a node for eah hemial reation with a direted link
from one reation to another if a produt of the rst reation is used as a reatant for the seond.
The `substrate graph' has one node for eah substrate with a direted link from one substrate to
another if there is a reation in whih the rst substrate is a reatant and the seond a produt.
Jeong et al. (2000) represent the metaboli network of eah of 43 organisms as a graph onsisting
of two types of nodes, one type for eah substrate and one type for eah reation. The graph is
bipartite with links from substrate nodes to reation nodes and reation nodes to substrate nodes
but no links onneting two substrate or two reation nodes. This graph has more information
than the previous two but also leaves out some information, for example, the stoihiometry of
the reations. Thus, eah of these three types of graphs enodes dierent information about the
metaboli network, and eah of them exludes ertain information.
Another problem is the inompleteness and unertainty of data (Kohn, 1999). When the system
onsists of a omplex network of interations, even a single missed interation or an erroneously
added interation, an drastially aet the dynamis. Food webs tend to suer from a bias
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against inluding parasites (Williams and Martinez, 2000). Inompleteness of data is suggested
by Williams and Martinez (2000) and Camaho et al. (2002) as one of the possible reasons why
the Ythan estuary food web appears to dier, in several properties, from the other food webs
they have studied. Protein interation networks are another example. The two hybrid experiments
that have been used to build these networks are suseptible to both false positives as well as false
negatives, i.e., some protein interations may be erroneously missed and some non-existent protein
interations may be inluded (Uetz et al., 2000; Ito et al., 2001).
1.4 Structure of networks
How an one haraterize the struture of the Internet, the neural network of Caenorhabditis
elegans, or the Indian railway system? Representing a network as a graph makes it possible to
use various graph theoreti measures to haraterize its struture. For instane, one an ompute
the length of the shortest path between two nodes averaged over all pairs of nodes in the graph.
This quantity an be ompared with that expeted for a `random graph'. Random graphs  graphs
where eah pair of nodes has a probability, p, to be onneted by a link (see setion 2.9 for a
more preise denition)  were introdued by Erd®s and Rényi (1959), and have several known
strutural harateristis. In the limit where the number of nodes of the graph, N , tends toward
innity, then if p < 1/N (equivalently, if the number of links l < N/2) the graph onsists of several
onneted lusters of nodes, eah of whih has only a nite number of nodes, and if p ≥ 1/N
(or l ≥ N/2) a `giant' onneted luster exists whih has an innite number of nodes (Bollobás,
2001). The average shortest path length for an undireted random graph of N nodes, with enough
links to ontain a giant luster, grows as lnN (Bollobás, 2001). At the other extreme are regular
graphs, suh as a one-dimensional hain of N nodes whose average shortest path length sales in
proportion to N (for a d-dimensional hyper-ubi lattie it would sale as N1/d).
Graphs of the Indian railway network (Sen et al., 2003), the western USA power grid network,
the movie ator network, the neural network of C. elegans (Watts and Strogatz, 1998), the
world airport network and polymer hain networks (Amaral et al., 2000), and eologial networks
(Montoya and Solé, 2002) are known to have low average path lengths similar to random graphs
with the same number of nodes and links.
However they dier from random graphs in other harateristis, like `lustering'. A set of
nodes is `lustered' if in some sense the nodes are more `strongly onneted' to eah other than to
other nodes of the graph outside the set. One measure of the amount of lustering in a graph is the
`lustering oeient', whih is the probability that two neighbours of any node are also neighbours
of eah other. Regular graphs have a relatively large lustering oeient, while random graphs
have a relatively low oeient.
The networks mentioned above, whih have a low average path length, have muh higher
lustering oeients than random graphs with the same number of nodes and links. Graphs of
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this type whih have a omparable average path length but a muh higher lustering oeient
than a similar random graph have been dubbed `small-world' graphs (Watts and Strogatz, 1998;
Watts, 1999).
Another measure is the degree distribution of a graph. The degree of a node (the total number
of outgoing and inoming links to a node, see setion 2.2) takes a range of values over all the nodes
of any graph. The distribution of these values an be analytially alulated for the random graph
desribed above, and is a binomial distribution. Given a graph of a real network, say the Internet,
one an ompute its degree distribution and ompare with the binomial distribution expeted for
a random graph with the same number of nodes and links. In ontrast, a regular graph, suh as
the lattie of a rystal solid, has nodes whose degrees take at most a few dierent values. For
example, in a body-entred ubi lattie (suh as that formed by iron or CsCl) eah node (atom) has
a degree eight. Many networks, suh as the metaboli network of E. oli (Jeong et al., 2000), the
Internet (Faloutsos et al., 1999) and itation networks (Seglen, 1992; Redner, 1998) have neither
the binomial degree distribution of a random graph nor the disrete distribution of a regular graph.
Instead their degree distribution has a power law tail. Suh networks have been termed `sale-free'
(Barabási and Albert, 1999). Montoya and Solé (2002) laim that eologial networks also have
a sale-free degree distribution, a onlusion that is disputed by Camaho et al. (2002). Several
properties of sale-free graphs have been eluidated (Newman et al., 2001; Bollobás and Riordan,
2003). For instane, sale-free graphs are small-world, having a small average shortest path length
(Barabási and Albert, 1999) and a high lustering oeient (Watts, 1999). However, the onverse
is not true: Amaral et al. (2000) show that not all small-world networks are sale-free  among
several dierent networks that are small-world, the degree distribution of some have an exponential
tail like random graphs, some are sale-free, while others have a power-law distribution whih is
trunated by an exponential or a gaussian tail.
Yet another measure used to haraterize a graph is its eigenvalue spetrum. Any graph with N
nodes an be speied by an N×N `adjaeny' matrix. The olletion of eigenvalues of this matrix
is the eigenvalue spetrum of the graph. Some strutural harateristis of a graph are reeted in
the eigenvalue spetrum. For instane, in a direted graph, the largest eigenvalue is diretly related
to the presene or absene of yles in the graph (see setion 2.8). Though only some aspets
of the onnetion between the spetrum and the struture of the graph have been worked out,
it nevertheless serves to lassify graphs into dierent groups. One again, some properties of the
spetrum of a random graph are known. For an undireted random graph, with enough links to
ontain a giant luster, the value of the largest eigenvalue sales as pN , when N →∞ , while the
distribution of the rest of the eigenvalues onverges to a semi-irle whose width is proportional
to
√
N (Farkas et al., 2001). Therefore, the amount by whih the eigenvalue spetrum of a real
network deviates from this `semi-irle law' is a measure of the non-randomness of the graph.
Farkas et al. (2001) and Goh et al. (2001) have shown that the eigenvalue distributions of sparse
random graphs and sale-free graphs are very dierent from the semi-irle distribution.
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The lustering and degree of a node are `loal' quantities, in the sense that they depend only
on the immediate links of the node or at most the links of its neighbours. In ontrast, shortest
path lengths, eigenvalues and eigenvetors are `non-loal' quantities, in the sense that the shortest
path between two nodes, or the omponent of an eigenvetor orresponding to a node, depends on
the entire graph and not just on the immediate links of the nodes in question. It is therefore not
surprising that the possibility of missing or extra links is a more serious problem for the non-loal
quantities than for the loal quantities. The addition or removal of a small number of links will
not signiantly aet the degree distribution or the lustering oeient. In ontrast, adding
a small number of random links to a regular graph redues the average path length drastially
(Watts and Strogatz, 1998). Similarly, the addition of a single link an reate a yle, where there
was none before, thereby hanging the largest eigenvalue.
Another non-loal graph-theoreti measure is the dependeny of a node, whih, for a direted
graph, is dened to be the number of links that lie on paths leading to the node in question
(Jain and Krishna, 1999). The average dependeny of nodes of a graph is termed the `interdepen-
deny' of the graph beause it is a measure of how interdependent are the nodes of the graph.
Setion 2.2 will disuss more about these measures.
A strutural harateristi that is of interest, espeially for hemial networks, is the property
of autoatalysis. The onept of an autoatalyti set of hemial speies was introdued by Eigen
(1971), Kauman (1971) and Rossler (1971), and is dened in that ontext to be a set of moleular
speies that ontains, within itself, a atalyst for eah of its member speies. This notion is losely
related to that of positive feedbak loops and an be generalized to dierent systems whih have
other kinds of `beneial' interations  for instane, symbiosis in eologial networks. Hong et al.
(1992) and Lee et al. (1997) have eah onstruted a pair of dierent moleules that atalyze
one another's (as well as their own) prodution and hene form an autoatalyti set of this kind.
Wähterhäuser (1990) and Morowitz et al. (2000) use a slightly dierent, but related, denition
of autoatalysis to argue that the redutive itri aid yle is autoatalyti. A graph-theoreti
denition of autoatalyti sets (Jain and Krishna, 1998) is disussed in setion 3.1. Autoatalyti
sets will play a major role in the dynamis of the model studied in this thesis.
Several other strutural harateristis of graphs that have this non-loal harater have been
studied: Dhar et al. (1987) have analyzed the struture of the shortest path spanning all nodes in a
variety of graphs derived from regular latties; Janaki and Gupte (2003) dene the weight-bearing
apaity of a branhing hierarhial network and analyze whih network strutures enhane this
apaity; Hartwell et al. (1999) and Lauenburger (2000) argue that ellular networks are `modu-
lar', i.e., onsisting of distinguishable lusters of nodes that play some funtional role; Ravasz et al.
(2002) suggest that the metaboli network of E. oli may have a hierarhial struture; Milo et al.
(2002), Shen-Orr et al. (2002) and Maslov et al. (2003) desribe a way of deomposing the tran-
sription regulatory network of E. oli into ommonly ourring `motifs', whih are spei patterns
of onnetions between a small set of nodes.
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1.5 Dynamical systems on networks
A dierent set of questions about suh networks onerns the dynamis of variables `living' on
the graph  for example, the onentrations of dierent hemial substrates in a ell, or the
populations of speies in an eosystem, or the number of times a doument on the WWW is
aessed. The network topology aets the dynamis of these variables. The food-web struture
of an eosystem aets the dynamis of its onstituent speies' populations; the network of human
ontats inuenes the spread of a ontagious disease.
Suh dynamial systems on networks are often modeled as a set of oupled dierential equa-
tions in whih the ouplings are speied by the network of interations. An example is a network
of oupled (possibly nonlinear) osillators where one ommon question asked is whether groups of
osillators eventually synhronize despite dierent natural frequenies and initial phases. The syn-
hronization properties of oupled dynamial systems have been studied for network strutures rang-
ing from a fully onneted graph (Strogatz, 2000) to regular latties (Kaneko, 1989; Pérez et al.,
1996), to trees (Gade et al., 1995), and a variety of sparse network strutures (Jalan and Amritkar,
2003; Sinha, 2002). Ramaswamy (1997) has desribed the synhronization of oupled strange non-
haoti attrators. The stability of the synhronization to perturbations of the oupling strengths
has been studied by Chen et al. (2003) for a large lass of oupled maps and dierential equations.
In eosystem models, the Lotka-Volterra equation, repliator equation and other more om-
pliated dierential equations have been used to represent the dynamis of the populations of
speies (Drossel and MKane, 2003). The repliator equation, for example, displays a range of
dierent behaviour depending on the network struture  xed point, limit yle, heterolini yle
and haoti attrators have been observed (Hofbauer and Sigmund, 1988). Biohemial signaling
networks too exhibit a variety of dynamis (Bhalla and Iyengar, 1999; Bhalla, 2002).
The dynamis of neural networks has been extensively studied. One example is a model of
a neural network that exhibits a periodi yling between dierent meta-stable states (mem-
ories) as well as intermittent transitions to a high ativity state resembling epilepti seizures
(Biswal and Dasgupta, 2002a,b). Sinha and Chakrabarti (1999) review what is known about syn-
hronization in neural network models. For a omprehensive review of neural network models see
(Arbib, 1995).
Some dynamial systems on networks have the property of displaying a variety of dierent
dynamis even for the same network topology. Suguna et al. (1999) desribe a simple model of
a biohemial pathway that an show xed point, periodi, birhythmi and haoti dynamis as
the rates of the reations omprising the pathway are hanged, while keeping the topology of the
pathway xed. Bhalla et al. (2002) analyze a biohemial signaling pathway whose dynamis is
either monostable or bistable depending on the parameter values.
In some systems it is more appropriate to represent the dynamis by dierene equations, rather
than dierential equations, or by ellular automata. This is espeially true for systems where the
variables of interest take disrete values and assuming them to be ontinuous variables is a bad
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approximation. For instane, models of tra on transportation networks in whih partiles (vehi-
les) are individually represented often show a dierent behaviour (e.g., dierent phase transitions
from a free owing state to a tra jam state) from models in whih a ontinuous tra ow
rate is the dynamial variable. Nagel (2003) reviews dierent tra models on various types of
networks. Several studies of neural networks model the neurons as ellular automata (Arbib, 1995).
Two studies where the dynamis ours in disrete time steps are desribed by Pandit and Amritkar
(2001), who have studied the dynamis of random walkers on a lass of small-world networks, and
Dube et al. (2002), who have studied the eet of dierent priing shemes on the dynamis of
queues of people aessing an Internet web server.
When the dynamis an be assumed to be reahing some steady state or xed point, there may
be short uts to nding the steady state without atually having to solve the equations of motion.
For instane, Edwards et al. (2001) desribe a proedure for determining the rates of the hemial
reations omprising the intermediary metabolism of E. oli, assuming a steady state. Instead
of nding the rates as the attrator of some dierene or dierential equations, the proedure is
based on linear optimization of a speially hosen funtion under the onstraints imposed by the
stoihiometry of the reations. The struture of the steady state reation uxes an be studied as
a funtion of dierent network topologies.
Loal searh strategies are another example of dynamial systems on a network (Adami et al.,
2003). The Gnutella le sharing system onsists of a network of omputers; there is no entral
oordinating omputer that has information about the entire network, in partiular, whih les are
available at whih nodes. Therefore, eah user must use a loal searh strategy, an algorithm that
uses only loal information, suh as the identities and onnetions of a partiular node's neighbours,
its neighbour's neighbours, et., to nd where a partiular le is loated on the network. Again, the
network topology is ruial beause, for example, the most eient searh algorithms for regular
graphs are quite dierent from those for random or sale-free graphs (Adami et al., 2003).
Another set of studies involving dynamis on networks is in the eld of epidemiology. In the
models studied by Watts and Strogatz (1998) and Pastor-Satorras and Vespignani (2003) diseases
spread faster in small-world or sale-free graphs than in regular and random graphs. Similar models
are used to study the spread of omputer viruses through the Internet. These models an suggest
eient immunization tehniques by identifying whih links or nodes of the graphs are ontributing
most to the spread of the virus (Pandit and Amritkar, 1999; Pastor-Satorras and Vespignani, 2003).
Closely related to this are studies of `attaks' on a network by the removal of nodes of the
network. Albert et al. (2000), Callaway et al. (2000) and Cohen, R., et al. (2000, 2001) show that
sale-free networks are more robust to random attaks than random graphs but are suseptible to
direted attaks at the nodes with the highest degree. These studies ontain networks that are
hanging with time, though the dynamis simply involves nodes getting removed in a speied
order. The next setion deals with studies of evolving networks with more ompliated dynamis.
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1.6 Evolution of networks
So far I have foused mainly on the struture of, and the behaviour of dynamial systems on,
xed networks. However, real networks are rarely stati. An obvious question, therefore, is how
(and why) did a partiular network evolve into the spei struture we see? For instane, has the
struture of a network evolved to optimize ertain funtionality? Further, one an ask what are
the mehanisms that ause the network to hange? Is the evolution driven by Darwinian natural
seletion, or Lamarkian seletion, or by other self-organizing proesses?
Some of the strutural and dynamial studies in the previous two setions an be used to
make some guesses about the evolution of the network. For instane, Fell and Wagner (2000)
suggest that the small-world struture of metaboli networks may have evolved to enable a ell to
reat rapidly to perturbations. Watts and Strogatz (1998) suggest that the visual ortex may have
evolved into a small-world arhiteture beause that would aid the synhronization of neuron ring
patterns. The robustness of sale-free networks to random removal of nodes has been suggested
as an evolutionary reason for the prevalene of sale-free networks (Albert et al., 2000).
While studies of stati networks do provide some insight into network evolution, it is natural to
address suh evolution-related questions in models where the network is also a dynamial variable.
One possibility is to analyze a variety of simple models of hanging networks, with dierent rules
governing the dynamis of the network, and see whih rules produe strutures like small-world
or sale-free graphs that are ommonly observed in real networks: Watts and Strogatz (1998) de-
sribe a model that produes a small-world graph by randomly rewiring or adding links to a regular
graph. A similar model (where the number of nodes is xed but links are repeatedly added) that
produes sale-free networks, is desribed by Mukherjee and Manna (2003). Several other `growing
network' models start from an empty network and add nodes and links at disrete time steps. The
`preferential attahment' rule  new nodes are preferentially assigned links to nodes with a high
degree  produes sale-free graphs (Barabási and Albert, 1999). Albert and Barabási (2002) and
Dorogovtsev and Mendes (2002) review several dierent models of this type, using both determin-
isti and stohasti rules, that give rise to sale-free graphs. The growing network model desribed
by Manna (2003) adds another level of omplexity by making the addition of new links to the
network dependent on the dynamis of several random walkers on a regular lattie. Variants of
these models exist where the preferential attahment to nodes of high degree ompetes with the
preferential attahment to nodes of a lesser age, i.e., nodes that have been added to the network
more reently. Amaral et al. (2000) have shown that suh aging eets an result in a graph
whose power-law degree distribution is trunated by an exponential tail. Dorogovtsev and Mendes
(2003b) disuss models of aelerated growth of networks, where the rate of addition of new nodes
inreases with time. Williams and Martinez (2000) desribe a simple set of rules to grow a network,
that produes graphs remarkably similar in struture to many eologial food webs (Camaho et al.,
2002).
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One aspet missing from these growing network models is that the dynamis of the network is
not intertwined with the dynamis of other variables. The models that inlude aging are impliitly
using a dynamial variable, the age of a node, but the dynamis of that variable is not oupled
to the struture of the graph. In many natural systems the dynamis of the network is tightly
oupled to the dynamis of the variables living on it, and vie versa. For example, a food-web
inuenes the dynamis of the speies' populations, and if a speies beomes extint, the food-
web hanges. The ring pattern of neurons depends on the struture of the neural network and
the strengths of synapti onnetions are in turn modied by the repeated ring or non-ring of
neurons (Arbib, 1995). There exist a number of models that inorporate this feature too. Models
of learning and memory in neural networks typially have neuron ring patterns o-evolving with the
network onnetion strengths (Arbib, 1995). A number of suh evolving eosystem models have
been studied (Lindgren and Nordahl, 1994; Solé and Manrubia, 1996; Chowdhury et al., 2003) (see
Drossel and MKane, 2003, for a review). Evolving repliator networks have been desribed by
Happel and Stadler (1998) and Tokita and Yasutomi (2003).
In addition to reating evolving network models that produe graphs having a similar struture
to existing networks, one an also use evolving network models to address a number of other
evolution-related questions. For instane, how does the existing struture of a network inuene
its subsequent evolution? This question is best addressed in a model where the evolution of
the network is oupled to the dynamis of other variables, whih, in turn, are aeted by the
network struture. Beause of this oupling, the dierent (sub)strutures in the network aet its
evolution. For instane, autoatalyti sets in prebioti hemial networks might have been more
stable to perturbations beause of their ability to self-repliate. If so, an interesting question is: Can
suh stable strutures grow, or spread through a network and, if they an, over what timesales?
Further, one an ask how the existing strutures determine the short and long term eets of a
perturbation on the evolution of the network; in an eosystem, whether an invading speies will be
able to survive, and for how long, will depend on the ompetition and resoures provided by the
existing speies.
A related set of (meta)questions an be asked about the `evolvability' of networks. Kirshner and Gerhart
(1998) have dened the evolvability of a biologial organism as the apaity to generate heritable,
seletable phenotypi variation. This denition an be extended to other types of networks. Then
one an ask: How evolvable is a network? Is this evolvability also subjet to seletion and has it,
therefore, itself evolved over time?
One of the inspirations for the model I will disuss in this thesis are the models of Kauman,
Farmer, Fontana and others who have explored questions about self-organization, the origin of life
and some of the above evolvability issues in work on artiial hemistries. An artiial hemistry is
a system whose omponents `reat' with eah other in a way analogous to moleules partiipating
in hemial reations. Thus, Kauman (1983) and Bagley et al. (1991) onsider systems omposed
of strings of arbitrary length made from a binary alphabet. Strings an partiipate in `leavage'
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and `ligation reations' whih involve the splitting or onatenation of strings to form new ones.
Just as with a real hemistry, not all reations will be allowed and there are dierent ways of
speifying whih strings partiipate in whih reations. The simplest way is to randomly deide
whih reations are allowed, resulting in a `random hemistry' of the type studied by Kauman.
He found that there is a ritial number of links, suh that if a random hemistry has more than
that number of links, it is almost ertain to ontain an autoatalyti set (Kauman, 1993).
Bagley et al. (1991) have explored an artiial hemistry onsisting of atalyzed ligation and
leavage reations. Their network evolves with time as new moleules an be reated by the
ligation of existing ones. They address the puzzle of how large moleules with highly speialized
funtionality, like enzymes and DNA, ould have evolved from an initial ondition that ontained
only small moleules whih interated weakly and non-speially. Again, autoatalyti sets play
an important role in the overall dynamis and are suggested as one of the possible means by
whih a omplex hemial organization, a `metabolism', ould have evolved on the prebioti Earth.
Fontana (1991) and Fontana and Buss (1994) study more abstrat artiial hemistries onsisting
of funtions expressed in the lambda-alulus. Eah funtion an `reat' with other funtions,
produing a new funtion by the omposition of the `reatant' funtions. They nd that in suh
a hemistry there is a spontaneous emergene of groups of ooperative reations suh as self-
repliators, self-repliating sets, autoatalyti yles, symbioti and parasiti funtions.
If Darwinian natural seletion is driving the evolution of the network one an ask, what were
the seletive pressures ating on the network at dierent times? How do the seletive pressures
hange with the struture of the network? Whenever the dynamis of the network has a stohasti
omponent the detailed struture of the network is typially a result of many hane events.
Nevertheless, some patterns may still be preditable. Thus, it is of interest to ask whih patterns
are preditable and whih are a result of historial aidents.
Another aspet of the dynamis of evolutionary systems is the destrution of strutures. In
evolving systems, non-random strutures not only emerge but also get destroyed in some irum-
stanes. A number of mass extintions are doumented in the fossil reord (Newman and Palmer,
1999). Finanial markets suer sudden large rashes (Bouhaud, 2001; Johansen and Sornette,
2001). Disovering markers that an be used to predit an imminent rash would obviously be very
useful in the ontext of nanial markets. It is of interest to try to identify the possibly multiple
auses of suh rashes. Many mehanisms have been suggested to explain mass extintions in the
fossil reord (Maynard-Smith, 1989; Glen, 1994). The model of Bak and Sneppen (1993) is one
example of attempts to explain the distribution of extintion sizes. Tokita and Yasutomi (1999)
have studied various statistial properties of the extintion events in their model of an eosystem.
In eosystems there an exist `keystone' speies whose extintions are likely to trigger a asade of
further extintions (Paine, 1969; Jordán et al., 1999; Solé and Montoya, 2001). This raises several
interesting questions: Knowing the struture of an eologial network an one predit whih speies
are keystone? Are there any mehanisms that exist to `protet' suh important speies?
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In this thesis I will try to address some of these issues within the ontext of a spei mathemat-
ial model of an evolving network. Many of the phenomena exhibited by the model are reminisent
of the phenomena seen in a variety of evolving networks  the growth of non-random struture
(in the form of autoatalyti sets), the growth of interdependene and ooperation between nodes
of the network, sudden mass extintions due to the extintion of keystone speies or the reation
of ertain new strutures in the network (termed `innovations'). The model provides a simple
mathematial framework within whih to analyze the mehanisms that produe suh phenomena.
The basi model, and its variants, will be spei instanes of a broad framework for modeling
evolving networks that I present in the following setion.
1.7 Framework of a model in which the network co-evolves
with other variables
Consider a proess that alters a network, represented by a graph, in disrete steps. The series of
graphs produed an be denoted Cn, n = 1, 2, . . .. Eah step of the proess, taking a graph from
Cn−1 to Cn, will be alled a `graph update event'. The following framework denes a lass of
evolving network models that onsist of a graph evolving, by a series of graph update events, along
with other system variables:
Variables: The dynamial variables are a direted graph C and a variable xi assoiated with eah
node i of the graph. For example, xi ould represent:
• the onentrations of substrates and enzymes in a metaboli network,
• the expression level of genes in a geneti regulatory network,
• the populations of speies in an eosystem,
• the state (ring or not ring) of neurons in the brain,
• the number of times eah web page on the world wide web has been aessed,
• the number of lms eah ator/atress has worked in,
• the prots of eah of a set of interating ompanies.
Initialization: To start with, the graph C and the variables xi are given some initial values. The
partiular hoie of values will depend on the system being modeled.
Dynamis:
Step 1: First, keeping the graph (Cn−1 at step n− 1) xed, the xi are evolved for a speied
time T aording to a set of dierential equations that an be shematially written in
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the form: x˙i = fi(Cn−1, x1, x2, . . .), where fi are ertain funtions that depend upon
the graph Cn−1 and on all the xi variables.
Step 2: After this, some nodes may be removed from the graph, along with their links. Some
links may also be removed from the graph. Whih nodes and links are removed will,
in general, depend on the xi values of the nodes and the graph Cn−1.
Step 3: Similarly, some nodes may be added to the graph. These new nodes will be assigned
links with existing nodes. The rules for speifying whih links will be assigned may
depend on the xi values of the other nodes and Cn−1. The new node will be given
its own xi variable, whih will be assigned some initial value. Some new links may be
added between existing nodes, whih again may depend on the xi values of the nodes
and Cn−1.
Steps 2 and 3 produe a new graph whih will be the graph at time step n, Cn. This proess, from
step 1 onward, is iterated.
The above provides a nonequilibrium statistial mehanis framework for a model of an evolving
network. The graph is generially in a nonequilibrium state beause of the onstant ux of nodes
and links into and out of the graph. The xi variables may also be in a nonequilibrium state
depending on the form of of fi. The graph dynamis in this framework is a spei ase of a
Markov proess on the spae of graphs. For a general Markov proess, at time n − 1, the graph
Cn−1 determines the transition probability to all other graphs. The stohasti proess piks the
new graph for time n, Cn, using this probability distribution. In the example here, the transition
probability is not speied expliitly. It arises impliitly as a onsequene of the dynamis of the xi
variables (step 1) and the way the speied rules for steps 2 and 3 use the xi values to determine
whih nodes and links will be removed or added.
There are two timesales built into this framework. On a timesale muh shorter than T , the
xi variables an evolve while the graph remains xed. On a longer timesale, the graph hanges
in disrete steps that involve the possible removal and addition of nodes and links. The operation
of the xi dynamis and the graph dynamis on dierent timesales is ommon to many systems.
In the brain, over short times neurons re or not depending on their xed synapti onnetions
and the ring of other neurons, while over a long timesale the ring pattern an ause the
synapti onnetions to strengthen or weaken. In an eosystem, over short timesales the speies
omposition is xed while the populations hange, and over long times the network hanges beause
of the extintion and mutation of existing speies and the invasion of the system by new speies.
In a geneti regulatory network, over short times the genes and regulatory interations are xed
and it is the expression level of genes that hanges with time, and on a longer timesale the genes
themselves evolve. These examples also reiterate what was mentioned before  the xi dynamis
and the graph dynamis are interdependent. This feature is also built into the above framework:
The dependene of the xi dynamis on the graph lies in the dependene of the funtions fi on C.
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The dependene of the graph dynamis on xi lies in steps 2 and 3. The partiular hoies of fi as
well as the rules determining whih, if any, nodes and links will be removed or added will depend
on the partiular system that is being modeled.
1.8 Extensions of the framework
This framework an be extended to inlude a larger lass of evolving network models. Firstly, as
mentioned in setion 1.5, it may be preferable to model some systems using dierene equations or
ellular automata. For instane, if the populations of all speies in an eosystem an be assumed
to be large then treating them as ontinuous variables and representing their dynamis by dier-
ential equations may be reasonable. But if the populations are lose to zero this ould be a bad
approximation. It is easy to alter step 1 to take into aount these possibilities. Seondly, it may
be more appropriate to model some systems using two or more graphs, or by some generalization
of a graph like a hypergraph. For example, in a ell, the metaboli network is linked to the geneti
regulatory network and the dynamis on one network an aet the dynamis on the other. A
number of neural network models of learning onsist of two interating networks, the `teaher'
and the `student'; Kinzel (2003) has reviewed several models that onsist of more than one neu-
ral network interating with one another. The framework desribed above an be generalized to
deal with suh systems: Kohn (1999) has desribed a generalized form of a graph that he uses
to represent all the dierent types of interations in the mammalian ell yle ontrol and DNA
repair systems. Thirdly, as is the ase in some neural network models (Arbib, 1995), it may be
worthwhile to onsider dynamial rules where the network hanges ontinuously with time, rather
than in disrete steps as in the above framework.
1.9 The origin of life: evolution of a chemical network
In this thesis I will desribe a model  a partiular instane of the above framework  whose rules
attempt to desribe some aspets of the dynamis of a hemial network in a pool on the prebioti
Earth (Jain and Krishna, 1998). Assume that the pool ontains many amino aid monomers or
nuleotide bases, as well as some small polypeptide hains or short RNA moleules whih may
have a weak atalyti ativity (Joye, 1989). For instane, some of these polypeptides or atalyti
RNA might atalyze the prodution of other polypeptides or RNA from the monomers present in
the pool. Suh a hemial network an be represented as a graph in whih the nodes are the
polypeptides/RNA and the links represent their atalyti interations. This would be the graph
C in the model. The xi ould represent the onentrations or relative populations of eah type,
or speies, of polypeptide or RNA. xi would hange with time as the possible hemial reations
proeed to produe or deplete the dierent moleular speies. Fousing only on the atalyzed
reations whih produe dierent moleular speies from the monomers, one an imagine that for
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a short timesale, over whih the pool remains undisturbed, the hemial network (i.e., C) will be
xed with no moleular speies entering or exiting the pool. Thus, the xi will evolve aording to
the hemial rate equations, with C xed. In setion 4.1, I derive the form of fi for suh hemial
rate equations under the following assumptions:
• only reations involving the atalyzed prodution of eah moleular speies are modeled,
• the atalyzed reations are desribed by the Mihaelis-Menten theory of enzyme atalysis,
• the Mihaelis onstants for eah reation are very large ompared to the populations,
• the onentrations of all the required reatants are non-zero and xed,
• all atalysts have the same strength,
• the pool is well-stirred, i.e., there are no spatial degrees of freedom.
Over long timesales imagine that the pool is subjet to perturbations in the form of oods, tides
or storms whih may ush out part of the pool and possibly introdue new moleules into the pool.
Removing a node from the graph would orrespond to removing all the moleules of a partiular
type from the pool. When a perturbation removes a random lot of moleules, the moleular speies
with smaller xi are more likely to be ompletely wiped out from the pool. For step 2, I will hoose
a rule that implements an extreme version of suh seletion: the node with the least xi will be
removed along with all its links. A perturbation an add a new node to the graph, with a small xi
value. An added node orresponds to a new type of moleule being brought into the pool by the
perturbation. As there is no reason to assume suh a node would have any partiular relationship
with existing nodes it is reasonable to assign the links of the new node randomly. Therefore, for step
3, I hoose the rule: add one new node, whose links with existing nodes are assigned randomly.
In this senario one an assume that the perturbation would not remove existing links without
removing a node, or reate a new link between existing nodes. Therefore, these possibilities an
be exluded from the model. A detailed desription of the model rules is given in hapter 5.
Suh a model ould address some questions onerning the origin of life on Earth (Jain and Krishna,
2001). The hemial network of a baterial ell of today onsists of several thousand types of
moleules involved in thousands of dierent hemial reations. Eah type of moleule plays a
denite funtional role and the entire hemial network is organized to enable the ell to perform
the various funtions it needs to survive and reprodue in often extreme onditions. This hemial
organization is highly non-random  the moleules found in ells are a small subset in a very large
spae of possible moleules and the graph that desribes their interations is a speial kind of graph
in the very large spae of graphs. The probability of suh a strutured hemial organization arising
by pure hane is extremely small. After the oeans ondensed about 4 billion years bak on the
prebioti Earth there was no suh hemial network of interations existing anywhere. However,
if we assume that life originated on Earth about 3.5 to 3.8 billion years ago as suggested by the
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mirofossil evidene (Shopf, 1993), then that leaves a few hundred million years for the rst living
ells to form. A puzzle of the origin of life on Earth is: how did suh a strutured, non-random
hemial organization form in suh a short time? This question an be addressed in the above
model. One an start with a random graph, representing the situation just after the oeans would
have ondensed on Earth, where the pool would be likely to ontain a random set of moleules with
no partiular non-random hemial organization. As I will show, starting from this initial state,
the hemial network in the model desribed above evolves inevitably into a highly non-random,
autoatalyti network (Jain and Krishna, 1998, 1999). The mehanisms that ause this growth
might throw light on the above puzzle.
1.10 Catastrophes and recoveries in evolving networks
The model I will analyze also exhibits sudden atastrophes  mass extintions where the relative
populations of many speies fall to zero in a short time  whih are followed by slow reoveries.
The asymmetry between atastrophe and reovery times, and fat tails in the size distribution
of atastrophes in the model (Jain and Krishna, 2002a) are also observed in atastrophes and
reoveries seen in the fossil reord (Newman and Palmer, 1999) and in nanial markets (Bouhaud,
2001; Johansen and Sornette, 2001). The mehanisms that ause suh mass extintions are a
matter of muh debate (Maynard-Smith, 1989; Glen, 1994). The model of Bak and Sneppen
(1993) is an attempt to explain the frequeny distribution of extintion events of dierent sizes
using the mehanism of self-organized ritiality. The model I will study is similar in some ways to
the Bak-Sneppen model, with the addition of another dynamial variable  the network struture
of the system. The advantage of expliitly modeling the network struture is that the mehanisms
ausing the atastrophes and their dependene on the network struture an be analyzed in detail.
I will show that, in the model, the largest extintions are aused mainly by three mehanisms
(Jain and Krishna, 2002b). One of the mehanisms involves the removal of spei speies. This
is reminisent of the notion of `keystone speies' that was disussed in setion 1.6. Thus, in this
model, one an give a graph-theoreti denition of keystone speies and explain why their removal
auses mass extintions (Jain and Krishna, 2002b).
1.10.1 Innovations
Apart from the removal of speies, it is interesting that `innovations'  the reation of new strutures
in the network  an also ause atastrophes. In the ontext of the model it is possible to reate
a graph-theoreti denition for the term `innovation' (Jain and Krishna, 2002b, 2003b). This
denition allows me to onstrut a hierarhy of innovations and orrelate the graph-theoreti
struture of an innovation to its short and long term eets on the evolution of the network
(Jain and Krishna, 2003a,b).
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1.11 A map of subsequent chapters
Chapters 24 desribe dierent segments of the basi model, that are put together in hapter 5,
and introdue various results from graph theory that will be useful for analyzing the model. The
later hapters analyze the diverse phenomena observed in the model using the results from the
previous hapters. In more detail:
Chapter 2 introdues ertain elements of graph theory. I set out the notation that will be used and
give denitions of direted graphs, degree of a node, paths, yles and onneted omponents
of a graph. I introdue the notions of `dependeny' of a node, and `interdependeny' of a
graph. I dene the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue and eigenvetors of a graph and desribe
some of their properties. Random graphs are briey disussed at the end of the hapter.
Chapter 3 introdues the onept of an `autoatalyti set'. I desribe the relation between alge-
brai properties of a graph, suh as the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue and eigenvetors, and
topologial properties, suh as the presene or absene of autoatalyti sets in a graph. I then
present the eigenvetor prole theorem whih, for any graph, speies the `prole' (whih
omponents are zero and whih non-zero) of all possible Perron-Frobenius eigenvetors of the
graph. The notion of a ore and periphery of a Perron-Frobenius eigenvetor is introdued.
Chapter 4 presents a dynamial system whose variables `live' on the nodes of the graph. Their
dynamis is desribed by a set of oupled dierential equations, where the ouplings are
speied by the graph. The equations are derived from an idealized version of the hemial
rate equations that would desribe the dynamis of atalyti moleules in a well-stirred
hemial reator. I show that the attrators are xed points and for generi initial onditions
are Perron-Frobenius eigenvetors of the graph. I present the attrator prole theorem whih
identies the subset of Perron-Frobenius eigenvetors that are attrators of the system for a
given graph. The `ore' and `periphery' of a graph are dened and the notion of a `keystone
node' is introdued.
Chapter 5 introdues a model of an evolving graph along the lines of setion 1.7. The model
uses the dynamial system disussed in hapter 4 for step 1 of the dynamis. Some spei
rules are hosen for steps 2 and 3 that aim to apture the way storms, oods or tides would
remove moleular speies from, and add new moleular speies to, a pool on the prebioti
Earth. I display the evolution of various quantities  the total number of links in the graph,
the number of nodes with non-zero relative population in the attrator, the Perron-Frobenius
eigenvalue, and the interdependeny of the graph  as a funtion of time for some example
runs of the model. I also exhibit snapshots of the graph at various times for one run. Three
`phases' of behaviour are observed in these runs whih are dubbed the `random', `growth'
and `organized' phases.
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Chapter 6 disusses the random and growth phases. Autoatalyti sets are shown to play an
important role. I argue that no graph struture is stable for very long during the random
phase, and that this is beause there is no ACS in the graph. I show that the hane
formation of an ACS triggers the growth phase, in whih the number of links of the graph
grow exponentially as the ACS expands by areting more and more nodes to itself. This
ontinues until the entire graph is an ACS at whih point the organized phase starts. The
timesales of appearane and growth of the ACS are analytially estimated. I show that the
nal fully autoatalyti graph is a highly non-random graph. The degree and dependeny
distributions for the fully autoatalyti graphs produed in the runs are disussed.
Chapter 7 disusses the sudden extintions of large numbers of moleular speies observed oa-
sionally in the organized phase. I show that the largest extintion events are `ore-shifts', a
omplete hange of the ore of the graph. The notion of an `innovation' is introdued. I
show that ore-shifts an our due to the removal of a keystone speies from the graph,
or due to a partiular type of innovation (the addition of a speies whih reates a new
`self-sustaining' struture in the graph), or a spei ombination of both. The timesales of
these large extintion events, as well as the reovery of the system afterward, are disussed.
The struture of the graphs just before eah large extintion, in partiular their degree and
dependeny distributions, are analyzed.
Chapter 8 disusses the robustness of the formation and growth of autoatalyti sets to hanges
in the model rules. I list various simpliations in the model rules that depart from realism but
make the system analytially tratable. Variants of the model that relax these simpliations
are presented and are shown to exhibit the formation and growth of autoatalyti sets.
Chapter 9 summarizes the interesting features of the model and its variants, and disusses the
limitations and possible extensions of the model.
Appendix A ontains detailed proofs of all propositions made in the thesis, inluding the eigen-
vetor, and attrator, prole theorems.
Appendix B desribes two omputer programs that use dierent methods to simulate the model
and its variants. The soure ode of the programs are provided in the attahed CD.
Appendix C desribes the ontents of the attahed CD.
Chapter 2
Definitions and Terminology
2.1 Directed graphs and adjacency matrices
Denition 2.1: Direted graph.
A direted graph G = G(S,L) is dened by a set S of `nodes' and a set L of `links', where
eah link is an ordered pair of nodes (Harary, 1969; Robinson and Foulds, 1980).
The set of nodes an be onveniently labeled by integers, S = {1, 2, . . . , s} for a direted graph
of s nodes. Heneforth I will use the term `graph' to refer to a labeled, direted graph.
An example of a graph is given in Figure 2.1a where eah node is represented by a small labeled
irle, and a link (j, i) is represented by an arrow pointing from node j to node i. A graph with s
nodes is ompletely speied by an s × s matrix, C = (cij), alled the `adjaeny matrix' of the
graph, and vie versa.
Denition 2.2: Adjaeny matrix.
The adjaeny matrix of a graph G = G(S,L) with s nodes is an s × s matrix, denoted
C = (cij), where cij = 1 if L ontains a direted link (j, i) (arrow pointing from node j to
node i), and cij = 0 otherwise.
This onvention diers from the usual one (Harary, 1969; Robinson and Foulds, 1980; Bollobás,
1998) where cij = 1 if and only if there is a link from node i to node j; the transpose of the
adjaeny matrix dened above. This onvention has been hosen beause it is more onvenient in
the ontext of the dynamial system to be disussed in hapter 4. Figure 2.1b shows the adjaeny
matrix orresponding to the graph in Figure 2.1a. I will use the terms `graph' and `adjaeny
matrix' interhangeably: the phrase `a graph with adjaeny matrix C' will often be abbreviated
to `a graph C'.
Undireted graphs are speial ases of direted graphs whose adjaeny matries are symmetri
(Harary, 1969; Robinson and Foulds, 1980). A single (undireted) link of an undireted graph
between, say, nodes j and i, an be viewed as two direted links of a direted graph, one from j to
i and the other from i to j. See Bollobás (1998) for many results onerning undireted graphs.
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Figure 2.1: a. A direted graph with 8 nodes. The unbraketed number adjaent to eah node is
the degree of that node, and the braketed number is the dependeny. b. The adjaeny matrix
of the graph in (a). . A subgraph of the graph in (a) indued by S′ = {3, 4, 5}. The adjaeny
matrix of the subgraph is the shaded portion of the matrix in (b). d. The ondensation of the graph
in (a). The dashed lines in (b) demarate the portions that orrespond to the strong omponents
Cα. The only basi subgraph, C7, is shaded.
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Denition 2.3: Subgraph.
A graph G′ = G′(S′, L′) is alled a subgraph of G(S,L) if S′ ⊂ S and L′ ⊂ L
(Harary, 1969; Bollobás, 1998).
Denition 2.4: Indued subgraph.
A graph G′ = G′(S′, L′) is alled an indued subgraph of G(S,L), or the subgraph of
G(S,L) indued by S′, if S′ ⊂ S and L′ ontains all (and only) those links in L with both
endpoints in S′ (Harary, 1969; Bollobás, 1998).
The graph in Figure 2.1 is thus an indued subgraph of the graph in Figure 2.1a (indued by
S′ = {3, 4, 5}). For a subgraph it is often more onvenient to label the nodes not by integers
starting from 1, but by the same labels the orresponding nodes had in the parent graph. The
adjaeny matrix of an indued subgraph an be obtained by deleting all the rows and olumns
from the full adjaeny matrix that orrespond to the nodes outside the subgraph. The highlighted
portion of the matrix in Figure 2.1b is the adjaeny matrix of the indued subgraph in Figure 2.1.
2.2 Degrees and dependency
2.2.1 Degree of a node and degree distribution of a graph
Denition 2.5: Degree, in-degree and out-degree.
The degree, or total degree, of a node is the total number of inoming plus outgoing links
from that node, i.e., the degree of node i is
∑s
j=1(cji + cji).
The in-degree of a node is the total number of inoming links to that node, i.e., the in-degree
of node i is
∑s
j=1 cij .
The out-degree of a node is the total number of outgoing links from that node, i.e., the
out-degree of node i is
∑s
j=1 cji (Harary, 1969; Bollobás, 1998).
The unbraketed numbers adjaent to eah node in Figure 2.1a show the degree of that node.
Denition 2.6: Degree distribution.
The degree distribution of a graph, denoted P (k), is the fration of nodes with degree k.
The out-degree distribution, Pout(k), and the in-degree distribution, Pin(k), are similarly
dened (Harary, 1969; Bollobás, 1998).
2.2.2 Dependency and interdependency
Denition 2.7: Dependeny.
The dependeny, denoted di, of a node i is the total number of links in all paths that
terminate at that node, eah link ounted only one (Jain and Krishna, 1999).
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Denition 2.8: Dependeny distribution.
The dependeny distribution of a graph, denoted D(d), is the fration of nodes with
dependeny d.
Denition 2.9: Interdependeny.
The interdependeny of a graph is dened to be the average dependeny:
d ≡ (1/s)∑si=1 di =∑∞d=0 d×D(d)
(Jain and Krishna, 1999).
The braketed numbers adjaent to eah node in Figure 2.1a show the dependeny of that node.
The interdependeny of the graph in Figure 2.1a is 9/8.
Beause di ounts how many links ultimately `feed into' the node i, it is a measure of how
`dependent' node i is on other nodes. Thus d is a measure of how interdependent are the nodes
in the graph. While the degree of a node is a `loal' measure as it depends only on the immediate
onnetions of a node, the dependeny is more `non-loal' in harater beause links far away from
the node ontribute to it.
2.3 Walks, paths and cycles
Denition 2.10: Walk, losed walk.
A walk of length n (from node i1 to node in+1) is an alternating sequene of nodes and
links i1l1i2l2 . . . inlnin+1 suh that link l1 points from node i1 to node i2 (i.e. l1 = (i1, i2)),
l2 points from i2 to i3 and so on. If the rst and last nodes i1 and in+1 of a walk are the
same, it will be referred to as a losed walk
(Harary, 1969; Robinson and Foulds, 1980; Bollobás, 1998).
The existene of even one losed walk in the graph implies the existene of an innite number of
distint walks in the graph. In the graph of Figure 2.1a, there are an innite number of walks from
node 7 to node 8 (e.g., 7 → 8, 7 → 8 → 7 → 8, . . .) but no walk from node 7 to node 2. An
undireted graph trivially has losed walks if it has any undireted links at all.
If C is the adjaeny matrix of a graph then it is easy to see that (Cn)ij equals the number of
distint walks of length n from node j to node i. E.g., (C2)ij =
∑s
k=1 cikckj ; eah term in the
sum is unity if and only if there exists a link from j to k and from k to i, hene the sum ounts
the number of walks from j to i of length 2.
Denition 2.11: Path.
A walk with all nodes distint is a path
(Harary, 1969; Robinson and Foulds, 1980; Bollobás, 1998).
In a direted graph C, I will say node j `has aess to' node i, or node i `has aess from' node j,
if there is a path from node j to node i, i.e., for some n ≥ 0 (Cn)ij > 0 (Rothblum, 1975). I refer
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to a node i as being `downstream' from a node j if j has aess to i, but i does not have aess
to j. Similarly i is `upstream' from j if i has aess to j, but j does not have aess to i. Thus
in Figure 2.1a, node 5 is downstream from node 2, or equivalently node 2 is upstream from node
5 beause node 2 has aess to 5 but not vie versa. Node 2 is neither upstream nor downstream
from node 7 as neither have aess to the other. Node 8 is also neither upstream nor downstream
from 7 beause eah has aess to the other along some direted path.
Denition 2.12: Cyle, n-yle.
An n-yle is a losed walk with n links, and all intermediate nodes distint
(Harary, 1969; Robinson and Foulds, 1980; Bollobás, 1998).
I will also use the term `yle' to refer to the subgraph onsisting of the nodes and links that form
the yle. Thus any subgraph with n ≥ 1 nodes that ontains exatly n links and also ontains a
losed walk that overs all n nodes is an n-yle. E.g., the subgraph indued by nodes 7 and 8 in
Figure 2.1a is a 2-yle. Clearly any graph that has a losed walk ontains a yle.
2.4 Connected components of a graph
Given a direted graph C, its `assoiated undireted graph' (or `symmetrized version') C(s) an be
obtained by adding additional links as follows: for every link (j, i) in L, add another link (i, j) if
the latter is not already in L.
Denition 2.13: Strongly, weakly and unilaterally onneted nodes.
Two nodes i and j of a direted graph C will be said to be
(i) strongly onneted if i has aess to j and j also has aess to i,
(ii) unilaterally onneted if either i has aess to j, or j has aess to to i,
(iii) weakly onneted if there exists a path between them in the assoiated
undireted graph C(s),
(iv) disonneted if none of the above is true (Harary, 1969; Robinson and Foulds, 1980).
It is evident that any strongly onneted nodes are also unilaterally onneted, and any unilat-
erally onneted nodes are weakly onneted, but the onverse need not be true. A graph will
be termed strongly, unilaterally, or weakly onneted if all pairs of its nodes are, respetively,
strongly, unilaterally or weakly onneted. Any direted graph an be deomposed into strongly-,
unilaterally- and weakly-onneted omponents whih are subgraphs indued by maximal sets of
strongly, unilaterally and weakly onneted nodes (Harary, 1969; Robinson and Foulds, 1980) (e.g.,
the graph of Figure 2.1a has ve weakly onneted omponents indued, respetively, by the nodes
{1}, {2, 3, 4, 5}, {6} and {7, 8}). By onvention a single node is onsidered strongly-onneted to
itself even if there is no self-link (Harary, 1969; Robinson and Foulds, 1980). Therefore, if a graph
ontains a single node with no links the single node is also onsidered a (trivial) strong omponent
of the graph.
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2.5 Partitioning a graph into its strong components
The nodes of any graph an be grouped into a unique set of strong omponents as follows:
1. Pik any node, say i. Find all the nodes having aess from i. Denote this set by S1; it
may inlude i itself. Similarly nd all the nodes having aess to i. Denote this set by S2.
Denote the subgraph indued by the set of nodes {i} ∪ (S1 ∩ S2) as C1. C1 is one strongly
onneted omponent of the graph.
2. Pik another node that is not in C1 and repeat the proedure with that node to get another
subgraph, C2. The sets of nodes omprising the two subgraphs will be disjoint.
3. Repeat this proess until all nodes have been plaed in some Cα, α = 1, 2, . . . ,M . Eah Cα
is a strong omponent of the graph.
Irrespetive of whih nodes are piked and in whih order, this proedure will produe for any graph
a unique (upto labeling of the Cα) set of disjoint subgraphs, eah of whih is strongly onneted,
enompassing all the nodes of the graph (Harary, 1969; Robinson and Foulds, 1980). The graph in
Figure 2.1a will deompose into 7 suh subgraphs (omprising nodes {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}
and {7, 8}).
One says there is a path from a strong omponent C1 to another strong omponent C2 if there
is a path in C from any node of C1 to any node of C2. The terms `aess', `downstream' and
`upstream' an thus be used unambiguously for the Cα.
2.6 Condensation of a graph
Denition 2.14: Condensation of a graph.
Determine all the strong omponents C1, C2, . . . , CM of the graph as desribed above. Con-
strut a new graph of M nodes, one node for eah Cα, α = 1, . . . ,M . The new graph has a
direted link from Cβ to Cα if, in the original graph, any node of Cβ has a link to any node
of Cα. This new graph is alled the ondensation of the graph C
(Harary, 1969; Robinson and Foulds, 1980).
Figure 2.1d illustrates the ondensation of Figure 2.1a. Clearly the ondensed graph annot have
any losed walks. For if it were to have a losed walk then the Cα subgraphs omprising the losed
walk would together have formed a larger strong omponent in the rst plae. Therefore one an
renumber the Cα suh that if α > β, Cβ is never downstream from Cα. Now one an renumber
the nodes of the original graph suh that nodes belonging to a given Cα are labeled by ontiguous
node numbers, and whenever a pair of nodes i and j belong to dierent subgraphs Cα and Cβ
respetively, then α > β implies i > j. Suh a renumbering is in general not unique, but with any
suh renumbering the adjaeny matrix takes the following anonial form:
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C =


C1 0
C2
.
.
.
R CM


,
where 0 indiates that the upper blok triangular part of the matrix ontains only zeroes while the
lower blok triangular part, R, is not equal to zero in general. The matrix in Figure 2.1b is already
in this anonial form; the dashed lines demarate the portions that orrespond to the Cα.
2.7 Irreducible graphs and matrices
Denition 2.15: Irreduible graph.
A graph is termed irreduible if eah node in the graph has aess to every other node
(Harary, 1969; Seneta, 1973).
The simplest irreduible subgraph is a 1-yle. In Figure 2.1a the subgraph indued by nodes 7
and 8 is irreduible, but the subgraph indued by nodes 2, 3, 4, and 5 is not irreduible as there
is, for example, no path from node 5 to node 2.
Denition 2.16: Irreduible matrix.
A matrix C is irreduible if for every ordered pair of nodes i and j there exists a positive
integer k suh that (Ck)ij > 0 (Seneta, 1973).
Thus, if a graph is irreduible then its adjaeny matrix is also irreduible, and vie versa. Irreduible
graphs are, by denition, strongly onneted graphs. In fat all strongly onneted graphs are
irreduible, exept the graph onsisting of a single node with no self-link whih is strongly onneted
(by denition) but not irreduible.
2.8 Perron-Frobenius eigenvectors (PFEs)
Denition 2.17: Eigenvetor, eigenvalue.
A olumn vetor x = (x1, x2, . . . , xs)
T
is said to be a right eigenvetor of an s × s matrix
C with an eigenvalue λ if for eah i,
∑s
j=1 cijxj = λxi. The eigenvalues of a matrix C
are roots of the harateristi equation of the matrix: |C − λI| = 0, where I is the identity
matrix of the same dimensionality as C and |A| denotes the determinant of the matrix A
(Seneta, 1973).
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A `left eigenvetor' is similarly dened to be a row vetor x = (x1, x2, . . . , xs) suh that for eah
i,
∑s
j=1 cjixj = λxi; the left eigenvetors of C are simply the transpose of the right eigenvetors
of CT , the transpose of C. In this thesis I will only use right eigenvetors and will therefore
refer to them simply as eigenvetors. Note that the set of eigenvalues orresponding to all right
eigenvetors is idential to the set of eigenvalues orresponding to the left eigenvetors. In general
a matrix will have omplex eigenvalues and eigenvetors, but an adjaeny matrix of a graph has
speial properties, beause it is a `non-negative' matrix, i.e., it has no negative entries.
2.8.1 The Perron-Frobenius theorem
The Perron-Frobenius theorem for irreduible non-negative matries states (Seneta, 1973):
Suppose T is an s × s non-negative irreduible matrix. Then there exists an eigenvalue r suh
that:
a) r is real, > 0;
b) with r an be assoiated stritly positive left and right eigenvetors;
) r ≥ |λ| for any eigenvalue λ 6= r;
d) the eigenvetors assoiated with r are unique to onstant multiples;
e) Let B be any s × s non-negative matrix. If 0 ≤ B ≤ T and β is an eigenvalue of B, then
|β| ≤ r. Moreover, |β| = r implies B = T ;
f) r is a simple root of the harateristi equation of T .
If the matrix is not irreduible a weaker form of the above theorem holds. The Perron-Frobenius
theorem for a general non-negative matrix states (Seneta, 1973):
Suppose T is an s× s non-negative matrix. Then there exists an eigenvalue r suh that:
a') r is real, ≥ 0;
b') with r an be assoiated non-negative left and right eigenvetors;
') r ≥ |λ| for any eigenvalue λ 6= r;
e') Let B be any s×s non-negative matrix. If 0 ≤ B ≤ T and β is an eigenvalue of B, then |β| ≤ r.
Denition 2.18: Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue.
For any graph C, the eigenvalue of C that is real and larger than or equal to all other
eigenvalues in magnitude will be alled the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue of the graph and
denoted by λ1(C). The Perron-Frobenius theorem guarantees the existene of suh an
eigenvalue.
Denition 2.19: Perron-Frobenius eigenvetor (PFE).
For any graph C, eah eigenvetor orresponding to λ1(C) onsisting only of real and non-
negative omponents will be referred to as Perron-Frobenius eigenvetor (PFE ). The Perron-
Frobenius theorem guarantees the existene of at least one suh eigenvetor.
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The Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue of the graph in Figure 2.1a is 1 and x = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1)T is
a Perron-Frobenius eigenvetor.
The presene or absene of losed walks in a graph an be determined from the Perron-Frobenius
eigenvalue of its adjaeny matrix:
Proposition 2.1: If a graph, C,
(i) has no losed walk then λ1(C) = 0,
(ii) has a losed walk then λ1(C) ≥ 1.
The proof of this and all subsequent propositions an be found in appendix A.
Note that λ1 annot take values between zero and one beause of the disreteness of the entries
of C, whih are either zero or unity.
2.8.2 Basic subgraphs
In setion 2.6 it was shown that the adjaeny matrix of any graph an always be written in the
following anonial form by an appropriate renumbering of the nodes:
C =


C1 0
C2
.
.
.
R CM


.
From the above form of C it follows that
|C − λI| = |C1 − λI| × |C2 − λI| × . . .× |CM − λI|.
Therefore the set of eigenvalues of C is the union of the sets of eigenvalues of C1, . . . , CM , whih
implies that λ1(C) = maxα{λ1(Cα)}. Thus, if a given graph C has a Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue
λ1 then it ontains at least one strong omponent with Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue λ1.
Denition 2.20: Basi subgraph.
Eah strong omponents of C with Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue equal to λ1(C) is referred
to as a basi subgraph (Rothblum, 1975).
The shaded node in Figure 2.1d orresponds to the only basi subgraph of Figure 2.1a.
Proposition 2.2: If all the basi subgraphs of a graph C are yles then λ1(C) = 1, and vie
versa.
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Figure 2.2: Dependeny distribution of nodes of 107 random graphs from the ensemble Gps with
s = 100, p = 0.0025. The average dependeny is 0.33 and the standard deviation of dependeny
values is 0.76. The straight line plots the funtion A exp(−αd) with A = 0.25, α = −0.87. This
is the best straight line t to the dependeny distribution on a semi-log plot.
2.9 Random graphs
A random graph is an ensemble of graphs with eah member of the ensemble having an assoiated
probability (introdued by Erd®s and Rényi, 1959). Two ensembles have been extensively studied.
One, denoted Gls, is the ensemble of graphs with s verties and l links (and no self-links) with
a uniform assoiated probability. The seond is the ensemble of graphs, denoted Gps, having s
verties, with eah possible link (exept self-links) present with probability p; in other words the
ensemble of all graphs with the probability assoiated with a graph being pl(1 − p)s(s−1)−l if it
has l links. These two ensembles have the same properties in the s → ∞ limit if l = ps(s − 1)
(Bollobás, 1998, 2001). For the random graph Gps the average number of links is ps(s− 1), while
the (total) degree distribution is binomial: P (k) = 2s−2Ck pk(1−p)2s−2−k (Bollobás, 1998, 2001).
Figure 2.2 shows the dependeny distribution of nodes of 107 graphs piked from the ensemble Gps
with s = 100, p = 0.0025 (the program rndgraph.pp that is inluded in the attahed CD, see
appendix C, was used to generate the random graphs). The dependeny averaged over all nodes
was 0.33, and the standard deviation of dependeny values was 0.76. The distribution appears to
deline exponentially as a funtion of dependeny value, but muh slower than would be expeted
for a Poisson distribution with the same mean. See (Bollobás, 1998, 2001) for further results
onerning random graphs.
Chapter 3
Autocatalytic Sets
This hapter disusses the notion of an `autoatalyti set', whih will play an important role in the
dynamis of the model studied in this thesis. After rst providing a graph-theoreti denition of an
autoatalyti set, I disuss its relationship with the Perron-Frobenius eigenvetors of a graph. The
rest of the hapter analyzes the struture of PFEs of dierent graphs, both ones whih ontains
autoatalyti sets and ones whih do not. The results derived here will prove useful in the analysis
of the dynamial system disussed in hapter 4.
3.1 Autocatalytic sets (ACSs)
Denition 3.1: Autoatalyti set (ACS).
An autoatalyti set is a graph, eah of whose nodes has at least one inoming link from a
node belonging to the same graph (Jain and Krishna, 1998).
The onept of an ACS was introdued in the ontext of a set of atalytially interating moleules
where it was dened to be a set of moleular speies that ontains, within itself, a atalyst for
eah of its member speies (Eigen, 1971; Kauman, 1971; Rossler, 1971). Suh a set of moleular
speies an olletively self-repliate under ertain irumstanes even if none of its omponent
moleular speies an individually self-repliate. This denition mathes the one above if you
imagine a node in a direted graph to represent a moleular speies and a link from j to i to signify
that j is a atalyst for i.
Figure 3.1 shows various ACSs. The simplest is a 1-yle; Figure 3.1a. Figures 3.1a and 3.1b
are graphs that are irreduible as well as yles, 3.1 is an ACS that is not an irreduible graph
and hene not a yle, while 3.1d and 3.1e are irreduible graphs that are not yles.
Proposition 3.1: (i) All yles are irreduible graphs and all irreduible graphs are ACSs.
(ii) Not all ACSs are irreduible graphs and not all irreduible graphs are yles.
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Figure 3.1: Examples of autoatalyti sets (ACSs). a. A 1-yle, the simplest ACS. b. A 2-yle.
. An ACS that is not an irreduible graph. d,e Examples of ACSs that are irreduible graphs but
not yles.
3.2 Relationship between Perron-Frobenius eigenvectors and
autocatalytic sets
The ACS is a useful graph-theoreti onstrut in part beause of its onnetion with the PFE.
Firstly, the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue of a graph is an indiator of the existene of an ACS in
the graph (Jain and Krishna, 1998, 1999):
Proposition 3.2: (i) An ACS must ontain a losed walk. Consequently,
(ii) If a graph C has no ACS then λ1(C) = 0.
(iii) If a graph C has an ACS then λ1(C) ≥ 1.
Let x be a PFE of a graph. Consider the set of all nodes i for whih xi is non-zero. I will all the
subgraph indued by these nodes the `subgraph of the PFE x'. For example onsider the graph in
Figure 3.2a. For this graph λ1 = 1. Figure 3.2b shows a PFE of the graph and how it satises the
eigenvalue equation. For this PFE, nodes 1, 5 and 6 have xi = 0. Removing these nodes produes
the PFE subgraph shown in Figure 3.2. If all the omponents of the PFE are non-zero then the
subgraph of the PFE is the entire graph. One an show that (Jain and Krishna, 1998, 1999):
Proposition 3.3: If λ1(C) ≥ 1, then the subgraph of any PFE of C is an ACS.
For the PFE of Figure 3.2b this is immediately veried by inspetion. Note that this result relates
an algebrai property of a graph, its PFE, to a topologial struture, an ACS. Further, this result
is not true if we onsidered irreduible graphs instead of ACSs.
Proposition 3.4: Let x be a PFE of a graph C, and let C ′ denote the adjaeny matrix of the
subgraph of x. Let λ1(C
′) denote the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue of C ′. Then λ1(C ′) =
λ1(C) and C
′
must ontain at least one of the basi subgraphs of C.
Figure 3.2 illustrates this point. The adjaeny matrix of the PFE subgraph, C ′, is obtained by
removing rows 1, 5, 6 and olumns 1, 5, 6 from the original matrix. Figure 3.2d illustrates that
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Figure 3.2: a. A graph with 6 nodes. b. x is an eigenvetor of its adjaeny matrix C with eigen-
value λ1 = 1, whih is the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue of the graph. The non-zero omponents of
x and the orresponding rows and olumns of C are shaded. . The subgraph of the PFE x. The
subgraph is an ACS and ontains one of the basi subgraphs of the graph in (a). d. The vetor
x' onstruted by removing the zero omponents of x is an eigenvetor of the adjaeny matrix,
C ′, of the PFE subgraph. Its orresponding eigenvalue is unity, whih is also the Perron-Frobenius
eigenvalue of the PFE subgraph.
the vetor onstruted by removing the zero omponents of the PFE is an eigenvetor of C ′ with
eigenvalue 1. C ′ ontains one basi subgraph of C  the one indued by the nodes 2 and 3.
Denition 3.2: Simple PFE.
If the subgraph of a PFE ontains only one basi subgraph then the PFE is termed a simple
PFE (Jain and Krishna, 2003a).
The PFE in Figure 3.2 is simple.
3.3 Eigenvector profile theorem
I now present a series of propositions that desribe some aspets of the `prole' of possible PFEs of
a graph, i.e., whih omponents of the PFE are zero and whih are non-zero. These propositions
lead toward the eigenvetor prole theorem whih provides an algorithm for nding the prole
of all the simple PFEs of a graph, and onsequently the prole of the possible non-simple PFEs
also. This theorem is ompletely general, applying to any given graph. After I had generated
the proofs for the theorem and the propositions it depends upon, I found that these results had
already been derived by Rothblum (1975) as part of a more general theorem onerning the prole
of generalized eigenvetors of a non-negative matrix. The proofs provided in appendix A (Krishna
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and Jain, forthoming) are, however, dierent from his; they make no use of the priniple of
mathematial indution, whih Rothblum uses extensively.
For onveniene I will often abbreviate statements like `there exists a PFE in whih the om-
ponents orresponding to the nodes in subgraph C1are non-zero/zero' to `there exists a PFE in
whih the nodes in subgraph C1 are non-zero/zero'.
Proposition 3.5: If a node is non-zero in a PFE then all nodes it has aess to are non-zero in
that PFE.
It follows that if any node of an irreduible subgraph is non-zero in a PFE then all the other nodes
in that subgraph must be non-zero in that PFE. A situation where some nodes of an irreduible
subgraph are non-zero and some are zero in the same PFE annot happen.
Proposition 3.6: If a node is upstream from a basi subgraph then that node is zero in any PFE.
Proposition 3.7: If a node does not have aess from a basi subgraph then it is zero in any PFE.
Propositions 3.6 and 3.7 desribe whih nodes will be zero in the PFEs, while proposition 3.4 and
3.5 desribe whih nodes will be non-zero  at least one of the basi subgraphs will be non-zero in
every PFE along with all nodes it has aess to. In other words the subgraph of any PFE onsists of
one or more of the basi subgraphs and those nodes that they have aess to, i.e., the subgraph of
any PFE is neessarily an ACS (reall proposition 3.3, this is an alternate proof of that proposition).
Propositions 3.43.7 an be used to prove the following theorem about the prole of PFEs of
any graph:
Theorem 3.1: Eigenvetor prole theorem
For any graph C, determine all the basi subgraphs of C. Denote them by D1, . . . ,DK .
Determine whih of these does not have any other Di downstream from it. Denote these by
E1, . . . , EN . Then:
(i) For eah i = 1, . . . , N there exists a unique (upto onstant multiples) PFE in whih the
nodes of Ei and all nodes having aess from them are non-zero and all other nodes are
zero. It is evident that these PFEs are simple. Moreover these are the only simple PFEs of
the graph C.
(ii) Any PFE is a linear ombination of these N simple PFEs.
3.4 Core and periphery of a simple PFE
Denition 3.3: Core and periphery of a simple PFE.
If C is the subgraph of a simple PFE, the basi subgraph ontained in C will be alled the
ore of the simple PFE (or equivalently, the `ore of C'), and denoted Q. The set of the
remaining nodes and links of C that are not in its ore will together be said to onstitute
the periphery of the simple PFE (Jain and Krishna, 2003a).
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Figure 3.3: λ1 is a measure of the multipliity of internal pathways in the ore of a simple PFE.
Four irreduible graphs are shown. An irreduible graph always has a unique PFE that is simple
and whose ore is the entire graph. The Perron-Frobenius theorem ensures that adding a link to
the ore of a simple PFE neessarily inreases its Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue λ1.
For example, for the PFE in Figure 3.2b the ore is the 2-yle omprising nodes 2 and 3. In
Figure 3.2 the ore nodes are blak and the periphery nodes grey. Note that the periphery is not a
subgraph beause it ontains links not just between periphery nodes but also from nodes outside
the periphery (like the link from node 3 to 4 in Figure 3.2).
It follows from the Perron-Frobenius theorem for irreduible graphs that λ1(Q) will neessarily
inrease if any link is added to the ore. Similarly removing any link will derease λ1(Q). Thus λ1
measures the multipliity of internal pathways in the ore. Figure 3.3 illustrates this point.
The ore and periphery an be shown to have the following topologial property (Jain and Krishna,
2003a):
Proposition 3.8: Every node in the ore of a simple PFE has aess to every other node of the
PFE subgraph. No periphery node has aess to any ore node.
Thus starting from the ore one an reah the periphery but not vie versa.
3.5 Core and periphery of a non-simple PFE
Beause any PFE of a graph an be written as a linear ombination of the simple PFEs (whih,
upto onstant multiples, are unique for any graph), the denitions of ore and periphery an be
readily extended to any PFE as follows:
Denition 3.4: Core and periphery of a (non-simple) PFE.
The ore of a PFE, denoted Q, is the union of the ores of those simple PFEs whose linear
ombination forms the given PFE. The rest of the nodes and links of the PFE subgraph
onstitute its periphery (Jain and Krishna, 2003a).
It follows from the above disussion that λ1(Q) = λ1(C). When the ore is a union of disjoint
yles then λ1(Q) = 1, and vie versa (reall proposition 2.2).
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Figure 3.4: A graph that has no ACS. The graph has four simple PFEs (upto onstant multiples).
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Figure 3.5: A graph that has an ACS, but only one basi subgraph, along with various non-ACS
strutures. The only simple PFE of the graph is also displayed.
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Figure 3.6: One 2-yle downstream from another. Both 2-yles are basi subgraphs. The graph
has one simple PFE in whih only the downstream yle is non-zero.
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3.6 The profile of PFEs when there is no ACS
If λ1(C) = 0, the graph has no ACS, then the prole of PFEs is as follows: for every node that has
no outgoing links, there is a PFE with that node non-zero and all other nodes zero. For example
the graph in Figure 3.4 has four (upto onstant multiples) simple PFEs that are displayed in the
same gure. This follows from theorem 3.1 beause for a graph with λ1 = 0 eah node is a basi
subgraph. A general PFE is a linear ombination of all suh simple PFEs. Beause there is no
losed walk there is no ore (or periphery) for any PFE of the graph. The ore of all PFEs of suh
a graph may be dened to be the null set, Q = Φ.
3.7 The profile of PFEs when there is an ACS but only one basic
subgraph
Now onsider a graph that has λ1 ≥ 1, i.e., it ontains an ACS, but has only one basi subgraph.
In addition to the ACS it ould possibly have various non-ACS strutures suh as hains, trees and
isolated nodes. An example is the graph in Figure 3.5. For suh a graph theorem 3.1 says that
there is only one simple PFE in whih the nodes in the basi subgraph and all nodes having aess
from it are non-zero, while the other nodes are zero (displayed in Figure 3.5). In partiular the
nodes in all non-ACS strutures are zero in the (unique) PFE of the graph beause they are don't
have aess from the basi subgraph. The ore nodes (nodes of the single basi subgraph) are
blak and the periphery nodes are grey in Figure 3.5. The white nodes are the nodes that are zero
in the PFE of the graph.
3.8 The profile of PFEs when there is an ACS and many basic
subgraphs
For any graph ontaining an ACS, i.e., one that has λ1 ≥ 1, there are possibly several simple
PFEs as speied by theorem 3.1. However it follows from the theorem that in all the simple PFEs
the nodes of non-ACS strutures will be zero beause they are not downstream from any basi
subgraph.
While the nodes of non-ACS strutures are guaranteed to be zero, it an also happen that the
nodes of some basi subgraphs are zero in every PFE. Figure 3.6 illustrates suh a ase where the
graph onsists of one 2-yle downstream from another. The Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue of this
graph is λ1 = 1, and eah 2-yle is a basi subgraph. From theorem 3.1 it follows that this graph
has only one (simple) PFE (displayed in Figure 3.6) in whih the upstream 2-yle is zero.
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Chapter 4
Population Dynamics
4.1 The population dynamics equation
In this hapter, I will analyze the attrators of the dynamial system desribed by the equation:
x˙i =
s∑
j=1
cijxj − xi
s∑
k,j=1
ckjxj , (4.1)
where x lies on the simplex J = {x ≡ (x1, x2, . . . , xs)T ∈ Rs|0 ≤ xi ≤ 1,
∑s
i=1 xi = 1} of
normalized non-negative vetors in s dimensions.
As disussed in setion 1.7, the set of variables xi an be thought of as `living' on the nodes
of a graph whose adjaeny matrix is C = (cij). The links of the graph represent the interations
between the variables xi. It is useful to see how equation (4.1) arises in a hemial ontext.
Let i ∈ {1, . . . , s} denote a hemial (or moleular) speies in a well-stirred hemial reator.
Moleules an reat with one another in various ways; I fous on only one aspet of their inter-
ations: atalysis. The atalyti interations an be desribed by a direted graph with s nodes.
The nodes represent the s speies and the existene of a link from node j to node i means that
speies j is a atalyst for the prodution of speies i. In terms of the adjaeny matrix, C = (cij)
of this graph, cij is set to unity if j is a atalyst of i and is set to zero otherwise. The operational
meaning of atalysis is as follows:
Eah speies i will have an assoiated non-negative population yi in the reator that hanges
with time. Let speies j atalyze the ligation of reatants A and B to form the speies i, A+B
j→ i.
Assuming that the rate of this atalyzed reation is given by the Mihaelis-Menten theory of enzyme
atalysis, y˙i = Vmaxab
yj
KM+yj
(Gutfreund, 1995), where a, b are the reatant onentrations, and
Vmax and KM are onstants that haraterize the reation. If the Mihaelis onstant KM is
very large this an be approximated as y˙i ∝ yjab. Combining the rates of the spontaneous and
atalyzed reations and also putting in a dilution ux φ, the rate of growth of speies i is given by
y˙i = k(1 + νyj)ab− φyi, where k is the rate onstant for the spontaneous reation, and ν is the
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atalyti eieny. Assuming the atalyzed reation is muh faster than the spontaneous reation,
and that the onentrations of the reatants are non-zero and xed, the rate equation beomes
y˙i = Kyj − φyi, where K is a onstant. In general beause speies i an have multiple atalysts,
y˙i =
∑s
j=1Kijyj − φyi, with Kij ∼ cij . I make the further idealization Kij = cij giving:
y˙i =
s∑
j=1
cijyj − φyi. (4.2)
The relative population of speies i is by denition xi ≡ yi/
∑s
j=1 yj . As 0 ≤ xi ≤ 1,
∑s
i=1 xi =
1, x ≡ (x1, . . . , xs)T ∈ J . Taking the time derivative of xi and using (4.2) it is easy to see that
x˙i is given by (4.1). Note that the φ term, present in (4.2), anels out and is absent in (4.1).
Beause we ultimately ignore the onentrations of the reatants we would get the same rate
equations even if the reation sheme were dierent, e.g., if only one reatant was required as in
the reation A
j→ i. Suh dynamis might also be relevant in an eonomi ontext where the
presene of one ommodity inreases the rate of prodution of another ommodity.
Equation (4.1) has been used by Eigen et al. (1989) to desribe the dynamis of the relative
populations of self-repliating strings. Eah node of C represents one string. Two strings are
onneted by an undireted link if mutations of one string an produe the other; the strength
of the link being a dereasing funtion of the number of mutations required. Eigen et al. have
determined the attrator of equation (4.1) for the spei form this interpretation imposes on C.
Below, I analyze the attrators of equation (4.1) for an arbitrary graph C, with no restritions
plaed on its struture.
4.2 Attractors of the population dynamics equation
An important motivation for the hoie of the population dynamis (4.1) is it's analytial tratabil-
ity. The following properties of the attrator an be derived (Jain and Krishna, 2003a; Krishna and
Jain, forthoming):
Proposition 4.1: For any graph C,
(i) Every eigenvetor of C that belongs to the simplex J is a xed point of equation (4.1),
and vie versa.
(ii) Starting from any initial ondition in the simplex J , the trajetory onverges to some
xed point (generially denoted X) in J .
(iii) For generi initial onditions in J , X is a Perron-Frobenius eigenvetor (PFE) of C.
(iv) If C has a unique (upto onstant multiples) PFE, it is the unique stable attrator of
equation (4.1).
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(v) If C has more than one linearly independent PFE, then X an depend upon the initial
onditions. The set of allowed X is a linear ombination of a subset of the PFEs. The interior
of this set in J may then be said to be the `attrator' of (4.1), in the sense that for generi
initial onditions all trajetories onverge to a point in this set.
Statement (i) is easy to see: let x
λ ∈ J be an eigenvetor of C, ∑j cijxλj = λxλi . Substituting
this on the r.h.s. of (4.1), one gets zero. Conversely, if the r.h.s. of (4.1) is zero, x = xλ, with
λ =
∑
k,j ckjxj .
Appendix A provides proof of the above propositions but they an be motivated by onsidering
the underlying dynamis (4.2) from whih (4.1) is derived. Beause (4.1) is independent of φ, we
an set φ = 0 in (4.2) without any loss of generality. With φ = 0 the general solution of (4.2),
whih is a linear system, an be shematially written as:
y(t) = eCty(0),
where y(0) and y(t) are viewed as olumn vetors. Suppose y(0) is a right eigenvetor of C with
eigenvalue λ, denoted yλ. Then
y(t) = eλtyλ.
As this time dependene is merely a resaling of the eigenvetor, this is an alternative way of
showing that x
λ = yλ/
∑s
j=1 y
λ
j is a xed point of (4.1). If the eigenvetors of C form a basis
in Rs, y(0) is a linear ombination: y(0) =
∑
λ aλy
λ
. In that ase, for large t it is lear that the
term with the largest value of Re(λ) will grow fastest, hene,
y(t)
t→∞∼ eλ1tyλ1 ,
where λ1 is the eigenvalue of C with the largest real part (whih is the same as its Perron-
Frobenius eigenvalue) and y
λ1
an assoiated eigenvetor. Therefore, for generi initial onditions
the trajetory of (4.1) will onverge to X = xλ1 , a PFE of C. If the eigenvetors of C do not form
a basis in Rs, the above result is still true (see appendix A).
Note that λ1 an be interpreted as the `population growth rate' at large t, beause y˙(t)
t→∞∼
λ1y. In setion 3.4, I had mentioned that λ1 measures a topologial property of the graph, the
multipliity of internal pathways in the ore of the graph. Thus, in the present model, λ1 has both
a topologial and dynamial signiane, whih relates two distint properties of the system, one
strutural (multipliity of pathways in the ore of the graph), and the other dynamial (population
growth rate). The higher the multipliity of pathways in the ore, the greater is the population
growth rate of the dominant ACS.
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4.3 Attractor profile theorem
While any eigenvetor of C is a xed point it need not be stable. In other words, only for speial
initial onditions, forming a spae of measure zero in J , an X be some other eigenvetor of C, not
a PFE. Heneforth, I ignore suh speial initial onditions. However, not all PFEs are attrators
either. The following theorem indiates whih subset of PFEs form the attrator set (Krishna and
Jain, forthoming):
Theorem 4.1: Attrator prole theorem
1) Determine all the strong omponents of the given graph C. Denote these by C1, . . . , CM .
2) Determine whih of these are basi subgraphs. Denote them by D1, . . . ,DK .
3) Construt a graph, denoted D∗, with K nodes, representing the Di, and a link from node
j to node i if there is a path from any node of Dj to any node of Di that does not ontain
a node of any other basi subgraph.
4) Determine whih of the Di are at the ends of the longest paths in the above graph D
∗
.
Denote these by Fi, i = 1, . . . , N .
For eah i = 1, . . . , N there exists a unique (upto onstant multiples) PFE that has only
nodes of Fi and all nodes having aess from them non-zero, and all other nodes zero. The
attrator set onsists of all linear ombinations of these PFEs that lie on the simplex J .
4.4 The attractor for a graph with no ACS
For any graph that onsists of only hains, trees and isolated nodes, i.e. any graph with λ1 = 0,
the theorem redues to the following (Jain and Krishna, 1998, 1999):
Proposition 4.2: For any graph with λ1(C) = 0, in the attrator only the nodes at the ends of
the longest paths are non-zero. All other nodes are zero.
This follows from theorem 4.1 beause for a graph with λ1 = 0 eah node is a basi subgraph.
Appendix A has an alternate proof based diretly on the underlying yi dynamis. Figure 4.1 shows
a graph that has λ1 = 0. The white nodes are those that are zero in the attrator and the grey
node is the only non-zero node in the attrator. This graph is the same as the one in Figure 3.4.
Notie that of the four PFEs of the graph only one, (0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0)T , is the attrator.
4.5 The dominant ACS of a graph
For graphs with an ACS, i.e., with λ1 ≥ 1, reall that proposition 3.3 showed a lose relationship
between the PFEs of the graph and ACSs. A similar result holds for the attrator (Jain and Krishna,
1998, 1999):
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Figure 4.1: A graph that has no ACS. Only node 4, oloured grey, is non-zero in the attrator.
Proposition 4.3: For any graph C,
(i) For every X belonging to the attrator set, the set of nodes i for whih Xi > 0 is the
same and is uniquely determined by C. The subgraph formed by this set of nodes will be
alled the `subgraph of the attrator' of (4.1) for the graph C.
(ii) If λ1(C) ≥ 1, the subgraph of the attrator is an ACS.
Denition 4.1: Dominant ACS.
For any graph with λ1 ≥ 1 the subgraph of the attrator, whih is an ACS, will be alled the
dominant ACS of the graph (Jain and Krishna, 1998, 1999).
The dominant ACS is independent of (generi) initial onditions and is the subgraph indued by
the set of nodes belonging to all the Fi and all nodes having aess from them in C. The following
setions use theorem 4.1 to determine the struture of the dominant ACS of several dierent types
of graphs.
4.6 Examples of the attractor for specific graphs
It is instrutive to onsider examples of graphs and see how the trajetory onverges to a PFE, and
what the dominant ACS looks like in eah ase.
Example 1. A simple hain, Figure 4.2a:
The adjaeny matrix of this graph has all eigenvalues zero; λ1 = 0. The unique PFE (upto on-
stant multiples) of this graph is e = (0, 0, 1)T . Beause node 1 has no atalyst, its rate equation
is (heneforth taking φ = 0) y˙1 = 0. Therefore y1(t) = y1(0), whih is a onstant independent
of t. The rate equation for node 2 is y˙2 = y1 = y1(0). Thus y2(t) = y2(0) + y1(0)t. Similarly
y˙3 = y2 implies that y3(t) = (1/2)y1(0)t
2 + y2(0)t + y3(0). At large t, y1 = onstant, y2 ∼ t,
y3 ∼ t2; hene y3 dominates. Therefore, Xi = limt→∞ xi(t) is given by X1 = 0,X2 = 0,X3 = 1.
Thus X equals the unique PFE e, independent of initial onditions.
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Figure 4.2: Examples of graphs with a unique PFE (upto onstant multiples), whih is, therefore,
the unique stable attrator. The oloured nodes show the subgraph of the PFE, i.e., the nodes
that are non-zero in the attrator. The blak nodes are ore nodes, the grey nodes are periphery
nodes and the white nodes are the nodes that are zero in the attrator.
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Example 2. A 1-yle, Figure 4.2b:
This graph has two eigenvalues, λ1 = 1, λ2 = 0. The unique PFE is e = (1, 0)
T
. The rate
equations are y˙1 = y1, y˙2 = 0, with the solutions y1(t) = y1(0)e
t, y2(t) = y2(0). At large t node
1 dominates, hene X = (1, 0)T = e. The exponentially growing population of 1 is a onsequene
of the fat that 1 is a self-repliator, as embodied in the equation y˙1 = y1.
Example 3. A 2-yle, Figure 4.2:
The orresponding adjaeny matrix has eigenvalues λ1 = 1, λ2 = −1. The unique normalized
PFE is e = (1, 1)T /2. The population dynamis equations are y˙1 = y2, y˙2 = y1.
The general solution to these is (note y¨1 = y1)
y1(t) = Ae
t +Be−t, y2(t) = Ae
t −Be−t.
Therefore at large t, y1 → Aet, y2 → Aet, hene X = (1, 1)T /2 = e. Neither 1 nor 2 is individually
a self-repliating node, but olletively they funtion as a self-repliating entity.
Example 4. A 2-yle with a periphery, Figure 4.2d:
This graph has λ1 = 1 and a unique normalized PFE e = (1, 1, 1)
T /3. The population equations
for y1 and y2 and onsequently their general solutions are the same as Example 3, but now in
addition y˙3 = y2, yielding y3(t) = Ae
t + Be−t + onstant. Again for large t, y1, y2, y3 grow as
∼ Aet, hene X = (1, 1, 1)T /3 = e. The dominant ACS inludes all the three nodes.
This example shows how a parasiti periphery (whih does not feed bak into the ore) is
supported by an autoatalyti ore. This is also an example of the following general result: when
a subgraph C ′, with largest eigenvalue λ′1, is downstream from another subgraph C
′′
with largest
eigenvalue λ′′1 > λ
′
1, then the populations of the former also grow at the rate at whih the popu-
lations of C ′′ are growing. Therefore if C ′′ is non-zero in the attrator, so is C ′. In this example
C ′ is the single node 3 with λ′1 = 0 and C
′′
is the 2-yle of nodes 1 and 2 with λ′′1 = 1.
Example 5. A 2-yle and a hain, Figure 4.2e:
The graph in Figure 4.2e ombines the graphs of Figures 4.2a and . Following the analysis of
those two examples it is evident that for large t, y1 ∼ t0, y2 ∼ t1, y3 ∼ t2, y4 ∼ et, y5 ∼ et.
Beause the populations of the 2-yle are growing exponentially they will eventually ompletely
overshadow the populations of the hain whih are growing only as powers of t. Therefore the
attrator will be X = (0, 0, 0, 1, 1)T /2 whih, it an be veried, is a PFE of the graph (it is an
eigenvetor with eigenvalue 1). In general when a graph onsists of one or more ACSs and other
nodes that are not part of any ACS, the populations of the ACS nodes grow exponentially while
the populations of the latter nodes grow at best as powers of t. Hene ACSs always outperform
non-ACS strutures in the population dynamis (see also Example 2).
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Example 6. A 2-yle and another irreduible graph disonneted from it, Figure 4.2f:
One an ask, when there is more than one ACS in the graph whih is the dominant ACS? Figure 4.2f
shows a graph ontaining two strong omponents. The 2-yle subgraph has a Perron-Frobenius
eigenvalue 1, while the other strong omponent has a Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue
√
2. The unique
PFE of the entire graph is e = (0, 0, 1,
√
2, 1)T /(2 +
√
2) with eigenvalue
√
2. The population
dynamis equations are y˙1 = y2, y˙2 = y1, y˙3 = y4, y˙4 = y3 + y5, y˙5 = y4. The rst two equations
are ompletely deoupled from the last three and the solutions for y1 and y2 are the same as for
Example 3. For the other irreduible graph the solution is (beause y¨4 = y˙3 + y˙5 = 2y4)
y4(t) = Ae
√
2t +Be−
√
2t, y3(t) =
1√
2
(Ae
√
2t +Be−
√
2t) + C,
y5(t) =
1√
2
(Ae
√
2t +Be−
√
2t)−C.
Thus, the populations of nodes 3, 4 and 5 also grow exponentially but at a faster rate, reeting
the higher Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue of the subgraph omprising those nodes. Therefore, this
struture eventually overshadows the 2-yle, and the attrator is X = e. The dominant ACS in
this ase is the irreduible subgraph formed by nodes 3, 4 and 5. More generally, when a graph
onsists of several disonneted ACSs with dierent individual λ1, only the ACSs whose λ1 are the
largest (and equal to λ1(C)) end up with non-zero relative populations in the attrator.
Example 7. A 2-yle downstream from another 2-yle, Figure 4.2g:
What happens when the graph ontains two ACSs whose individual λ1 equals λ1(C), and one
of those ACSs is downstream of another? In Figure 4.2g nodes 3 and 4 form a 2-yle that is
downstream from another 2-yle omprising nodes 1 and 2. The unique PFE of this graph, with
λ1 = 1, is e = (0, 0, 1, 1)
T /2. The population dynamis equations are y˙1 = y2, y˙2 = y1, y˙3 =
y4 + y2, y˙4 = y3. Their general solution is:
y1(t) = Ae
t +Be−t, y2(t) = Ae
t −Be−t,
y3(t) =
t
2
(Aet −Be−t) + Cet +De−t,
y4(t) =
t
2
(Aet +Be−t) + (C − A
2
)et + (
B
2
−D)e−t.
It is lear that for large t, y1 ∼ et, y2 ∼ et, y3 ∼ tet, y4 ∼ tet. While all four grow exponentially
with the same rate λ1, as t → ∞ y3 and y4 will overshadow y1 and y2. The attrator will be
therefore be X = (0, 0, 1, 1)T /2 = e. Here the dominant ACS is the 2-yle of nodes 3 and 4. This
result generalizes to other kinds of ACSs: if one strong omponent is downstream of another with
the same Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue, the latter will have zero relative population in the attrator.
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Figure 4.3: Examples of graphs with multiple PFEs. a. e1, e2, e3 are all eigenvetors with eigen-
value λ1 = 0. Only e3 is the attrator. Thus for generi initial onditions, only node 7, whih sits
at the end point of the longest hain of nodes is non-zero in the attrator. b. e1, e2, e3 are all
eigenvetors with eigenvalue λ1 = 1, but only e3 is the attrator. Only the 2-yle, of nodes 11
and 12, whih sits at the end of the longest hain of yles, is non-zero in the attrator.
The above examples displayed graphs with a unique PFE, and illustrated proposition 4.1(iv).
The stability of the attrator follows from the fat that the onstants A,B,C,D, et., in the above
examples, that an be traded for the initial onditions of the populations, do not appear anywhere
in the attrator X. Now I onsider examples where the PFE is not unique.
Example 8. Graph with λ1 = 0 and three weakly onneted omponents, Figure 4.3a:
This graph has three independent PFEs, displayed in Figure 4.3a. The attrator is X = e3. This
is an immediate generalization of Example 1 above. Using the same argument as for Example 1,
we an see that yi ∼ tk if the longest path ending at node i is of length k. Thus, the populations
of nodes 1, 2, 3 and 5 are onstant, those of 4 and 6 inrease ∼ t for large t, and of 7 as ∼ t2.
Therefore, only nodes at the ends of the longest paths will be non-zero in the attrator.
Example 9. Several weakly onneted omponents ontaining 2-yles, Figure 4.3b:
Here again there are three PFEs, one for eah weakly onneted omponent. The population of
nodes in 2-yles that are not downstream of other 2-yles (nodes 1,2,3,4,7 and 8) will grow
as et. As in Example 7, Figure 4.2g, the nodes of 2-yles that are downstream of one 2-yle
(nodes 5, 6, 9 and 10) will grow as tet. It an be veried that the populations of nodes in 2-yles
downstream from two other 2-yles (nodes 11 and 12) will grow as t2et. The pattern is lear:
in the attrator only the 2-yles at the ends of the longest hains of 2-yles will have non-zero
relative populations. Therefore, the attrator is X = e3.
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4.7 Timescale for reaching the attractor
How long does it take the system to reah the attrator? This depends on the struture of the
graph C. For instane in Example 2, the attrator is approahed as the population of node 1, y1,
overwhelms the population y2. Beause y1 grows exponentially as e
t
, the attrator is reahed on a
timesale λ−11 = 1. (In general, when I say that `the timesale for the system to reah the attrator
is τ ', I mean that for t≫ τ , x(t) is `exponentially lose' to its nal destination X ≡ limt→∞ x(t),
i.e. for all i, |xi(t)−Xi| ∼ e−t/τ tα, with some nite α.) In ontrast, in Example 1, the attrator
is approahed as y3 overwhelms y1 and y2. Beause in this ase all the populations are growing as
powers of t, the timesale for reahing the attrator is innite. When the populations of dierent
nodes are growing at dierent rates, this timesale depends on the dierene in growth rate between
the fastest growing population and the next fastest growing population.
For graphs with λ1 = 0 like those in Example 1 and 8, all populations grow as powers of t,
hene the timesale for reahing the attrator is innite.
For graphs that have λ1 ≥ 1 but all the basi subgraphs are in dierent weakly onneted om-
ponents, suh as Examples 2-6, the timesale for reahing the attrator is given by (λ1 − Reλ2)−1,
where λ2 is the eigenvalue of C with the next largest real part, ompared to λ1.
For graphs having λ1 ≥ 1 with at least one basi subgraph downstream from another basi
subgraph, the ratio of the fastest growing population to the next fastest growing one will always
be a power of t (as in Examples 7 and 9), therefore, the timesale for reahing the attrator is
again innite.
4.8 Core and periphery of a graph
As the dominant ACS is speied by a partiular PFE, I will dene the ore of the dominant ACS to
be the ore of the orresponding PFE. If the PFE is simple, the ore of the dominant ACS onsists
of just one basi subgraph. If the PFE is non-simple the ore of the dominant ACS will be a union
of more than one basi subgraph. The dominant ACS is uniquely determined by the graph. This
motivates the denition of the ore and periphery of a graph:
Denition 4.2: Core and periphery of a graph.
The ore of a graph C, denoted Q(C), is the ore of the dominant ACS of C, if an ACS
exists in the graph. The periphery of C is the periphery of the dominant ACS of C. If no
ACS exists in the graph, i.e., λ1(C) = 0 then Q(C) = Φ (Jain and Krishna, 2003a).
In all ases λ1(Q(C)) = λ1(C). Heneforth all graphs will be depited with the following olour
sheme: blak for ore nodes, grey for periphery nodes (and for nodes with non-zero Xi when there
is no ACS), and white for nodes that are not in any of the PFE subgraphs.
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Figure 4.4: Keystone nodes. a. All nodes of the graph are keystone. b. Nodes 3, 4 and 5 are
keystone. . Nodes 4 and 5 are keystone. d. None of the nodes are keystone.
4.9 Keystone nodes
In eology ertain speies are referred to as keystone speies  those whose extintion or removal
would seriously disturb the eosystem (Paine, 1969; Jordán et al., 1999; Solé and Montoya, 2001).
One might similarly look for the notion of a keystone node in a direted graph that aptures some
important organizational role played by a node. Consider the impat of the hypothetial removal
of any node i from a graph C. One an, for example, study the struture of the ore of the graph
C − i that would result if node i (along with all its links) were removed from C.
Denition 4.3: Core overlap.
Given any two graphs C and C ′ whose nodes are labeled, the ore overlap between them,
denoted Ov(C,C ′), is the number of ommon links in the ores of C and C ′, i.e., the number
of ordered pairs (j, i) for whih Qij and Q
′
ij are both non-zero. If either C or C
′
does not
have a ore, Ov(C,C ′) is dened to be zero (Jain and Krishna, 2002a).
Denition 4.4: Keystone node.
I will refer to a node i of a graph C as a keystone node if C has a non-vanishing ore and
Ov(C,C − i) = 0 (Jain and Krishna, 2002b, 2003a).
Thus a keystone node is one whose removal modies the organizational struture of the graph (as
represented by its ore) drastially. In eah of Figures 4.4a-d, for example, the ore is the entire
graph. In Figure 4.4a, all the nodes are keystone, beause the removal of any one of them would
leave the graph without an ACS (and hene without a ore). In general when the ore of a graph
is a single n-yle, for any n, all the ore nodes are keystone. In Figure 4.4b, nodes 3, 4 and 5
are keystone but the other nodes are not, and in Figure 4.4 only nodes 4 and 5 are keystone. In
Figure 4.4d, there are no keystone nodes. These examples show that the more internal pathways
a ore has (generally, this implies a higher value of λ1), the less likely it is to have keystone nodes,
and hene the more robust its struture is to removal of nodes.
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Figure 4.5: Another example of a keystone node. Node 3 is a keystone node of the graph (a)
beause its removal produes the graph (b) whih has a zero ore overlap with the graph (a). The
ore nodes of both graphs are oloured blak.
Figure 4.5 illustrates another type of graph struture that has a keystone node. The graph in
Figure 4.5a onsists of two strong omponents  a 2-yle (nodes 4 and 5) downstream from an
irreduible subgraph onsisting of nodes 1, 2 and 3. The ore of this graph is the latter irreduible
subgraph. Figure 4.5b shows the graph that results if node 3 is removed with all its links. This
onsists of one 2-yle downstream from another. Though both 2-yles are basi subgraphs of the
graph, as disussed in Example 7, Figure 4.2g, this graph has a unique (upto onstant multiples)
PFE, whose subgraph onsists of the downstream yle (nodes 4 and 5) only. Thus the 2-yle 4-5
is the ore of the graph in Figure 4.5b. Clearly Ov(C,C − 3) = 0. Therefore, node 3 in Figure
4.5a is a keystone node.
The above purely graph theoreti denition of a keystone node turns out to be useful in the
dynamial system disussed in this and the following hapters. For other dynamial systems,
alternate denitions of keystone might be more useful.
Chapter 5
Graph Dynamics
In this hapter, I present a model of an evolving network that is a spei instane of the framework
desribed in setion 1.7. The dynamial system desribed in the previous hapter is used for step 1
of the dynamis, and ertain rules are hosen for steps 2 and 3 that aim to apture some features
of the evolution of hemial networks on the prebioti Earth.
5.1 Graph dynamics rules
The initial graph is onstruted as follows: For every ordered pair (i, j) with i 6= j (where i, j ∈
S = {1, 2, . . . , s}), cij is independently hosen to be unity with a probability p and zero with a
probability 1 − p. cii is set to zero for all i ∈ S. Thus the initial graph is a random graph, a
member of the ensemble Gps desribed in setion 2.9. Eah xi is hosen randomly, with uniform
probability, in [0, 1] and all xi are resaled so that
∑s
i=1 xi = 1.
Step 1. With C xed, x is evolved aording to (4.1) until it onverges to a xed point,
denoted X.
Step 2. The set L of nodes with the leastXi is determined, i.e, L = {i ∈ S|Xi = minj∈S Xj}.
A node, say node k, is piked randomly from L and is removed from the graph along
with all its links.
Step 3. A new node (also denoted k) is added to the graph. Links to and from k to other
nodes are assigned randomly aording to the same rule, i.e, for every i 6= k cik and cki
are independently reassigned to unity with probability p and zero with probability 1−p,
irrespetive of their earlier values, and ckk is set to zero. All other matrix elements of
C remain unhanged. xk is set to a small onstant x0, all other xi are perturbed by a
small amount from their existing value Xi, and all xi are resaled so that
∑s
i=1 xi = 1.
This proess, from step 1 onward, is iterated many times. Figure 5.1 depits the graph dynamis
shematially.
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Figure 5.1: Shemati depition of the graph dynamis. Starting with a random graph, rst the
population dynamis is allowed to run until the relative populations reah their attrator (step 1).
Then one of the nodes with the least relative population is removed from the graph (seletion, step
2). It is replaed by a new node whih is assigned random links to existing nodes (novelty, step 3).
This proess is then iterated.
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5.2 Features of the graph dynamics
5.2.1 Evolution in a prebiotic pool
These graph dynamis rules are motivated by the puzzle of how a omplex hemial organization
might have emerged from an initial `random soup' of hemials. As disussed in setion 1.9, the
rules model the imagined dynamis of an evolving hemial network suh as might have existed
in a pool on the prebioti Earth. Several assumptions and idealizations underlie suh a hemial
interpretation of the model rules. Some of these have been mentioned in setions 1.9 and 4.1,
however I will defer a more detailed disussion to setion 9.3.
The model has two main soures of inspiration. One is the set of models studied by Farmer,
Kauman, Pakard and others (Kauman, 1983, 1993; Farmer et al., 1986; Bagley and Farmer,
1991; Bagley et al., 1991), and by Fontana (1991), and Fontana and Buss (1994) (see also Stadler et al.,
1993; Dyson, 1985). Like these models, the present one employs an artiial hemistry of atalyzed
reations, albeit a muh simpler one, in whih populations of speies evolve over time. To this
I add the feature, inspired by the model of Bak and Sneppen (1993), that the `least t speies
mutates' with `tness' here being equated to the relative population. Unlike the Bak-Sneppen
model, however, the `mutation' of a speies also hanges its links to other speies.
5.2.2 Coupling of population and graph dynamics: two timescales
As disussed in setion 1.7, the oupling of the population dynamis and the graph dynamis is
built into the framework of the model: the evolution of the xi depends on the graph C in step 1,
and the evolution of C in turn depends on the xi through the hoie of whih node to remove in
step 2. There are two timesales in the dynamis, a short timesale over whih the graph is xed
while the xi evolve, and a longer timesale over whih the graph is hanged.
5.2.3 Absence of self-replicators
While in previous setions I have onsidered graphs with 1-yles, the requirement cii = 0 in the
present setion forbids 1-yles in the graph. The motivation is the following: 1-yles represent
self-repliating speies (see previous setion, Example 2). Suh speies, e.g., RNA moleules, are
diult to produe and maintain in a prebioti senario and it is possible that it requires a self-
supporting moleular organization to be in plae before an RNA world, for example, an take o
(Joye et al., 1987; Joye, 1989). Thus, I wish to address the question: an one get moleular
organizations that an olletively self-repliate without introduing self-repliating speies `by
hand' into the system?
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Figure 5.2: The number of links versus time, n, for various runs. Eah run had s = 100. The blak
urve is a run with no seletion: a random node is piked for removal at eah graph update. The
other urves show runs with seletion and with dierent p values: blue, p = 0.001; red, p = 0.0025;
green, p = 0.005.
5.2.4 Selection and novelty
The rules for hanging the graph implement seletion and novelty, two important features of
natural evolution. Seletion is implemented by removing the node that is `performing the worst',
with `performane' in this ase being equated to a node's relative population (step 2). Adding a
new node introdues novelty into the system (step 3). Note that although the atual onnetions of
a new node with other nodes are reated randomly, the new node has the same average onnetivity
as the initial set of nodes. Thus, the new node is not biased in any way toward inreasing the
omplexity of the hemial organization. Steps 2 and 3 implement the interation of the system
with the external environment. The phenomena to be desribed in the following setions are all
onsequenes of the interplay between seletion, novelty and the population dynamis.
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5.3 Implementation
Two programs are desribed in appendix B, and are inluded in the attahed CD, that use dierent
methods to implement the graph dynamis. The programs dier in the way the attrator is
determined at eah time step. The rst program uses theorem 4.1. The seond numerially
integrates equation (4.1) to nd its attrator. The programs are written in C++, with Matlab 5.2
being used to determine eigenvalues and eigenvetors where required.
5.4 Results of graph evolution
Figure 5.2 shows the total number of links in the graph versus time (n, the number of graph
updates). Three runs of the model desribed in the previous setion, eah with s = 100 and
dierent values of p are exhibited. Also exhibited is a run where there was no seletion (in whih
step 2 is modied: instead of piking one of the nodes of L, any one of the s nodes is piked
randomly and removed from the graph along with all its links. The rest of the proedure remains
the same). Figure 5.3 shows the time evolution of two more quantities for the same three runs
with seletion displayed in Figure 5.2. The quantities plotted are s1, the number of nodes with
Xi > 0, and λ1, the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue of the graph. Figure 5.4 shows the evolution of
another graph theoreti measure, the interdependeny of the graph, d¯, for the run of Figure 5.3b
(the data les for these runs are inluded in the attahed CD, see appendix C).
For all the displayed runs the size of the network has been taken to be s = 100. Computational
onstraints have prevented a detailed exploration of larger values of s, though the few runs I have
studied with values of s upto 250 and ps < 1 have shown a similar behaviour. The values of the
parameters p and s for the displayed runs were hosen to lie in the regime ps < 1, and muh of
the analytial work desribed in later hapters, suh as estimation of various timesales, assumes
that ps≪ 1. This range is the one of interest from the point of view of the origin of life problem
beause it is likely that the atalyti networks existing in prebioti pools would have been quite
sparse. However, it is worthwhile to extend the analysis and simulations to other parameter ranges,
suh as large s or large p values, and ompare with the ps < 1 behaviour.
Coming bak to the runs displayed in Figure 5.2, it is lear why the number of links utuates
about its random graph value ≈ ps2 in the run without seletion. This is beause eah graph
update replaes a randomly hosen node with another that has on average the same onnetivity
and, therefore, the graph remains random like the starting graph. As soon as seletion is added the
behaviour beomes more interesting. Three regimes an be observed. First, the `random phase'
where the number of links utuates around ps2, while s1 and d¯ are small. Seond, the `growth
phase' where l, s1 and d¯ show a lear rising tendeny. Finally, the `organized phase' where l and
d¯ hover (with large utuations) about a value muh higher than the initial random graph value,
and s1 remains lose to its maximum value s (with some utuations). The time spent in eah
phase depends on p and s. I analyze the struture of the graph in the three phases in hapter 6.
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Figure 5.3: Number of nodes with Xi > 0, s1, (blak urve) and the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue
of the graph, λ1, (red urve) versus time, n, for the same three runs shown in Figure 5.2. Eah
run has s = 100 and, a. p = 0.001, b. p = 0.0025 and . p = 0.005, respetively. The λ1 values
shown have been multiplied by 100 to ease omparison with the s1 urves.
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Figure 5.4: Interdependeny vs. n for the run with s = 100 and p = 0.0025 that is displayed in
Figure 5.3b.
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Figure 5.5: s1 vs. n for the same run displayed in Figure 5.3b (s = 100, p = 0.0025) for a longer
time, till n = 50000. Repeated rounds of atastrophes and reoveries are seen.
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Figure 5.5 shows s1 for the same run as that of Figure 5.3b for a longer time, from n = 1
to n = 50, 000. In this long run one an see several sudden, large drops in s1: `atastrophes' in
whih a large fration of the s nodes beome extint, i.e., the Xi values of the nodes fell to zero.
Some of the drops seem to take the system bak into the random phase, others are followed by
`reoveries' in whih s1 rises bak towards its maximum value s. The reoveries are omparatively
slower than the atastrophes, whih in fat our in a single time step. An analysis of rashes and
reoveries is the subjet of hapter 7.
It may be useful for the reader to trae the steps through one example run. Figure 5.6 shows
snapshots of the graph at various times for the run shown in Figure 5.3b, whih has p = 0.0025.
The initial random graph (n = 1, Figure 5.6a) has 31 links. 55 nodes are isolated with no inoming
or outgoing links, and there are no yles. In the attrator only node 13 is non-zero, all others are
zero. Figures 5.6b-d show further snapshots of the graph in the random phase.
The rst yle omprising nodes 26 and 90 forms at n = 2854 (Figure 5.6e), and these nodes
are the only non-zero ones in the attrator. This marks the beginning of the growth phase. At
n = 3022 (Figure 5.6f) more nodes get attahed to the yle and their relative populations also
beome non-zero. By n = 3386 (Figure 5.6g) 28 nodes have added onto the 2-yle. All these 30
nodes are non-zero in the attrator, while the other nodes are zero. At n = 3387 (Figure 5.6h)
there is a sudden drop in s1 as a new 2-yle omprising nodes 41 and 98 is formed. This 2-yle
is downstream from the earlier 2-yle, and for suh a graph, as explained in setion 4.6 (Example
7), only the downstream yle will be non-zero. By n = 3402 (Figure 5.6i) the situation has not
altered muh, the old 2-yle still survives by hane. But then node 38 gets removed, whih
breaks the path onneting the yles. So at n = 3403 (Figure 5.6j) the graph onsists of two
disonneted 2-yles. Both these yles and all nodes having aess from them are non-zero in
the attrator. By n = 3488 (Figure 5.6k) several nodes have joined the 26-90 yle. By hane
none have joined the 41-98 yle. At n = 3489 (Figure 5.6l) the 26-90 yle gets strengthened
by a seond yle. This subgraph now has a larger Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue and so the other
yle is zero in the attrator. After this the dominant ACS keeps areting nodes until it spans
the entire graph for the rst time at n = 3880 (Figure 5.6m) signaling the start of the organized
phase. At n = 4448 (Figure 5.6n) the ore is at its largest. Most subsequent graph updates involve
the removal of a node with no more drasti eet on the dominant ACS. This removed node will
keep getting repeatedly replaed until it rejoins the dominant ACS. At n = 4695 (Figure 5.6o) the
node 36 whih is outside the ACS and therefore zero in the attrator, gets replaed and the new
node rejoins the ACS resulting in the graph at n = 4696 (Figure 5.6p). Notie that node 36 forms
a 2-yle with node 74. Thus, this graph update has reated a new irreduible subgraph in the
periphery. At the moment this struture does not aet the dominant ACS beause the ore has
a larger λ1. However, a few hundred time steps later this 2-yle plays a signiant role.
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Figure 5.6af, ontinued on next page.
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Figure 5.6gl, ontinued on next page.
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Figure 5.6mr, ontinued on next page.
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Figure 5.6sx, ontinued on next page.
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Figure 5.6: (see previous pages also) Snapshots of the graph at various times for the run shown in
Figure 5.3b with s = 100 and p = 0.0025. See the text for a desription of the major events. In
all graphs, white nodes are those with Xi = 0. All shaded nodes have Xi > 0. If there is an ACS
in the graph, the ore nodes are oloured blak and the periphery nodes grey. The graphs have
been drawn using LEDA. Data les for these graphs, in LEDA format, and les ontaining their
adjaeny matries an be found in the attahed CD (see appendix C).
By n = 5041 (Figure 5.6q) the ore has shrunk to 5 nodes. Node 85 gets removed whih
leaves the graph at n = 5042 (Figure 5.6r) with one 2-yle (nodes 36 and 74) downstream from
another (26 and 90). Only nodes 36, 74 and node 11 (downstream from 74) are non-zero in the
new attrator. All other nodes have beome extint, triggering a drop in s1 from 100 to 3. Over
the next thousand time steps the dominant ACS rebuilds itself around the new ore omprising
nodes 36 and 74 (n = 6061, Figure 5.6s). Then node 60 omes in, ompleting a yle of 5 nodes
that is downstream from the 36-74 yle (n = 6062, Figure 5.6t) and again there is a large drop
in s1 as 36, 74 and many nodes having aess from them beome extint. At n = 6070 (Figure
5.6u), however, the 36-74 yle is resurreted as the path onneting it to the 5-yle is broken.
It does not last for too long as the 5-yle is strengthened by another yle at n = 6212 (Figure
5.6v) and the 36-74 yle again beomes extint. This time it does not revive, as the dominant
ACS builds around the strengthened 5-yle. About two thousand time steps later, at n = 8232
(Figure 5.6w), the graph is again fully autoatalyti but is on the verge of a major ollapse. The
ore is just a 3-yle and node 54 gets removed, thus destroying the only yle in the graph. The
graph at n = 8233 (Figure 5.6x) is left without an ACS; the system is now one again in the
random phase. Within a few hundred time steps all of the struture is destroyed and the graph
at n = 8500 (Figure 5.6z) and n = 10000 (Figure 5.6z) are similar to the initial graph at n = 1
(Figure 5.6a). At this point, I will stop following the run but eventually a new ACS arises, grows
and spans the entire graph, then gets destroyed and another round starts (see Figure 5.5).
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Chapter 6
Formation and Growth of
Autocatalytic Sets
6.1 The random phase
For the run with s = 100, p = 0.0025 displayed in Figure 5.3b, the initial random graph at n = 1
ontains no yles, and hene no ACSs, and its Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue is λ1 = 0. Figure 6.1
shows this initial graph.
For suh a graph Xi > 0 for all nodes that are at the ends of the longest paths of nodes, and
Xi = 0 for every other node (see setion 4.4). In Figure 6.1, there are two paths of length 4, whih
are the longest paths in the graph. Both end at node 13, whih is therefore the only non-zero node
in the attrator for this graph. This node, then, is the only node proteted from removal during
the graph update. Node 13 has a high relative population but its supporting nodes do not have
high relative populations. Inevitably within a few graph updates a supporting node will be removed
from the graph. When that happens node 13 whih presently has non-zero Xi will no longer be at
the end of the longest path and hene will get Xi = 0. In the run node 34 is replaed at the 8th
time step. After that node 13 joins the set L of nodes with least Xi. Thus no struture is stable
when there is no ACS. Eventually, all nodes are removed and replaed.
Figures 6.2 and 6.3 ompare properties of the graphs from the rst random phase of the run
(from n = 1 to n = 2853, inlusive), with properties of the random graph ensemble, Gps, desribed
in setion 2.9. The average number of links for the 2853 graphs in the random phase is 25.2, with
standard deviation 5.3. For the ensemble Gps, with s = 100, p = 0.0025, the average number of
links is ps(s−1) = 24.75. Figure 6.2 shows that the in and out degree distributions of graphs taken
from the random phase are lose to the binomial distribution expeted for Gps for smaller values
of degree but depart from the binomial for larger degrees. Figure 6.3 ompares the dependeny
distribution of the random phase with that of 107 graphs taken from the ensemble Gps . Again, the
distributions are similar for smaller dependeny values, and dier for higher values.
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Figure 6.1: The initial random graph, at n = 1, for the run shown Figure 5.3b. Node 13 is the
only node with non-zero Xi beause it is at the end of the longest path.
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Figure 6.2: Comparison of the a. in-, and b. out-degree distributions (bars) of 2853 graphs
from the random phase (n = 1 to n = 2853 of the run in Figure 5.3b) with the binomial degree
distribution Bs−1p (k) ≡ s−1Ck pk(1−p)s−1−k (lines with irles) expeted for a random graph with
s = 100, p = 0.0025. The error bars show the expeted standard deviation,
√
Bs−1p (k)[1−Bs−1p (k)]
285300 ,
of the distribution from the binomial for a nite sample of 2853 random graphs eah with 100
nodes.
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Figure 6.3: Comparison of the dependeny distribution of 2853 graphs (bars) from the random
phase (n = 1 to n = 2853 of the run in Figure 5.3b) with the dependeny distribution (shown in
gure 2.2) of 107 random graphs with s = 100, p = 0.0025 (line with irles). The error bars show
the expeted standard deviation,
√
D(d)[1−D(d)]
285300 , of the distribution for a nite sample of 2853
random graphs eah with 100 nodes (this estimate of the error assumes that the dependenies of
eah node is independently piked from the distribution D(d) and does not take into aount any
orrelations that would exist, even for random graphs, between dependenies of nodes of the same
graph).
Although the properties of the random phase graphs do not exatly math the properties of
graphs from the ensemble Gps, the main point about the graph dynamis holds nevertheless: In the
random phase no graph struture is stable for very long and eventually all nodes are removed and
replaed.
Note that the initial random graph is likely to ontain no yles when p is small (ps ≪ 1). If
larger values of p are hosen, it beomes more likely that the initial graph will ontain a yle. If
it does, there is no random phase; the system is then in the growth phase, disussed below, right
from the initial time step.
6.2 The growth phase
At some graph update an ACS is formed by pure hane. The probability of this happening an
be losely approximated by the probability of a 2-yle (the simplest ACS with 1-yles being
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disallowed) forming by hane, whih is p2s (= the probability that in the row and olumn or-
responding to the replaed node in C, any matrix element and its transpose are both assigned
unity). Thus, the `average time of appearane' of an ACS is τa = 1/p
2s, and the distribution of
times of appearane is P (na) = p
2s(1 − p2s)na−1. This approximation is better for small p. In
the run displayed in Figure 5.3b, a 2-yle between nodes 26 and 90 formed at n = 2854. This
is a graph that onsists of a 2-yle and several other hains and trees. For suh a graph, I have
shown in Example 3 in setion 4.6 that the attrator has non-zero Xi for nodes 26 and 90 and
zero for all other nodes. The dominant ACS onsists of nodes 26 and 90. Therefore these nodes
annot be piked for removal at the graph update and, hene, a graph update annot destroy the
nodes and links of the dominant ACS. The autoatalyti property is guaranteed to be preserved
until the dominant ACS spans the whole graph. In fat, an even stronger statement an be made
(Jain and Krishna, 1998, 1999):
Proposition 6.1: λ1 is a non-dereasing funtion of n as long as s1 < s.
When a new node is added to the graph at a graph update, one of three things will happen:
1. The new node will not have any links from the dominant ACS and will not form a new ACS.
In this ase the dominant ACS will remain unhanged, the new node will have zero relative
population and will be part of L. For small p this is the most likely possibility.
2. The new node gets an inoming link from the dominant ACS and hene beomes a part of it.
In this ase the dominant ACS grows to inlude the new node. For small p, this is less likely
than the rst possibility, but suh events do happen and in fat are the ones responsible for
the growth of the dominant ACS.
3. The new node forms another ACS. This new ACS ompetes with the existing dominant
ACS. Whether it now beomes dominant, overshadowing the previous dominant ACS or it
gets overshadowed, or both ACSs oexist depends on the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalues of
their respetive subgraphs and how they are onneted. Again, for small p, this is a rare
event ompared with possibilities 1 and 2.
Typially the dominant ACS keeps growing by areting new nodes, usually one at a time, until
the entire graph is an ACS. At this point the growth phase stops and the organized phase begins.
6.2.1 Timescale for growth of the dominant ACS
Assuming that possibility 3 above is rare enough to neglet, and that the dominant ACS grows
by adding a single node at a time, one an estimate the time required for it to span the entire
graph. Let the dominant ACS onsist of s1(n) nodes at time n. The probability that the new
node gets an inoming link from the dominant ACS and hene joins it is ps1. Thus in ∆n
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Figure 6.4: Dependene of τg (the growth timesale of the dominant ACS) on p. Eah data point
shows the average of ln τg over 5 dierent runs with s = 100 and the given p value. The error bars
orrespond to one standard deviation of the ln τg values for eah p. The straight line is the best
linear t to the data points on a log-log plot. It has slope −1.03±0.03 and interept −0.20±0.25
whih is onsistent with the expeted slope −1 and interept 0.
graph updates, the dominant ACS will grow, on average, by ∆s1 = ps1∆n nodes. Therefore
s1(n) = s1(na)exp((n − na)/τg), where τg = 1/p, na is the time of appearane of the rst ACS
and s1(na) is the size of the rst ACS (=2 for the run shown in Figure 5.3b). Thus s1 is expeted to
grow exponentially with a harateristi timesale τg = 1/p. The time taken from the appearane
of the ACS to its spanning is τg ln(s/s1(na)). This analytial result is onrmed by simulations
(see Figure 6.4). In the displayed run, after the rst ACS (a 2-yle) is formed at n = 2854,
it takes 1026 time steps, until n = 3880 for the dominant ACS to span the entire graph. This
explains how an autoatalyti network struture and the positive feedbak proesses inherent in it
an bootstrap themselves into existene from a small seed. The small seed, in turn, is guaranteed
to appear on a ertain timesale (1/p2s in the present model) just by random proesses.
6.3 Fully autocatalytic graphs
The growth phase ontinues until the dominant ACS spans the entire graph. In the displayed run
this happened at n = 3880. Figure 6.5 shows the graph at this time  it is a fully autoatalyti
graph, all nodes are part of the dominant ACS.
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Figure 6.5: The graph, at n = 3880, for the run shown Figure 5.3b. For the rst time in this run
the graph is fully autoatalyti. All nodes are part of the dominant ACS and are non-zero in the
attrator.
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6.3.1 Probability of a random graph being fully autocatalytic
A fully autoatalyti graph suh as this is a highly improbable struture for a random graph. Con-
sider a graph of s nodes and let the probability of a positive link existing between any pair of nodes
(exept self-links) be p∗. Suh a graph has on average m∗ = p∗(s − 1) inoming or outgoing
positive links per node. For the entire graph to be an ACS, eah node must have at least one
inoming link, i.e. eah row of the matrix C must ontain at least one positive element. Hene
the probability, P , for the entire graph to be an ACS is
P = probability that every row has at least one positive entry
= [probability that a row has at least one positive entry]s
= [1− (probability that every entry of a row is zero)]s
= [1− (1− p∗)s−1]s
= [1− (1−m∗/(s − 1))s−1]s.
Note from Figure 5.2 that at spanning the number of links is 124, i.e., O(s). Thus the average
degree m∗ at spanning is O(1). I have found this to be true in all the runs I have done where ps
was O(1) or less.
For large s and m∗ ∼ O(1), P ≈ (1− e−m∗)s ∼ e−αs, where α is positive, and O(1). Thus, a
fully autoatalyti graph is exponentially unlikely to form if it were being assembled randomly (or
piked at random from the random graph ensemble Gp
∗
s ). In the present model nodes are being
added ompletely randomly but the underlying population dynamis and the seletion imposed at
eah graph update result in the inevitable arrival of an ACS (in, on average, τa = 1/p
2s time steps)
and its inevitable growth into a fully autoatalyti graph in (on average) an additional ∼ τg ln s
time steps.
For the displayed run if we take m∗ = ps ≈ 0.25 we get P ≈ 3 × 10−66. Even if we take m∗
to be the average degree of the graph at n = 3880, i.e., m∗ = 1.24, we get P ≈ 3× 10−15; one
would expet suh a fully autoatalyti graph to take ∼ 1015 time steps to form if it were being
assembled randomly, in ontrast to the 3880 time steps it atually took in this run.
As mentioned in setion 1.9, one of the puzzles of the origin of life is: how ould a highly
strutured hemial network form in suh a short time after the oeans ondensed on the Earth?
In this model, a highly non-random struture, a fully autoatalyti set, inevitably forms. Further,
the time taken for it to form is extremely short, growing only as a logarithm of the size of the
network. This model, therefore, suggests a mehanism  the growth of ACSs by the aretion
of nodes around a small initial ACS  by whih highly strutured hemial networks (that are
exponentially unlikely to form by hane) an form in a very short time. This mehanism, or its
analogue in a more realisti hemial model, might explain the emergene of a strutured hemial
organization on the prebioti Earth. This is disussed further in setion 9.2.
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6.3.2 Clustering coefficient
In several runs with s = 100, p = 0.0025 (totaling 1.55 million iterations) 160659 graphs were fully
autoatalyti. The mean lustering oeient of these 160659 graphs was 0.025, with standard
deviation 0.016, whih is omparable to the lustering oeient for random graphs with the same
onnetivity (p∗ = 1.27/(s − 1), see below). The graph in Figure 6.5, in fat, has a lustering
oeient of zero: none of the neighbours of any node are onneted to eah other, as an be
veried from the gure. Thus, the fully autoatalyti graphs produed in these runs do not have
a small-world struture.
6.3.3 Degree and dependency distributions
The in-degree and out-degree distributions of the nodes of all the 160659 fully autoatalyti graphs
produed in these runs are shown in Figure 6.6. The mean in-degree for nodes of these graphs was
1.27, and the standard deviation was 0.50. The mean out-degree was 1.27, with standard deviation
1.75. The distributions are ompared with the binomial distribution Bs−1p∗ (k) (as expeted for
random graphs from the ensemble Gp
∗
s ; p∗ = 1.27/(s − 1)) and the shifted binomial Bs−1p (k − 1)
(as would be expeted for a random autoatalyti graph). The in-distribution is quite similar in
funtional form to the shifted binomial for small in-degrees but departs from it for higher values. In
ontrast, the out-distribution falls o muh more slowly, though it is not sale-free either beause it
is not a straight line in a log-log plot (Figure 6.7). However, as s = 100, the allowed values for the
degree of a node over a range of only two deades. If a portion of the out-degree distribution is a
power-law then it is more likely to show up for graphs with higher s, where the degree distributions
would span more deades. For suh networks, with larger s, whether the fully autoatalyti graphs
produed are sale-free or not is an open question.
The dependeny distribution of the fully autoatalyti graphs produed in the runs (Figure 6.8)
has a substantially larger mean than the distribution for graphs of the random phase (ompare
with Figure 6.3). This is onsistent with the growth of interdependeny observed in Figure 5.4.
Further, as evident from Figure 6.8, the dependeny distribution is also learly dierent from, and
muh narrower than, the distribution for random graphs with a omparable onnetivity p∗ =
1.27/(s − 1). The mean dependeny of nodes of the fully autoatalyti graphs (30.93, with
standard deviation 14.71) is slightly larger than the mean dependeny for 1.5×106 random graphs,
Gp
∗
s , with p∗ = 127/(s − 1), s = 100 (23.70, with standard deviation 30.82), but the maximum
dependeny observed for the fully autoatalyti graphs (100) is smaller than the maximum for the
random graphs (163). In all the fully autoatalyti graphs, the minimum dependeny was two, and
the dependeny distribution is small for small values of dependeny. In ontrast, the dependeny
distribution for the random graphs is maximum at zero dependeny.
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Figure 6.6: Light red bars: in-degree distribution of nodes of 160659 fully autoatalyti graphs
from several runs with s = 100, p = 0.0025 (totaling 1.55 million iterations). Mean in-degree is
1.27. Light blue bars: out-degree distribution for the same graphs. Mean out-degree is 1.27. Blak
urve: the binomial distribution Bs−1p∗ (k) expeted for a random graph G
p∗
s , p∗ = 1.27/(s − 1);
error bars are the expeted standard deviation,
√
Bs−1
p∗
(k)
[
1−Bs−1
p∗
(k)
]
16065900 , for a nite sample of 160659
graphs. Red urve: the shifted binomial distribution Bs−1p (k − 1) expeted for a random fully
autoatalyti set; error bars are the expeted standard deviation,
√
Bs−1p (k−1)[1−Bs−1p (k−1)]
16065900 .
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Figure 6.7: The out-degree distribution of fully autoatalyti sets in several runs with s = 100, p =
0.0025 (light blue bars in Figure 6.6) on a log-log plot. A sale-free distribution would be a straight
line.
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Figure 6.8: Bars: The dependeny distribution of nodes of 160659 fully autoatalyti graphs from
several runs with s = 100, p = 0.0025 (totaling 1.55 million iterations). Mean dependeny is 30.93
with standard deviation 14.71. Cirles: The dependeny distribution of 1.5× 106 graphs from the
ensemble Gp
∗
s , with s = 100, p∗ = 1.27/(s − 1). The mean dependeny is 23.70, with standard
deviation 30.82.
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Chapter 7
Destruction of Autocatalytic Sets
7.1 Catastrophes and recoveries in the organized and growth
phases
One an ACS spans the entire graph the eetive dynamis again hanges although the mirosopi
dynamial rules are unhanged. At spanning, for the rst time sine the formation of the initial
ACS, a node of the dominant ACS will be piked for removal. This is beause at spanning all
nodes belong to the dominant ACS and have non-zero relative populations; one node nevertheless
has to be piked for removal. Most of the time the removal of the node with the least Xi will
result in minimal damage to the ACS. The rest of the ACS will remain with non-zero relative
populations, and the new node will repeatedly be removed and replaed until it one again joins
the ACS. Thus s1 will utuate between s and s− 1 most of the time. However, one in a while,
the node that is removed happens to be playing a ruial role in the graph struture despite its low
relative population. Then its removal an trigger large hanges in the struture and atastrophi
drops in s1 and l. Alternatively, it an sometimes happen that the new node added an trigger a
atastrophe beause of the new graph struture it reates.
In Figure 5.5, whih shows s1 for the same run as that in Figure 5.3b but for a muh longer
time, one an observe several of the large and sudden drops in s1 that will be disussed in this
hapter. These `atastrophes' in the organized and growth phases are followed by `reoveries', in
whih s1 rises on a ertain timesale. Figure 7.1 shows the probability distribution P (∆s1) of
hanges in the number of nodes with Xi > 0; ∆s1(n) ≡ s1(n) − s1(n − 1). The asymmetry
between rises and drops as well as fat tails in the distribution are evident. For low p the probability
of large drops is an order of magnitude greater than intermediate size drops (also see Figure 5.3).
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Figure 7.1: Probability distribution of hanges in s1, the number of nodes with Xi > 0. P (∆s1) is
the fration of time steps in whih s1 hanges by an amount ∆s1 in one time step in an ensemble
of runs with s = 100 and p = 0.001, 0.0025, 0.005. Only time steps where an ACS initially exists
are ounted.
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Figure 7.2: Crashes are predominantly ore-shifts. A histogram of ore overlaps for the 701 rashes,
in whih s1 dropped by more than s/2, observed in several runs with s = 100 and p = 0.0025,
totaling 1.55 million iterations. The attahed CD ontains data les for all these runs, as well as
information about the 701 rashes (see appendix C).
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Figure 7.3: A graph with λ1 = 1.22. The Xi values (rounded o to two deimal plaes) are shown
adjaent to eah node. Notie that if a node has only one inoming link then its Xi value is 1/λ1
times the Xi value of the node it is getting the link from. E.g. X6 = X5/λ1. Thus, nodes further
down a hain of single links have lower Xi. Nodes 6 and 7 have the lowest Xi.
7.2 Crashes and core-shifts
Denition 7.1: Crash.
A rash is a graph update event n for whih ∆s1(n) < −s/2
(Jain and Krishna, 2002a,b).
A rash is an event in whih a signiant fration (arbitrarily hosen as 50%) of the nodes beome
extint. In several runs with s = 100, p = 0.0025 totaling 1.55 million iterations there were 701
rashes. The rst task is to see if these large drops in s1 are orrelated to spei hanges in the
struture of the graph.
Denition 7.2: Core-shift.
A ore-shift is a graph update event n for whih Ov(Cn−1, Cn) = 0
(Jain and Krishna, 2002a,b).
Figure 7.2 shows a histogram of ore overlaps Ov(Cn−1, Cn) for these 701 rashes. 612 of these
have zero ore overlap, i.e., they are ore-shifts. (If one looks at only those events in whih more
than 90% of the nodes went extint, i.e., ∆s1(n) < −0.9s, then one nds 235 suh events in the
same runs, out of whih 226 are ore-shifts.) Of the remaining 89 rashes 10 were events in whih
the ore remained unhanged and 79 were events in whih the ore was aeted but some overlap
remained between the new and old ores. Most of the rashes happen when there is a ore-shift 
a drasti hange in the struture of the dominant ACS.
In the 612 ore-shifts, the average number of inoming plus outgoing links is 2.27 for all nodes
in the graph, 2.25 for the node that is removed and 1.25 for the new node. Thus the nodes
whose removal or addition auses the rash are not exessively rih in links. `Nondesript' nodes
suh as these ause system wide rashes beause of their ritial loation in a small ore (the
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average ore size at the 612 ore-shifts is 6.3 nodes). Core-shifts in whih the ACS is ompletely
destroyed typially ause the largest damage (of 612 ore-shifts these are 136 in number, with
|∆s1| = 98.2 ± 1.2). The remaining 476 ore-shifts in whih an ACS exists after the ore-shift
have |∆s1| = 75.0 ± 14.2. The former onstitute an inreasing fration of the rashes at smaller
p values, ausing the upturn in P (∆s1) at large negative ∆s1 for small p (Figure 7.1).
7.3 Addition and deletion of nodes from a graph
In order to understand what is happening during the rashes and subsequent reoveries I begin by
examining the possible hanges that an addition or a deletion of a node an make to the ore of
the dominant ACS.
7.3.1 Deletion of a node: keystone nodes
We have already seen how the deletion of a node an hange the ore  reall the disussion of
keystone nodes in setion 4.9: the removal of a keystone node results in a ore-shift, i.e., a zero
overlap between the ores of the dominant ACS before and after the removal. In an atual run
a keystone node an only be removed if it happens to be one of the nodes with the least Xi.
However, the ore nodes are often `proteted' by having higher Xi. The reason for this is:
X is an eigenvetor of C with eigenvalue λ1. Therefore, when λ1 6= 0 it follows that for
nodes of the dominant ACS, Xi = (1/λ1)
∑
j cijXj . If node i of the dominant ACS has only one
inoming link (from the node j, say) then Xi = Xj/λ1; Xi is `attenuated' with respet to Xj by
a fator λ1. The periphery of an ACS is a tree-like struture emanating from the ore, and for
small p most periphery nodes have a single inoming link. For instane, the graph in Figure 7.3,
whose λ1 = 1.22, has a hain of nodes 4 → 5 → 6. The farther down suh a hain a periphery
node is, the lower is its Xi beause of the umulative attenuation. For suh an ACS the `leaves'
of the periphery tree (suh as node 6) will have the least Xi while ore nodes will have larger Xi.
However, when λ1 = 1 there is no attenuation. At λ1 = 1 the ore must be a yle or a set
of disjoint yles (proposition 2.2), hene eah ore node has only one inoming link within the
dominant ACS. All ore nodes have the same value of Xi. As one moves out toward the periphery,
λ1 = 1 implies there is no attenuation, hene eah node in the periphery that reeives a single link
from one of the ore nodes will also have the same Xi. Some periphery nodes may have higher
Xi if they have more than one inoming link from the ore. Iterating this argument as one moves
further outward from the ore, it is lear that at λ1 = 1 the ore is not proteted and in fat will
always belong to L (the set of nodes with the least Xi) if the dominant ACS spans the graph. We
have already seen in setion 4.9 that when λ1 = 1 and the ore is a single yle every ore node
is a keystone node. Thus, when λ1 = 1 the organization is fragile and suseptible to ore-shifts
aused by the removal of a keystone node.
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Figure 7.4: (opposite page) A hierarhy of innovations. Eah node in this binary tree represents
a lass of node addition events. Eah lass has a name; the small box ontains the mathematial
denition of the lass. All lasses of events exept the leaves of the tree are subdivided into two
exhaustive and mutually exlusive sublasses (represented by the two branhes emanating downward
from the lass). The number of events in eah lass pertain to the run of Figure 5.3b with a total
of 9999 graph updates, between n = 1 (the initial graph) and n = 10000. In that run, out of
9999 node addition events, most (8929 events) are not innovations. The rest (1070 events), whih
are innovations, are lassied aording to their graph struture. Xk is the relative population of
the new node in the attrator of equation (4.1) that is reahed in step 1 of the graph dynamis
immediately following the addition of that node. If the new node auses a new irreduible subgraph
to be reated, N is the maximal irreduible subgraph that inludes the new node. If not, N = Φ
(the empty set). Qi is the ore of the graph just before the addition of the node (just before step
3 of the graph dynamis) and Qf the ore just after the addition of the node. The six leaves of the
innovation subtree are numbered from 1 to 6 and orrespond to the lasses disussed in the text.
Some lasses of events happen rarely (e.g., lasses numbered 5 and 6) but have a major impat on
the dynamis of the system. The preise impat of all these lasses of innovations on the system
over a short timesale (before the next graph update) as well as their probable impat over the
medium term (upto a few thousand graph updates) an be predited from the struture of N and
the rest of the graph at the moment these innovations appear in a run.
7.3.2 Addition of a node: innovations
I now turn to the eets of the addition of a node. The removal and subsequent addition of a new
node in a graph update reates a new graph that is likely to have a dierent attrator from the
previous graph. In the new attrator the new node, denoted k, may beome extint, i.e., Xk may
be zero, or it may survive, i.e., Xk is non-zero. If the new node beomes extint then it remains
in the set L and there is no hange to the dominant ACS. So I will fous on events in whih the
new node survives in the new attrator.
Denition 7.3: Innovation.
An innovation is a graph update event in whih the relative population of the new node in
the new attrator is non-zero, i.e. an event in whih the new node survives till the next graph
update (Jain and Krishna, 2002b, 2003b).
I will also use the term `innovation' to refer to the new strutures reated  the new node
and the new links brought in by the graph update event. Figure 7.4 shows a graph-theoreti
lassiation of innovations in terms of a hierarhy. The innovations that have the least impat
on the relative populations of the nodes and the evolution of the graph on a short timesale (of a
few graph updates) are ones that do not aet the ore of the dominant ACS, if it exists. Suh
innovations are of three types (see boxes 13 in Figure 7.4):
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1. Random phase innovations. These are innovations that our in the random phase when
no ACS exists in the graph, and they do not reate any new ACSs. These innovations are typially
short lived and have little short or long term impat on the struture of the graph. In the displayed
run the rst random phase innovation appeared at n = 79 (node 25 in Figure 5.6).
2. Inremental innovations. These are innovations that our in the growth and organized
phases, whih add new nodes to the periphery of the dominant ACS without reating any new
irreduible subgraph. See Figure 5.6f, n = 3022, for the rst inremental innovation of the
displayed run. In the short term these innovations only aet the periphery and are responsible for
the growth of the dominant ACS. In a longer term they an also aet the ore as hains of nodes
from the periphery join the ore of the dominant ACS.
3. Dormant innovations. These are innovations that our in the growth and organized
phases, whih reate new irreduible subgraphs in the periphery of the dominant ACS (e.g. the
innovation at n = 4696, Figure 5.6p, that reated the 2-yle 36-74 in the periphery). These
innovations too aet only the periphery in the short term. But they have the potential to ause
ore-shifts later if the right onditions our (see setion 7.4.3).
Innovations that do immediately aet the ore of the existing dominant ACS are always ones
whih reate a new irreduible subgraph. They are also of three types (boxes 46 in Figure 7.4):
4. Core enhaning innovations. These innovations result in the expansion of the existing
ore by the addition of new links and nodes from the periphery or outside the dominant ACS. They
result in an inrease of λ1 of the graph. The innovation at n = 3489 (Figure 5.6l) is an example.
5. Core-shifting innovations. These are innovations that ause an immediate ore-shift often
aompanied by the extintion of a large number of nodes. The innovation at n = 6062 (Figure
5.6t) is an example (also see setion 7.4.2).
6. Creation of the rst ACS. This is an innovation that reates the rst ACS in a graph
whih till then had none. In the displayed run, the rst ACS was reated at n = 2853 (Figure
5.6d,e). The innovation moves the system from the random phase to the growth phase.
Denition 7.4: Core transforming innovation.
An innovations of type 4, 5 or 6 whih immediately aets the ore of the dominant ACS
will be alled a ore transforming innovation (Jain and Krishna, 2003a).
The following proposition makes preise the onditions under whih a ore transforming innovation
an our (Jain and Krishna, 2003a). Let C ′n ≡ Cn−1 − k denote the graph of s − 1 nodes just
after the node k is removed from Cn−1. Q′n will stand for the ore of C
′
n.
Proposition 7.1: Let Nn denote the maximal new irreduible subgraph that inludes the new
node at time step n. Nn will beome the new ore of the graph, replaing the old ore
Qn−1, whenever either of the following onditions are true:
(a) λ1(Nn) > λ1(Q
′
n) or,
(b) λ1(Nn) = λ1(Q
′
n) and Nn is downstream of Q
′
n.
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Figure 7.5: Classiation of ore-shifts into three ategories. The graph shows the frequeny, f , of
the 612 ore-shifts observed (see Figure 7.2) in a set of runs with s = 100 and p = 0.0025 vs. the λ1
values before, λ1(Cn−1), and after, λ1(Cn), the ore-shift. Complete rashes (blak: λ1(Cn−1) =
1, λ1(Cn) = 0), takeovers by ore-transforming innovations (blue: λ1(Cn) ≥ λ1(Cn−1) ≥ 1) and
takeovers by dormant innovations (red: λ1(Cn−1) > λ1(Cn) ≥ 1) are distinguished. Numbers
alongside vertial lines represent the orresponding f value.
Suh a ore transforming innovation will fall into ategory 4 above if Qn−1 ⊂ Nn. However, if
Qn−1 and Nn are disjoint, we get a ore-shift and the innovation is of type 5 if Qn−1 is non-empty
or type 6 otherwise.
7.4 Classification of core-shifts
Using the insights from the above disussion of the eets of deletion or addition of a node,
one an lassify the dierent mehanisms that ause ore-shifts. Figure 7.5 dierentiates the 612
ore-shifts observed among the 701 rashes. They fall into three ategories: (i) omplete rashes
(136 events), (ii) takeovers by ore-transforming innovations (241 events), and (iii) takeovers by
dormant innovations (235 events).
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Figure 7.6: A omplete rash. In the run displayed in Figure 5.3b at n = 8232 the ore is a 3-yle
omprising nodes 20, 50 and 54. Node 54 is the node with the least Xi that is removed from the
graph. This breaks the only yle in the graph resulting in a graph, at n = 8233, that has no ACS.
The system goes from the organized phase to the random phase, λ1 drops from 1 to 0, and s1
drops form 100 to 2.
7.4.1 Complete crashes
A omplete rash is an event in whih an ACS exists before but not after the graph update. Suh
an event takes the system into the random phase. A omplete rash an our when a keystone
node is removed from the graph. For example, in the run displayed in Figure 5.3b and 5.6, at
n = 8232 (see Figure 7.6), the graph had λ1 = 1 and its ore was the simple 3-yle of nodes 20,
50 and 54. As we have seen above, when the ore is a single yle every ore node is a keystone
node and is also in the set L of nodes with the least Xi. Node 54 was removed, thus disrupting
the 3-yle. The resulting graph, at n = 8233, had no ACS and λ1 dropped to zero. As disussed
earlier, graphs with λ1 = 1 are the ones that are most suseptible to omplete rashes. This an
be seen in Figure 7.5: every omplete rash ourred from a graph with λ1(Cn−1) = 1.
7.4.2 Takeovers by core transforming innovations
An example of a takeover by a ore-transforming innovation is given in Figure 7.7, taken from the
example run of Figure 5.3b. At n = 6061 the ore was a single yle omprising nodes 36 and
74. Node 60 was replaed at n = 6062 reating a 5-yle omprising nodes 60, 21, 41, 19 and 73,
downstream from the old ore. The graph at n = 6062 has one yle feeding into a seond yle
that is downstream from it. We have already seen in setion 4.6 (see the disussion of Example
4) that for suh a graph only the downstream yle is non-zero and the upstream yle and all
nodes dependent on it beome extint. Thus, the new yle beomes the new ore and the old ore
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Figure 7.7: Takeover by a ore-transforming innovation. In the run displayed in Figure 5.3b at
n = 6061 the ore is a 2-yle omprising nodes 36 and 74. The graph update reates a ore-
transforming innovation  a new 5-yle downstream from the 2-yle 36-74. As a result the 2-yle
and all nodes dependent on it beome extint at n = 6062 and s1 drops from 100 to 32. Beause
an ACS survives this event, the system is in the growth phase at n = 6062.
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Figure 7.8: Takeover by a dormant innovation. In the run displayed in Figure 5.3b at n = 5041
the ore has two overlapping yles. Downstream from the ore is a 2-yle omprising nodes 36
and 74 whih formed earlier at n = 4696. Node 85 happens to be one of the nodes with the least
Xi and is removed from the graph. Thus, at n = 5042, the graph onsists of one 2-yle, 36-74,
downstream from another 2-yle, 26-90. As a result, the upstream yle, 26-90, and all nodes
dependent on it beome extint and s1 drops from 100 to 3. Beause an ACS survives this event,
the system is in the growth phase at n = 5042.
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beomes extint resulting in a ore-shift. This is an example of ondition (b) for a ore-transforming
innovation. For all suh events in Figure 7.5, λ1(Q
′
n) = λ1(Cn−1) beause k happened not to be a
ore node of Cn−1. Thus, these ore-shifts satisfy λ1(Cn) = λ1(Nn) ≥ λ1(Q′n) = λ1(Cn−1) ≥ 1
in Figure 7.5.
7.4.3 Takeovers by dormant innovations
Dormant innovations, whih reate an irreduible struture in the periphery of the dominant ACS
that does not aet its ore at that time, were disussed in setion 7.3.2. An example is the 2-yle
omprising nodes 36 and 74 formed at n = 4696. At a later time suh a dormant innovation an
result in a ore-shift if the old ore gets suiently weakened.
In this ase the ore has beome weakened by n = 5041, when it has λ1 = 1.24 (Figure 7.8).
The struture of the graph at this time is very similar to the graph in Figure 4.5a. Just as node 3 in
Figure 4.5a was a keystone node, here nodes 44, 85, and 98 are keystone nodes beause removing
any of them results in a graph like Figure 4.5b, onsisting of two 2-yles, one downstream from
the other.
Indeed, at n = 5041, node 85 is replaed and the resulting graph at n = 5042 has a 2-yle (36
and 74) downstream from another yle (26 and 90). Thus, at n = 5042, nodes 36 and 74 form
the new ore with only one other downstream node, 11, being non-zero. All other nodes beome
extint resulting in a drop in s1 by 97. A dormant innovation an takeover as the new ore only
following the removal of a keystone node that weakens the old ore. In suh an event the new ore
neessarily has a lower (but non-zero) λ1 than the old ore, i.e., λ1(Cn−1) > λ1(Cn) ≥ 1 (see
Figure 7.5).
Note that 85 is a keystone node and the graph is suseptible to a ore-shift beause of the
innovation that reated the yle 36-74 earlier. If the yle between 36 and 74 were absent 85
would not be a keystone node beause its removal would still leave part of the ore intat (nodes
26 and 90).
7.5 Timescale of crashes
I will denote by ns the time elapsed between suessive rashes, not ounting the time spent in
the reovery from the previous rash (i.e., the time from the previous rash to the rst subsequent
spanning of the graph by the dominant ACS). Figure 7.9a shows the distribution of ns values
for the 701 rashes, disussed above, observed in runs with s = 100, p = 0.0025. The average
τs ≡ ns ≈ 1088.3 and the standard deviation of ns values is ≈ 1581.0 for these 701 rashes.
Figure 7.9b shows the distribution of log10ns values. The distribution and the τs value must be
taken with aution beause the distribution appears to be a very broad one (the standard deviation
of ns values is larger than τs) and 701 instanes may not be enough to speify it aurately.
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Figure 7.9: a. Distribution of times elapsed between rashes (not ounting the reovery time
from the previous rash or beginning of the run), ns, for the 701 rashes observed in runs with
s = 100, p = 0.0025. min{ns} = 1,max{ns} = 16625, τs ≡ ns ≈ 1088.3, and the standard
deviation of the 701 ns values is ≈ 1581.0. The bin size is 400. b. Distribution of log10ns values
for the same 701 rashes. The bin size is 0.1.
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Figure 7.10: a. Comparison of the in-degree distribution of nodes of the 701 graphs just before
eah rash (bars) with the in-degree distribution of all fully autoatalyti graphs in the same runs
(line with irles). b. Comparison of the out-degree distributions for the same graphs as in (a).
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Figure 7.11: Comparison of the dependeny distribution of nodes of the 701 graphs just before
eah rash (bars) with the distribution for all fully autoatalyti graphs in the same runs (irles).
7.6 Recoveries
After a omplete rash the system is bak in the random phase. In O(s) graph updates eah node
is removed and replaed by a randomly onneted node, resulting in a graph as random as the
initial graph. Then the proess starts again, with a new ACS being formed after an average of
1/p2s time steps and then growing to span the entire graph after, on average, (1/p) ln(s/s0) time
steps, where s0 is the size of the initial ACS that forms in this round (typially s0 = 2 for small p).
After other atastrophes, an ACS always survives. In that ase the system is in the growth
phase and immediately begins to reover, with s1 growing exponentially on a timesale 1/p. Note
that these reoveries happen beause of innovations (mainly of type 2 and 4, and some of type 3).
7.7 Structure of the graph just before a crash
The in-degree and out-degree distributions of the nodes of the 701 graphs just before eah rash are
shown in Figure 7.10. The distributions are ompared with the distributions for all fully autoatalyti
graphs produed in the same runs. Both the distributions fall o faster than the distributions for
all fully autoatalyti graphs.
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Figure 7.12: Comparison of the distribution of Perron-Frobenius eigenvalues of the 701 graphs just
before eah rash (bars) with the distribution for all fully autoatalyti graphs in the same runs
(irles).
Another interesting dierene between the graphs just before a rash and all fully autoatalyti
graphs lies in their dependeny distributions: The dependeny distribution of the graphs before
rashes (Figure 7.11) is bimodal, in ontrast to the distribution for all fully autoatalyti graphs
whih is unimodal and has a larger mean.
Figure 7.12 ompares the distribution of Perron-Frobenius eigenvalues for the 701 graphs with
the distribution for all the fully autoatalyti graphs. For the graphs just before eah of the 701
rashes the mean Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue is 1.07, with standard deviation 0.10  learly lower
than the mean for the fully autoatalyti graphs, whih is 1.43, with standard deviation 0.20. The
three mehanisms that ause ore-shifts, disussed previously, are all more likely to happen with
graphs whose ores are yles. Therefore, it is not surprising that the graph just before a rash
tends to have a Perron-Frobenius value lose to unity.
Chapter 8
Robustness of the ACS Growth
Mechanism
8.1 Variants of the model
In this hapter, I examine the eet of various modiations to the model rules on the formation
and growth of ACSs. These modiations relax several of the simpliations that have been made,
whih depart from realism but make the model simpler to analyze:
1. cij take values 0 and 1 only; all atalysts have the same atalyti eieny.
2. cij take positive values only; negative links  inhibitors  are not present in the model.
3. Diagonal elements cii are zero; no self-repliators are allowed.
4. The node with the least Xi is removed at eah graph update; extremal seletion.
5. If several nodes have the same least Xi only one is removed.
6. The total number of nodes is xed; the rate of node removals and node additions is exatly
the same.
7. The population dynamis is linear in the yi variables.
I onsider the following variants of the model, that relax these simpliations:
1. Variable link strengths. cij , when non-zero, are allowed to take any value in the interval
[0, 1]. This relaxes simpliation (1).
2. Negative links. cij , when non-zero, are allowed to take negative values also. This relaxes
simpliations (1) and (2).
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3. Self-repliators. The diagonal elements, cii, are allowed to take non-zero values. This
relaxes simpliation (3).
4. Non-extremal seletion. Simpliation (4) is relaxed in three variants, in whih the dy-
namis is made non-extremal in dierent ways:
(a) A xed fration f of the nodes with the least Xi are replaed at eah graph update.
(b) A single node is piked for removal, with a probability proportional to 1/Xi, at eah
graph update. When some nodes have Xi = 0 then one of them is piked randomly.
() The seletion depends on a parameter, denoted q. At eah graph update, the node
to be removed is seleted from the set of nodes with least Xi with a probability q, or
randomly from all nodes with a probability 1− q.
5. Variable number of nodes. A xed threshold xt is hosen and at eah graph update all
nodes with Xi < xt are removed and one new node is brought in. This relaxes simpliations
(5) and (6).
6. Dierent population dynamis. An equation for x˙i in whih the rst term is quadrati in
the relative population variables is used instead of equation (4.1). This relaxes simpliation
(7).
8.2 Variable link strengths
The rst modiation I examine is allowing cij to take values in the interval [0, 1], instead of just
the values 0 or 1. The initial graph is onstruted as follows: for eah ordered pair (i, j) with
i 6= j, cij is non-zero with probability p and cij = 0 with probability 1− p. If non-zero, the value
of cij is randomly piked from the interval [0, 1] with uniform probability. As before cii is set to
zero for all i to disallow self-repliators. Step 3 of the graph dynamis  addition of a new node 
is similarly modied. Apart from these alterations the model remains unhanged.
Figure 8.1 shows a run with these modiations in the rules. The same behaviour is seen.
There is a `random phase' where there is no ACS and the graph remains random. The hane
formation of an ACS on an average timesale τa = 1/p
2s triggers the `growth phase' in whih the
number of non-zero nodes grows exponentially with a harateristi timesale τg = 1/p, until the
ACS spans the entire graph.
This is expeted beause most of the analytial results hold, with minor modiations, for
this variant too. The Perron-Frobenius theorem holds for the adjaeny matries of the graphs
produed beause they are still non-negative. The only signiant modiation in the analytial
results is that now λ1 an take values between 0 and 1 also. For example, onsider the 2-yle
shown in Figure 8.2. The strengths of the two links are a and b, any real numbers in the interval
[0, 1]. For suh a graph λ1 =
√
ab.
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Figure 8.1: A run with s = 100, p = 0.0025 with variable strength links: cij when non-zero an
take any value in the interval [0, 1]. a. number of nodes with Xi > 0, s1, versus time, n. b.
number of links versus n.
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21
a
b
Figure 8.2: A two yle with link strengths a, b ∈ [0, 1]. The Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue of this
graph is
√
ab.
Thus, the ondition λ1 ≥ 1 is hanged to λ1 > 0 in all propositions that ontain it. Proposition
2.1(ii) is modied to read: If a graph C has a losed walk then λ1 > 0. Proposition 3.2(iii) is
similarly modied: If a graph C has an ACS then λ1 > 0.
The only dierene this makes to the dynamis of the system is that in this variant it is muh
less likely for two disjoint ACSs with the same λ1 value to exist in some graph. In the original
model two or more ACSs, typially yles, often oexisted in runs with small p (see Figures 5.6j,u).
With variable link strengths even if two disjoint yles form the hane of their having exatly the
same λ1 value is negligible.
8.3 Negative links: emergence of cooperation
Now I generalize the model to inlude inhibitory reations (where a speies an derease the rate
of prodution of another speies) along with variable link strengths. I implement this by modifying
the way links are assigned in the initial random graph and to the new node at eah graph update:
if cij is hosen to be non-zero then it is assigned randomly a value in the interval [−1, 1] if i 6= j
or [−1, 0] if i = j (self-repliators ontinue to be disallowed but self-inhibitors are possible). With
negative links the populations an beome negative. To prevent this a uto must be put on y˙i
when yi beomes zero:
y˙i =
{
ri if yi > 0 or ri ≥ 0
0 if yi = 0 and ri < 0
(8.1)
where ri =
s∑
j=1
cijyj − φyi.
For simpliity I retain the form of (4.2) although a more realisti hemial interpretation would
require y˙i to be proportional to yi for inhibitory reations.
The relative population dynamis that follows from (8.1) using xi = yi/
∑s
j=1 yj is:
x˙i =
{
fi if xi > 0 or fi ≥ 0
0 if xi = 0 and fi < 0
(8.2)
where fi =
s∑
j=1
cijxj − xi
s∑
k,j=1
ckjxj.
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Figure 8.3: A graph that has a limit yle attrator. The negative links, eah of strength -1, form a
yle. The positive links, eah of strength 1, form another yle running in the opposite diretion.
In the attrator eah xi osillates around a mean value 1/3 with a frequeny 2pi
√
3. The amplitude
of osillation depends on the initial ondition but is the same for eah xi.
The uto in the population dynamis makes it a nonlinear equation. As a result now the
attrator need not be only a xed point. For most graphs I have enountered in simulations the
attrator of (8.2) has been a xed point. In less than 0.2% ases the attrator has been a limit
yle where the relative populations of the nodes osillate. I have not observed any other types
of attrators. The simplest type of graph having a limit yle attrator onsists of 3 nodes and
is displayed in Figure 8.3. For this graph eah xi osillates around a mean value of 1/3 with a
frequeny 2pi
√
3. The amplitude of osillation depends on the initial ondition but is always equal
for the 3 nodes. If the amplitudes are smaller than 1/3 then none of the xi hit zero and the uto
in (8.2) plays no role in the osillations. However if arbitrarily random small hanges are made to
the interation strengths of the graph the osillations of the xi start hitting zero and the uto
omes into play. In general the uto seems to play an important role in limit yle attrators. It
is only in some speial ases and for partiular initial onditions that the relative populations of
nodes osillate without hitting zero. Numerial observations indiate that the property of having
a limit yle attrator is struturally stable, i.e., a limit yle attrator remains if suiently small
hanges are made to the interation strengths of a given graph having a limit yle attrator.
The theorems used to analyze the attrators of the original model depended on the matrix C
being non-negative and hene no longer hold for the system with negative links. However numerial
simulations of the system show behaviour very similar to the original system (Jain and Krishna,
2001) despite the slight bias toward negative links (beause self-inhibitors are allowed but not
self-repliators). Figure 8.4 shows the results of a run with s = 100 and p = 0.005. The number
of nodes with Xi 6= 0, s1, after the nth addition of a new node, the number of positive (cij > 0),
l+, and negative links (cij < 0), l−, are displayed. Similar to the original model, the urves have
three distint regions. Initially s1 is small; most of the nodes have zero Xi. l+ and l− also do not
vary muh from their initial value (≈ ps2/2 = 25) and remain approximately equal. In the seond
region s1 and l+ show a sharp inrease while l− dereases. In the third region the growth of s1 and
l+ stops and almost all nodes have non-zero Xi in ontrast to the initial period. The number of
positive links have inreased to several times their initial value while the number of negative links
has delined to about 10. I have observed the same qualitative behaviour in several runs with p
values ranging from 0.00002 to 0.01 and s = 100, 150, 200.
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Figure 8.4: A run with s = 100, p = 0.005 where negative links are allowed. a. the number of
nodes with Xi > 0, s1, versus time, n. b. the number of positive, l+, and negative links, l−,
versus n.
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Figure 8.5: Example of a destrutive parasite. A new node, 3, added to an existing 2-yle, destroys
the 2-yle beause of the negative link to node 1. The attrator is X = (0, 0, 1)T .
Again the explanation for the above behaviour lies in the formation and growth of autoatalyti
sets. The denition of an ACS has to be slightly modied: an ACS is a subgraph, eah of
whose nodes has at least one inoming positive link from a node belonging to the same subgraph.
Proposition 3(i) also has to be similarly modied: An ACS must ontain a yle of positive links.
Upto n = na = 1904, there is no ACS; the graph has no yles of positive links. For suh
graphs, I nd that Xi = 0 for most nodes exept a few at whih the longest paths of positive
links terminate, with intermediate nodes not having inoming negative links. This is a numerial
observation that is similar to proposition 4.2. Thus most nodes have Xi = 0. Nodes with Xi 6= 0
will also join the set L of nodes with least Xi if one of their supporting nodes is piked for removal
from the system. Hene, all nodes are suseptible to be removed sooner or later; the graph remains
as random as the initial graph and so s1, l+ and l− hover around their initial values. The dramati
inreases in s1 and l+ are triggered by the hane formation of an ACS at n = na. In this system
too an ACS will inevitably form by pure hane sooner or later. The `time of appearane' of an
ACS an again be approximated by the time of formation of a 2-yle of positive links. As one
wants the 2-yle to ontain positive links only, p in the previous formula for τa has to be replaed
by p/2. Thus τa ≈ 4/p2s(= 1600 for p = 0.005 and s = 100) and P (na) = p
2s
4 (1− p
2s
4 )
na−1
.
From n = 1904 to n = 3643 (when s1 rst reahes s), I again nd that the set of nodes
with Xi 6= 0 is an ACS; the `dominant ACS'. This is also a numerial observation. The proof
of proposition 4.3 no longer holds but the system nevertheless shows idential behaviour in this
respet to the system with only positive links. Hene, as long as the dominant ACS does not
span the entire graph, i.e. s1 < s, there are nodes outside it with Xi = 0 whih form the set L.
Therefore, none of the nodes in the dominant ACS an be removed in the next graph update.
All the proesses that an happen in the original model when a new node is brought in (num-
bered 1, 2 and 3 in setion 6.2) happen in this system with the same eets. The only new
possibility to whih the presene of negative links leads is when the new node joins the dominant
ACS and some of the other nodes in the dominant ACS reeive negative links from it. Then those
nodes may beome extint ausing s1 to derease. An example of this is shown in Figure 8.5. A
new node, 3, is added to a previously existing 2-yle. It gets a positive inoming link from node
2 and a negative outgoing link to node 1. This negative link destroys the ACS. In the attrator
only node 3 is non-zero while node 1 and 2 have Xi = 0. Node 3 is like a destrutive parasite that
feeds on the the host ACS (nodes 1 and 2) to inrease its own relative population, in the proess
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Figure 8.6: Dependene of τg on p for the model with negative links. Eah data point shows the
average of ln τg over 10 dierent runs with s = 100, x0 = 10
−4
and the given p value. The error
bars orrespond to one standard deviation of ln τg values for eah p. The best t line has slope
−1.02± 0.03 and interept −0.08± 0.27, onsistent with the expeted slope −1 and interept 0.
destroying the host. The negative link is essential for the destrutive property of suh parasites;
in the system with only positive links only benign parasites are possible that do not harm the ACS
upon whih they are feeding. This example also shows that propositions 4.3 and 6.1 are no longer
true; the set of nodes with Xi > 0 need not be an ACS even if an ACS exists in the graph and λ1
an derease while s1 < s. However, destrutive parasites our rarely and do not reverse the trend
of inreasing s1  in the displayed run they formed 6 times at n = 3388, 3478, 3576, 3579, 3592
and 3613, and in eah ase only resulted in s1 dereasing by 1. Beause the dominant ACS grows
by adding positive links to the existing dominant ACS, the number of positive links inreases as the
ACS grows. On the other hand nodes reeiving negative links often have Xi = 0, hene negative
links get eliminated when these nodes are removed.
One an alulate the growth rate of the dominant ACS in exatly the same way as for the
system with positive links beause destrutive parasites appear rarely. The only dierene is that
p must be replaed by p/2 beause that is the probability for the added node to get a positive link
to/from any other node. Thus one an ACS forms, s1 loally averaged in time grows exponentially
with a harateristi timesale τg = 2/p. This is onrmed by numerial simulations (Figure 8.6).
This variant of the model, apart from being an important test of the robustness of the ACS
mehanism, also allows one to address questions onerning the emergene of `ooperation' beause
negative links an arise in the network. The negative links in the network an be onsidered
`destrutive' links as they ause one speies to derease the population growth rate of another. In
ontrast, the positive links in the network an be onsidered `ooperative' links. The inrease of
the ratio of positive to negative links, from its initial value of unity to value more than an order of
magnitude larger in Figure 8.4, is evidene of the emergene of ooperation during the run.
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Figure 8.7: A run where self-repliators are allowed. Diagonal elements cii, when non-zero, are
hosen randomly from the interval [−1, 1]. The run has s = 100, p = 0.005.
8.4 Self-replicators
In the original model, and all the variants disussed so far, self-repliators, i.e., self-links from a
node to itself, are disallowed. As disussed in setion 5.2.3, this was done to see whether strutured
hemial networks an arise even in the (fored) absene of individual self-repliators. As shown
in hapter 6, strutured networks do indeed form. The question that now arises is: Will allowing
self-links interfere with the formation and growth of other ACSs? In fat, it does not, as evidened
by Figure 8.7, whih shows a run with negative links in whih self-repliators were allowed, i.e., for
the initial graph and for the new node cii (when non-zero) was hosen randomly from the interval
[−1, 1]. The probability for a self-repliator to form in a graph update event is p/2. The probability
for a 2-yle to form is p2s/4. These are omparable when p ≈ 2/s. Thus for small enough p,
self-repliators do form, and often trigger the growth phase, but their role in the network dynamis
is similar to that of any other ACS. Self-repliators have a Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue λ1 = 1
and are, therefore, no more robust than yles. ACSs with larger Perron-Frobenius eigenvalues
out-ompete self-repliators.
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8.5 Non-extremal selection
The rule for removing a node an be made non-extremal in various ways. Instead of removing a
single node with the least Xi one an remove more than one node or remove nodes with higher
Xi also. However, even when removing nodes whih do not have the least Xi it is reasonable to
allow some bias in favour of nodes with a higher Xi. I onsider the following possibilities:
1. A xed fration f of the nodes with the least Xi are replaed at eah graph update.
2. A single node is piked for removal, with a probability proportional to 1/Xi, at eah graph
update. When some nodes have Xi = 0 then one of them is piked randomly.
3. The seletion depends on a parameter, denoted q. At eah graph update, the node to be
removed is seleted from the set of nodes with least Xi with a probability q, or randomly
from all nodes with a probability 1− q.
Figure 8.8a shows a run with s = 100, p = 0.005 with 2 nodes removed at eah graph update; ase
1 with f = 0.02. Figure 8.8b shows a similar run with 10 nodes removed at eah graph update.
Figure 8.9 shows a run with s = 100, p = 0.005 for ase 2. In these three runs the behaviour
is similar to the earlier models. An ACS forms by hane and grows until most of the graph is
autoatalyti. In these ases the nodes omprising the dominant ACS are proteted from removal
until the size of the ACS beomes lose to s. Only after the ACS has beome more than s − 2
for Figure 8.8a, more than s− 10 for Figure 8.8b, or has reahed s for Figure 8.9 do nodes of the
dominant ACS start getting removed in the graph updates.
Case 3 is designed to interpolate between the extremal seletion of the original model (q = 1)
and the ompletely random run where there is no seletion (q = 0, see blak urve in Figure 5.2).
Figure 8.10 displays what happens for dierent values of q. The basi mehanism of an ACS forming
and growing remains but as q is dereased the ACS beomes inreasingly short lived and suseptible
to destrution. Suppose the ACS has z indispensable nodes, any of whose removal would destroy
the ACS. Then the probability that an indispensable node will be removed is (1 − q)z/s. Hene,
there exists a timesale τne = s/{z(1 − q)} over whih an ACS will get destroyed due to non-
extremality. On the other hand for small p ACSs get destroyed even with extremal dynamis over
a timesale τs. z does hange with time but by hoosing q suiently lose to 1, one an make
τne ≫ τs. In that ase the behaviour would be the same as in the ase of extremal dynamis. This
is onrmed by the run in Figure 8.10, where an ACS forms and grows until it spans the entire
graph. After spanning it does not get destroyed for a substantial period of time.
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Figure 8.8: Non-extremal runs of type 1 with s = 100, p = 0.005. a. at eah time step 2 nodes
are replaed. b. at eah time step 10 nodes are replaed.
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Figure 8.9: Non-extremal run of type 2 with s = 100, p = 0.005. At eah time step a single node is
replaed. The node is hosen with a probability proportional to 1/Xi. If some nodes have Xi = 0
then one of them is randomly hosen.
These non-extremal runs seem to indiate that the ACS mehanism is stable to the introdution
of non-extremality. In an ACS, organizationally important nodes, suh as the ore nodes, tend to
have high relative populations and, therefore, these nodes are proteted if there is a seletive bias
that favours removing nodes with less relative population. When the mehanism for hoosing a
node for removal is not based on the relative population of nodes, as (partially) in ase 3, this
protetion is lost and the ACS is not as robust a struture.
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Figure 8.10: Non-extremal run of type 3 with s = 100, p = 0.0025. a. q = 0.95, b. q = 0.99, .
q = 0.99999.
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8.6 Variable number of nodes
Another idealization in the original model is that at eah time step exatly one node is removed
and one node is introdued leaving the total number of nodes onstant. A variant in whih the
number of nodes is not onstant is the following: at eah time step, all nodes with Xi below a
xed threshold, xt, are removed (more than one node an get deleted and the number of nodes is
not onstant). The rest of the proedure remains the same; one new node is added, the population
dynamis is allowed to run its ourse with the new graph, and this is iterated many times. Notie
that it is also possible for none of the nodes to be removed in a partiular time step if they all have
relative populations above xt. This is not possible in the original model.
This variant too shows the same qualitative behaviour (see Figure 8.11). When there is no ACS
in the graph, none of the nodes remain above the threshold for long. The graph remains small,
with few nodes and links. The hane formation of an ACS hanges things. Again the number of
links and the number of nodes are seen to rise sharply as more and more nodes get attahed to the
dominant ACS. A third region analogous to the organized phase an also be seen, one the ACS
grows large enough for some of its nodes to have Xi values below the threshold, but the transition
is not so lear beause there is no upper uto for the number of nodes in the graph.
Beause only positive links are allowed all the analytial results, inluding theorems 3.1 and
4.1, hold for this variant too. In the initial graph, if there is no ACS, most of the nodes will have
Xi = 0. All of these nodes will be removed from the graph leaving a graph with very few nodes
and only those links assigned to the new node. Throughout the random phase the graph will
onsist of only very few nodes. As soon as the rst ACS forms the graph will onsist only of that
ACS and the added node. The ACS grows whenever the new node joins it. Here there is a slight
dierene from the original model. The rare events where several nodes, inluding the new node,
simultaneously join the dominant ACS are not possible in this variant. It is also not possible for an
ACS that went extint for some reason to be resurreted (as happened in Figures 5.6j,u)  in this
variant the extint nodes would all be removed from the graph immediately.
Despite the absene of an expliit upper uto, the number of nodes annot grow indenitely.
Beause
∑s
i=1 xi = 1 always, the number of nodes annot grow muh larger than 1/xt. In
the run shown above the threshold is xt = 0.005 and the number of nodes remains well below
200 = 1/0.005.
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Figure 8.11: A run with variable number of nodes. At eah time step all nodes with Xi < 0.005
are removed. A single new node is added and assigned links with existing nodes with a probability
p = 0.005. a. the number of nodes in the graph, s1, as a funtion of time, n. b. the total number
of links in the graph as a funtion of n.
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8.7 Different population dynamics
Repliator equation.
A variant where the qualitative behaviour does hange drastially is one where equation (4.1)
is replaed by the repliator equation (Hofbauer and Sigmund, 1988):
x˙i = xi

 s∑
j=1
cijxj −
s∑
k,j=1
xkckjxj

 . (8.3)
The name `repliator' omes from the fat that the equation models self-repliating speies, for
example in model eosystems (Hofbauer and Sigmund, 1988; Drossel and MKane, 2003). Beause
x˙i is proportional to xi, the relative population of speies i an only grow if it is non-zero in the
rst plae; one xi = 0 it will always stay zero, as expeted for self-repliators. The repliator
equation an have a variety of attrators depending on the oupling onstants cij and the initial
onditions  xed points, limit yles, heterolini yles and haoti attrators have been observed
(Hofbauer and Sigmund, 1988). The repliator equation has also been used in the hyperyle model
of the origin of life (Eigen and Shuster, 1979).
The other rules of the model are unhanged, making it an evolving version of the hyperyle
model. Figure 8.12 shows a typial run. When there is no ACS the number of nodes with non-zero
Xi utuates wildly, even reahing as high as 40 or more for short periods of time. However,
no graph struture is stable for very long and the graph remains random. The times when there
is an ACS are the periods in Figure 8.12 when s1 remains at some small onstant value for a
large number of graph updates. Yet, nothing resembling a growth phase is seen and the system
eventually relapses into the random phase. What is happening is that small (hyper)yles do form
but quikly get destroyed when a graph update reates a parasite. This observed behaviour is
onsistent with existing work on well-stirred hyperyles and repliator networks (Niesert et al.,
1981; Happel and Stadler, 1998; Tokita and Yasutomi, 2003).
Niesert et al. (1981) have identied three instabilities to whih hyperyles are suseptible.
Two are of relevane here: Figure 8.13a illustrates the parasite instability mentioned above. For
the graph shown here, if a > 1, the attrator of equation (8.3) is X = (0, 0, 1)T for generi
initial onditions. Thus, the nodes of the ore yle have the least Xi. Figure 8.13b illustrates the
short-iruit instability. For generi initial onditions the system always reahes an attrator where
node 4, part of the longer yle, is zero  in general, when long hyperyles are short-iruited by a
new link, only the smaller hyperyle survives. These two instabilities are responsible for preventing
a large, strutured network from forming when the repliator equation (8.3) is used in plae of
equation (4.1) for the population dynamis.
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Figure 8.12: Number of nodes with Xi > 0, s1, versus time, n, for a run with the repliator
equation used for the population dynamis. For this run, s = 100, p = 0.0025.
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Figure 8.13: a. Example of the parasite instability of hyperyles. The links between nodes 1
and 2 are of strength unity. When a > 1 the attrator of the repliator equation for this graph
is X = (0, 0, 1)T for generi initial onditions. b. Example of the short-iruit instability of
hyperyles. All link strengths are unity. The attrator of the repliator equation for this graph is
X = (1, 1, 1, 0)T /3 for generi initial onditions.
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A generalization of the repliator equation.
The repliator equation is a speial ase of a more general equation in whih the rst term is
quadrati in the relative population variables:
x˙i =
s∑
j,k=1
Aijkxjxk − xi
s∑
l,j,k=1
Aljkxjxk. (8.4)
This equation preserves the normalization of xi beause
∑s
i=1 x˙i = 0. The equation models a
hemistry where two atalysts are (simultaneously) required for the prodution of eah moleular
speies. It redues to equation (8.3) in the speial ase where one of the atalysts is the produt
itself: Aijk = δijcjk, where δij = 1 if i = j and zero if i 6= j.
In this ase, the simplest ACS would onsist of three speies: speies 1 and 2 atalyze speies 3,
speies 2 and 3 atalyze speies 1, and speies 3 and 1 atalyze speies 2 . Consider the ase where
one periphery node is added to this ACS  let speies 1 and 2 also atalyze the prodution of speies
4, and let speies 4 not be a atalyst for any of the other speies. Numerial simulations show
that, unlike the repliator ase, here both the ore and the periphery nodes have non-zero relative
populations in the attrator for generi initial onditions. The ratio of the relative populations of
the periphery to the ore nodes depends on the link strengths but the ore nodes 1, 2 and 3 remain
with non-zero relative populations even if the link to the periphery node is stronger than the links
between ore nodes. Therefore, unlike the speial ase of the repliator equation, when equation
(8.4) is used for the population dynamis it is possible for small ACSs to grow by adding periphery
nodes.
Chapter 9
Concluding Remarks
In this thesis I have studied a model of an evolving atalyti network. I have disussed some of
the issues and questions of interest related to the evolution of networks in setion 1.6. Here, I
summarize the interesting phenomena observed in the model, their impliations for some of those
questions, as well as the limitations and possible extensions of the model.
9.1 Interesting features of the model
1. Rih dynamial behaviour: three phases and multiple timesales. For small p the
system always appears to be moving from one unstable, or quasi-stable, state to another. It
never appears to reah a stable state. Three `phases' of behaviour are observed (see setion
5.4). A `random phase' in whih the graph remains sparse and onsists only of trees, hains
and isolated nodes. The `growth phase' is triggered by the hane formation of a small ACS
whih then grows by areting nodes to itself. Finally, the `organized phase' begins when the
ACS spans the entire graph. There are transitions from eah phase to other phases (exept
that there is never a transition from the growth phase to the random phase). The appearane
of dierent strutures dynamially generates multiple timesales: τa in the random phase, τg
in the growth phase and τs in the organized phase (see setions 6.2 and 7.5).
2. Growth of struture, interdependene and ooperation. Starting from an initial random
graph, the system spontaneously self-organizes into a highly strutured graph. This proess is
triggered by the hane, but inevitable, formation of an ACS, whih then grows by areting
other nodes to it, until eventually the entire graph beomes an ACS (setion 6.2). The
resultant fully autoatalyti graph is highly non-random, oupying an exponentially small
(as a funtion of s) volume of graph spae (setion 6.3.1). Nevertheless starting from a
sparse graph the dynamis inevitably leads the system into this exponentially small volume in
a time that grows only as ln s. The growth of exponentially unlikely hemial organizations
on the prebioti Earth in a short time is a puzzle that has been disussed in setion 1.9.
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The growth of autoatalyti sets in this model might shed some light on this puzzle  the
impliations for the origin of life are disussed further in setion 9.2. Along with the growth of
non-random struture, the interdependene of the speies also grows with the ACS. The fully
autoatalyti sets that form have an interdependeny almost two orders of magnitude larger
than that of random phase graphs (setions 5.4 and 6.3.3). A variant of the model, where
negative links are also allowed, exhibits the emergene of ooperation. The formation and
growth of ACSs in this variant is aompanied by an inrease in the number of ooperative,
positive links between speies and a derease in the number of destrutive, negative links.
The ratio of ooperative to destrutive links rises from unity, in the random phase, to an order
of magnitude larger in the organized phase (setion 8.3). The formation and growth of ACS
might be one of the mehanisms responsible for the spontaneous emergene of ooperation
in a variety of ontexts.
3. Struture of fully autoatalyti graphs. The graphs produed at the end of the growth
phase have several interesting strutural features. Firstly, they are fully autoatalyti. How-
ever, they are not random fully autoatalyti graphs, as evidened by their broad, though
not sale-free, out-degree distribution whih is displayed in Figures 6.6 and 6.7 (however,
whether runs from other parameter ranges produe sale-free graphs or not remains an open
question). An interesting feature is that the in-degree distribution spans a muh smaller
range than the out-degree distribution. While the fully autoatalyti graphs have a small
lustering oeient (setion 6.3.2), they do onsist of an irreduible ore that is more lus-
tered, from whih grow the hains and trees that form the periphery. These observations
suggest that, in addition to the ommonly studied properties of small-worldness and sale-
freeness, it might be interesting to examine real networks for properties suh as autoatalysis,
a ore-and-periphery struture, a dierene between the in- and out-degree distributions, et.
4. Large extintions: destrution of ACSs. ACSs not only form and grow, but over long
times also get destroyed. The destrution of an ACS is usually sudden and aompanied
by the extintion of a large number of speies, a `rash'. The asymmetry between rises
and drops of s1 as well as fat tails in the distribution of rash sizes (Figure 7.1) are seen
in the fossil reord (Newman and Palmer, 1999) and in nanial markets (Bouhaud, 2001;
Johansen and Sornette, 2001). An interesting feature of the distribution of drops in s1 is it's
bimodal struture for low p  the probability of large drops in s1 is an order of magnitude
greater than intermediate size drops. A similar bimodality is observed in distribution of
earthquake sizes in an earthquake model desribed by Carlson and Langer (1989), but the
mehanism ausing it is dierent.
5. Causes of large extintions: ore-shifts, innovations and keystone speies. A variety
of mehanisms have been suggested as auses of large extintion events in maroevolution
(Maynard-Smith, 1989; Glen, 1994) and nane (Bouhaud, 2001; Johansen and Sornette,
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2001). The largest of the extintion events in this model are usually ore-shifts  a dison-
tinuous hange of the ore of the dominant ACS in a single graph update. It is interesting
that suh ore-shifts an be aused both by the removal of an important `keystone' speies
as well as by graph strutures reated by the new speies, `innovations' (setion 7.4). One
an distinguish two proesses involving innovations, both having analogues in the real world.
One is exemplied by the appearane of the automobile that made the horse drawn ar-
riage and its anillary industries obsolete. This is like the example of the ore-transforming
innovation shown in Figure 7.7 where the graph update produed an irreduible struture
that was `stronger' than the existing ore. This struture beame the new ore, driving the
old ore and nodes dependent on it to extintion. The subsequent development of other
industries dependent on the automobile mirrors the growth of the ACS around the new ore.
The seond proess is exemplied by the emergene of the body plans of several phyla that
are dominant today. It is believed that while these body plans originated in the Cambrian
era more than 520 million years ago (Valentine et al., 1999), the organisms with these body
plans played no major role till about 250 million years ago. They started ourishing only
when the Permian extintion depleted the other speies that were dominant till that time
(Erwin, 1996). This is similar to the events shown in Figure 7.8 where an earlier innovation
had lain dormant for a while without disturbing the existing ore, but when the latter beame
suiently weak, took over as the new ore.
6. Prediting rashes. Certain graph theoreti markers ould possibly be used to predit
whether a rash is imminent (setion 7.7). The Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue, λ1, is one suh
marker. Most of the large extintions are ore-shifts, aused by the removal of keystone
speies, takeover by ore-transforming innovations, or takeover by dormant innovations. The
graph is most suseptible to these ore-shifts when its λ1 = 1 or lose to it. The dependeny
distribution is another marker: it is bimodal for graphs preeding a rash. The in and out-
degree distributions also appear to fall o faster, as a funtion of degree, for graphs just before
a rash, than for the fully autoatalyti graphs produed in the same runs. In ombination,
these dierent markers might indiate whether a given graph has an enhaned probability of
suering a rash.
7. Analytial tratability of the model. The analytial tratability of the model is a result of
the linearity of the yi dynamis. Equation (4.1) is nonlinear but, as it originates via a nonlinear
hange of variables from a linear equation, equation (4.2), its attrators an be easily analyzed
in terms of the underlying linear system. The attrators are always xed points and are just
the Perron-Frobenius eigenvetors of the adjaeny matrix of the graph. Theorems 3.1 (the
eigenvetor prole theorem) and 4.1 (the attrator prole theorem) form the bakbone of
the analyti results about the population dynamis. Note that while the yi dynamis in the
present model is essentially linear as long as the graph is xed, it is highly nonlinear over
long timesales. Beause of the oupling of the population and graph dynamis, over long
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timesales the `oupling onstants' cij in equation (4.2) are not onstant but impliitly depend
upon the yi, thus making the evolution highly nonlinear. The simplifying devie of widely
separated timesales for the graph dynamis and the population dynamis (the population
variables reah their attrator before the graph is modied) results in a pieewise linear yi
dynamis that is easier to analyze. The analyti results about the population dynamis have
been used in the analysis of the graph dynamis: results suh as proposition 6.1, as well as
average timesales of appearane and growth of an ACS use insight about the attrators of
the population dynamis to predit aspets of the graph dynamis.
8. Preditability and historiity in the network evolution. There is an interesting mixture of
preditability and historiity in the model dynamis. The detailed struture of the dominant
ACS is dependent on the hane events that happen throughout the run. Many ompliated
proesses are possible, suh as formation of new disonneted ACSs or the reinforement of an
old overshadowed ACS before it was ompletely broken up (Figures 5.6j,u). Thus, the atual
growth of the ACS is usually very ompliated with the dominant ACS often undergoing
drasti hanges in struture aused purely by hane events. However, despite the historial
partiularities of a given run several aspets are preditable. The non-dereasing nature of
λ1 in the growth phase is a rule that holds for every run with any values of the parameters s
and p (see proposition 6.1, setion 6.2). Other results, suh as the timesales of appearane
and growth of the ACS, are preditable for ensembles of runs with the same value of s and
p (setion 6.2). Also, as disussed above, the transitions from the organized to the growth
or random phases that involve the sudden extintion of a large number of speies, might be
preditable.
9. Correlation between graph struture of perturbations and their impat on the evo-
lution of the network. The network evolves by periodi perturbations, that involve the
removal and addition of nodes, and there is a orrelation between the graph theoreti nature
of the perturbation and its short and long term impat. The perturbations an be broadly
plaed in two lasses based on their eet on s1:
(i) `Construtive perturbations': these inlude the birth of a new organization (an innovation
of type 6), the attahment of a new node to the ore (an innovation of type 4) and an
attahment of a new node to the periphery of the dominant ACS (an innovation of type 2).
(ii) `Destrutive perturbations': these inlude omplete rashes and takeovers by dormant
innovations (both aused by the loss of a keystone node), and takeovers by ore-transforming
innovations (innovations of type 5). The word `destrutive' is used only in the sense that
several speies beome extint on a short timesale (a single graph update) after suh a
perturbation. In fat, over a longer timesale (ranging from a few to several hundred graph
updates), the `destrutive' takeovers by innovations usually trigger a new round of `onstru-
tive' events like inremental innovations (type 2) and ore enhaning innovations (type 4).
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The maximum upheaval is aused by those perturbations that introdue new irreduible
strutures in the graph (innovations of type 4, 5 and 6) or those that destroy the existing
irreduible struture. For example, the reation of the rst ACS at n = 2854 triggered the
growth phase in the run of Figure 5.3b. Other examples of large upheavals are ore-shifts
due to takeover by a ore-transforming innovation at n = 6061, takeover by a dormant
innovation at n = 5041, and a omplete rash at n = 8233.
10. Context dependene of the eetive dynamis of the network evolution. It is har-
ateristi of evolutionary systems, suh as this model, that as dierent (graph) strutures
spontaneously appear, the nature of seletive pressure on existing strutures and hene the
eetive dynamis hanges. In the present model the eetive dynamis appears to be dier-
ent in eah of the phases even though the mirosopi rules remain the same. Thus, in the
random phase, beause there is no ACS, the graph updates are almost random. In the growth
phase there is ompetition between ACS and non-ACS strutures. The dynamis essentially
involves the growth of the dominant ACS by the aretion of nodes outside it. One the
entire graph beomes an ACS and the organized phase begins, the eetive dynamis one
again hanges. Now there are no nodes outside the dominant ACS, yet some node has to
be removed at eah graph update. The ompetition now shifts to within the ACS  between
ore and periphery nodes. Typially the ore nodes are proteted by a higher relative popula-
tion, therefore most of the graph updates involve periphery nodes. As the periphery realigns
itself around stronger ore nodes it an happen that a weak ore node may be removed at
some graph update. Over a long period of time suh events may ause the ore to beome
fragile and suseptible to ore-shifts. Thus ACSs, whih were robust in one phase, beome
fragile in another. Robust and fragile strutures are also found in highly designed systems
(Carlson and Doyle, 1999). A dierent system, in whih the seletive pressures and eetive
dynamis hange as dierent strutures arise, is disussed by Cohen, M., et al. (2001).
11. Robustness of the ACS growth mehanism to hanges in model rules. The basi
model has a number of simplifying features that depart from realism but enhane analytial
tratability. These are listed in hapter 8 along with variants of the model that relax those
simpliations. As shown in that hapter, in most ases relaxing the various idealizations
does not hange the qualitative behaviour. A variant where the qualitative behaviour does
hange drastially is one where equation (4.1) is replaed by the repliator equation, making
it an evolving version of the hyperyle model (Eigen and Shuster, 1979). In this ase small
(hyper)yles do form but quikly get destroyed when a graph update reates a parasite.
Consequently, large omplex networks annot form. However, the repliator equation is a
speial ase of a more general equation. In the more general ase, unlike the hyperyle
model, the ACSs that arise do not get destroyed by parasites (nodes belonging to the pe-
riphery). This robustness, one expets, would allow them to evolve into omplex networks,
as in the original model.
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9.2 Implications for the origin of life
As disussed in hapter 1, one of the possible senarios for whih the model might be relevant is
for the evolution of a hemial network in a pool on the prebioti Earth. From the point of view
of the origin of life problem the main onlusions are:
1. The model shows the emergene of a hemial organization where none exists. A small
ACS emerges spontaneously by random proesses and then grows until the entire system is
autoatalyti.
2. The graph strutures that emerge (ACSs) are olletive self-repliators even though none of
their omponents (individual nodes) are self-repliators.
As mentioned in setion 1.9, one of the puzzles of the origin of life is the emergene of strutured
non-random hemial organizations in a relatively short time. A highly strutured organization,
whose timesale of forming by pure hane is exponentially large (as a funtion of the size of the
system), forms in this model on a very short timesale that grows only logarithmially with the size
of the system. Under the assumption that the present model aptures what happens in a prebioti
pool, the timesale for a fully autoatalyti hemial organization to grow in the pool is τg = 1/p,
in units of the graph update time step. This time unit orresponds to the periodiity of the inux
of new moleular speies, hene it ranges from a day (for tides) to a year (for oods). Further,
in the present model the `atalyti probability' p is the probability that a random small peptide or
RNA moleule will atalyze the prodution of another, and this has been estimated by Kauman
(1993) as being in the range 10−5 to 10−10. With this range of values for p, the timesale, τg, for
a fully autoatalyti hemial organization to grow in the pool lies in the range 103 to 1010 years.
The time taken for the rst ells to arise on Earth, a few hundred million years after the oeans
ondensed (Joye, 1989; Shopf, 1993), lies within this range. However, 103 to 1010 years is a very
wide interval. A tighter predition, and therefore a better test of the model, would require a more
aurate value for the atalyti probability p for peptides and atalyti RNA, and a hemially more
realisti model.
These speulations might be omplementary to some other approahes to the origin of life.
Autoatalyti organizations of polypeptides ould enter into symbiosis with the autoatalyti it-
ri aid yle proposed by Wähterhäuser (1990) and Morowitz et al. (2000). The latter would
help produe, among other things, amino aid monomers needed by the former; the former would
provide atalysts for the latter. It is oneivable that lipid membranes (that have been argued by
Segré et al., 2000, 2001, to have their own atalyti dynamis) ould form and surround autoat-
alyti sets, of the kind disussed here, in an enlosure. These `ells' may ontain dierent ACSs,
or dierent parts of the same ACS, thereby endowing them with dierent tness levels; suh a
population ould evolve by natural seletion. It is also oneivable that suh autoatalyti sets of
polypeptides formed an enabling environment for the formation and maintenane of self-repliating
moleules suh as those needed for an RNA world.
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9.3 Limitations of the model as a description of a chemical
network
I have interpreted the model as a hemial system, with nodes representing moleular speies
and the links representing atalyti interations. This interpretation raises some questions. For
example, what does it mean to remove a node from the graph? This eetively means that that
moleular speies annot be produed again for a nite time until, at some later graph update, a
new node omes in with exatly the same links as the one removed. If the speies to be removed
has a atalyst, then this is inonsistent with the assumption that there is a onstant supply of
all required reatants. In the random and growth phases this does not happen  in all ases the
removed node either has no inoming links, or the Xi values of all its atalysts are zero. In the
organized phase too, for runs with small p (ps < 1), a large fration of graphs have s1 < s in
whih ase the node that is removed (one of the nodes outside the dominant ACS) either has no
inoming links or, if it does, all its atalysts have Xi = 0 (otherwise the node would be part of the
dominant ACS). However, when s1 = s, i.e., all nodes have non-zero Xi values, then the removed
node always has a atalyst with a non-zero Xi value. Most of the time suh removals do not
signiantly disturb the graph struture. However, in some ases they have drasti eets  for
instane, omplete rashes (setion 7.4.1).
Another question onerns the struture of the moleules in the system. In this model, the
identity of the moleular speies is dened solely by their interations and their struture is not
speied at all. In reality, it is the struture of moleules that determines their hemial properties.
The absene of struture in the model preludes its use in addressing a dierent problem of the
origin of life: How did long proteins with strong and highly spei atalyti properties form from
the short, weakly atalyti polypeptides existing initially?
Other weaknesses of the interpretation of the model as a hemial system lie in the assumptions
behind the funtional form of fi, in partiular, the dependene of x˙i only on the relative populations
of atalysts of i and not on the reatants. Suh an assumption implies that the reatants are
all present and have unhanging onentrations, i.e., they are buered and there is eetively a
onstant supply of reatants. This an lead to the unontrolled growth in the population of some,
or all, moleular speies. In reality, the reatants will eventually get onsumed thereby trunating
the growth of population. Further, the dependene of the growth rate on reatants would make
the dynamis nonlinear and hene osillations and haoti dynamis might our. The form of fi
preludes the possibility of this kind of dynamis. The hoie of fi also does not allow for the
possibility of other types of hemial reations, suh as onversion of one substrate to another, or
leavage and ligation of moleules, whih might be important for the prebioti pool senario.
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Another limitation is the absene of spatial degrees of freedom. Thus, the model applies only
to a well-stirred hemial reator and annot address the emergene of spatial struture and its
eet on the dynamis of the system. As prebioti pools need not be well-stirred it would be more
appropriate to use reation-diusion equations to model the xi dynamis (Bhalla, 2003).
These are the most serious limitations. Apart from them, the model has several simpliations
that aid in the analysis of its dynamial behaviour. These are listed below:
1. All atalysts have the same atalyti eieny.
2. Inhibitors  negative links  are not present in the model.
3. Self-repliators are not allowed.
4. The seletion is extremal; the node with the least Xi is removed at eah graph update.
5. The total number of nodes is xed; the rate of node removals and node additions is exatly
the same.
Variants of the model, in whih the rules are modied to relax these simpliations, were desribed
in hapter 8 and show the same qualitative behaviour as the original model. Therefore, these are
not serious limitations.
9.4 Possible extensions of the model
The above limitations of the model suggest possible diretions in whih it would be worthwhile
to extend the model. Firstly, the struture of the moleular speies ould be expliitly introdued
into the model. This would require speifying some rules to determine the atalyti properties of a
moleule from its struture. The struture of the moleular speies should determine the reations
in whih the moleule will partiipate. Then there would be no need to remove a node from the
graph. In suh a model one ould expliitly study the evolution of ertain strutural features of
moleules in the system  for instane their length.
Another diretion in whih to extend the model as a desription of a hemial system would
be to introdue the reatants expliitly, and also inlude other kinds of reations, e.g., reations
in whih one moleular speies is onverted to another type of moleular speies. In the redutive
itri aid yle disussed above, a ruial reation involves the splitting of itrate into two smaller
moleules, whih then undergo various reations until eah is re-onverted into itrate. Therefore,
inluding these kind of reations is neessary to study the emergene of this kind of autoatalyti
set in a hemial network. These hanges t within the general framework desribed in setion
1.7.
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Going beyond that framework, spatial degrees of freedom ould be added to the model by using
reation-diusion equations for the xi dynamis. However, it is omputationally diult to solve
suh equations for ompliated geometries (Press et al., 1992). A ompromise might be ahieved
by simulating a nite number of ompartments, within eah of whih the system is well mixed,
and allowing some exhange or diusion aross ompartment boundaries (Bhalla, 2003). Then
dierent ACSs ould exist in dierent ompartments and interat with eah other. This is likely to
be omputationally easier to simulate and at the same time allows some spatial dierentiation.
9.5 Modeling other systems within the same framework
The general framework desribed in setion 1.7 an be used to model systems other than hemial
networks. For example, an eosystem ould be modeled. In that ase the nodes would represent
biologial speies while the links would represent interations suh as prey-predator, ompetitive
or symbioti interations between speies. Here removing a node that has beome extint is not a
problem beause the speies are self-repliators (one a speies beomes extint its hane of being
rereated an be negleted). However, the self-repliating harater of the speies in this interpre-
tation must also be reeted in the population dynamis. The Lotka-Volterra equation, repliator
equation or other more ompliated dynamial equations may be tried (Drossel and MKane, 2003).
In modeling an eosystem one might also wish to modify the way the new node is assigned links.
While a random assignment might be interpreted as the invasion of the eosystem by an entirely
alien speies, one might also want to inlude the possibility of an existing speies mutating.
Another system that might be modeled in this manner is a geneti regulatory network. The
nodes would represent the genes. The xi would represent the level of expression of a gene, and the
links would represent regulatory interations between the protein produt of one gene and another
gene. Here again one might wish to allow a new node (a new gene) to be a mutated opy of an
existing gene. One might also wish to inlude other proesses that hange the graph suh as gene
dupliations.
A third way to modify the graph dynamis would be to allow the rewiring of existing links. This
might be most relevant when using the model to desribe an eonomi system, with the nodes
representing eonomi `agents' suh as buyers and sellers, or ompanies, or nations.
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Appendix A
Proofs of Propositions
Proposition 2.1: If a graph, C,
(i) has no losed walk then λ1(C) = 0,
(ii) has a losed walk then λ1(C) ≥ 1.
(i) If a graph has no losed walk then all walks are of nite length. Let the length of the longest
walk of the graph be denoted r. If C is the adjaeny matrix of a graph then (Ck)ij equals the
number of distint walks of length k from node j to node i. Clearly Cm = 0 for m > r. Therefore
all eigenvalues of Cm are zero. If λi are the eigenvalues of C then λ
k
i are the eigenvalues of C
k
.
Hene, all eigenvalues of C are zero, whih implies λ1 = 0. This proof was supplied by V. S.
Borkar.
(ii) If a graph has a losed walk then there is some node i that has at least one losed walk to
itself, i.e. (Ck)ii ≥ 1, for innitely many values of k. Beause the trae of a matrix equals the
sum of the eigenvalues of the matrix,
∑s
i=1(C
k)ii =
∑s
i=1 λ
k
i , where λi are the eigenvalues of C.
Thus,
∑s
i=1 λ
k
i ≥ 1, for innitely many values of k. This is only possible if one of the eigenvalues
λi has a modulus ≥ 1. By the Perron-Frobenius theorem, λ1 is the eigenvalue with the largest
modulus, hene λ1 ≥ 1. This proof was supplied by R. Hariharan. 
Proposition 2.2: If all the basi subgraphs of a graph C are yles then λ1(C) = 1, and vie
versa.
For any yle of k nodes whose adjaeny matrix is A, it follows that Ak is the identity matrix
(Ak)ij = δij (for eah i there is a losed walk of length k from node i to itself, and there are no
other walks of length k). Therefore, eah eigenvalue, λ, of A satises λk = 1, i.e., |λ| = 1. The
Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue of A must be real, therefore, λ1(A) = 1. Thus, if all basi subgraphs
of a graph C are yles then λ1(C) = 1.
If λ1(C) = 1 then the basi subgraphs must be irreduible, they annot be single nodes. As-
sume that one of the basi subgraphs is not a yle. Let its adjaeny matrix be A. Beause A is
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1
2
3
4
b)
1
2
3
a)
Figure A.1: a. A graph that is an ACS, but not irreduible (e.g. there is no path from node 3 to
node 1). b. A graph that is irreduible but is not a yle. Removing the link from node 3 to node
1 would onvert it into a yle.
irreduible, every row has at least one non-zero entry. Construt A′ by removing, from eah row of
A, all non-zero entries exept one that an be hosen arbitrarily. Thus A′ has exatly one non-zero
entry in eah row. Clearly the olumn vetor x = (1, 1, . . . , 1)T is a right eigenvetor of A′ with
eigenvalue 1 and hene λ1(A
′) ≥ 1. Also A > A′, therefore, by the Perron-Frobenius theorem for
irreduible matries, λ1(A) > λ1(A
′) ⇒ λ1(A) > 1. But this ontradits the earlier assumption
that λ1(A) = 1. Hene, if λ1(C) = 1, all the basi subgraphs must be yles. 
Proposition 3.1: (i) All yles are irreduible graphs and all irreduible graphs are ACSs.
(ii) Not all ACSs are irreduible graphs and not all irreduible graphs are yles.
(i) Clearly in a yle, there is a path from every node i to any other node j hene all yles are
irreduible. In every irreduible graph eah node must have an inoming link from one of the other
nodes. Hene all irreduible graphs are ACSs.
(ii) This is proved by providing two ounterexamples. Figure A.1a shows an ACS that is not an
irreduible graph, and Figure A.1b shows an irreduible graph that is not a yle. 
Proposition 3.2: (i) An ACS must ontain a losed walk. Consequently,
(ii) If a graph C has no ACS then λ1(C) = 0.
(iii) If a graph C has an ACS then λ1(C) ≥ 1.
(i) Let A be the adjaeny matrix of a graph that is an ACS. Then by denition, every row of
A has at least one non-zero entry. Construt A′ by removing, from eah row of A, all non-zero
entries exept one that an be hosen arbitrarily. Thus A′ has exatly one non-zero entry in eah
row. Clearly the olumn vetor x = (1, 1, . . . , 1)T is an eigenvetor of A′ with eigenvalue 1 and
hene λ1(A
′) ≥ 1. Proposition 2.1 therefore implies that A′ ontains a losed walk. Beause the
onstrution of A′ from A involved only removal of some links, it follows that A must also ontain
a losed walk. (ii) and (iii) follow from part (i) and propositions 2.1(i) and (ii), respetively. 
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Proposition 3.3: If λ1(C) ≥ 1, then the subgraph of any PFE of C is an ACS.
Let x be a PFE of a graph. Renumber the nodes of the graph so that xi > 0 only for i = 1, . . . , k.
Let C be the adjaeny matrix of this graph. As x is an eigenvetor of the matrix C
s∑
j=1
cijxj = λ1xi,
⇒
k∑
j=1
cijxj = λ1xi.
Beause xi > 0 for i = 1, . . . , k and λ1 6= 0, it follows that
∑k
j=1 cijxj > 0 for eah i ∈ {1, . . . , k}.
Therefore, for eah i ∈ {1, . . . , k} there exists a j suh that cij > 0. Hene the k × k submatrix
C ′ ≡ (cij), i, j = 1, . . . , k, has at least one non-zero entry in eah row. Thus eah node of the
subgraph orresponding to this submatrix has an inoming link from one of the other nodes in the
subgraph. Hene the subgraph is an ACS. 
Lemma A: Let A be a submatrix of a non-negative matrix B. Denote the Perron-Frobenius
eigenvalue of A by λ1(A) and that of B by λ1(B). Then λ1(A) ≤ λ1(B).
Renumber the nodes so that B an be written as:
B =


A C1
C2 C3


.
Consider the matrix
B′ =


A 0
0 0


,
and denote its Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue by λ1(B
′).
Beause B′ ≤ B we have λ1(B′) ≤ λ1(B) from the Perron-Frobenius theorem.
Also λ1(B
′) = max{0, λ1(A)}.
Hene, λ1(B
′) = λ1(A).
Therefore λ1(A) ≤ λ1(B). 
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Proposition 3.4: Let x be a PFE of a graph C, and let C ′ denote the adjaeny matrix of the
subgraph of x. Let λ1(C
′) denote the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue of C ′. Then λ1(C ′) =
λ1(C) and C
′
must ontain at least one of the basi subgraphs of C.
Let the nodes be numbered suh that xi > 0 only for i = 1, . . . , k. Beause x is an eigenvetor of
the matrix C we have
∑s
j=1 cijxj = λ1xi; i = 1, . . . , s (λ1(C) has been abbreviated to λ1).
⇒∑kj=1 cijxj = λ1xi; i = 1, . . . , k.
Therefore (x1, x2, . . . , xk)
T
is an eigenvetor of the submatrix C ′ = (cij), i, j = 1, . . . , k, with
eigenvalue λ1. Also by lemma A, λ1(C
′) ≤ λ1. Therefore λ1(C ′) = λ1. It follows that the
subgraph C ′ must ontain a strong omponent with Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue λ1. That strong
omponent would be present in C also and would be one of it's basi subgraphs. Hene there
exists at least one basi subgraph of C that is non-zero in any PFE of C. 
Lemma B: Let C be an s × s non-negative irreduible matrix with Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue
λ1 and let E = Adj(C − λ1I). Then either E > 0 or E < 0.
As E is the adjoint of C − λ1I and |C − λ1I| = 0, it follows that E(C − λ1I) = 0 and
(C − λ1I)E = 0. Hene any olumn of E is either a PFE of C or is a olumn of zeroes. If it
is a PFE then by the Perron-Frobenius theorem it is either stritly positive or stritly negative. A
similar result holds for the rows of E. Hene either E = 0 or E has all elements non-zero. If E
has all elements non-zero then it follows that either E > 0 or E < 0.
I now show that one element of E is non-zero. The (s, s) element of E is |D− λ1I| where D
is the matrix C with the last row and olumn deleted. Consider the matrix
C ′ =


D 0
0 0

 .
Clearly C ′ ≤ C. Beause C is irreduible it annot have a zero olumn or row; if it did there would
be no path to or from that node to other nodes. Hene C ′ 6= C, whih implies, as a onsequene
of the Perron-Frobenius theorem for irreduible matries, that λ1 is not an eigenvalue of C
′
and,
therefore, is not an eigenvalue of D either. Hene Ess = |D − λ1I| 6= 0.
Therefore, either E > 0 or E < 0. 
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Proposition 3.5: If a node is non-zero in a PFE then all nodes it has aess to are non-zero in
that PFE.
Let i be a node that is non-zero in the PFE x. Let j be any node downstream from it. Therefore
there exists a positive integer k suh that (Ck)ji > 0.
Assume that xj = 0. As
∑s
l=1(C
k)jlxl = λ
k
1xj ,
⇒∑sl=1(Ck)jlxl = 0,
⇒ (Ck)jlxl = 0, for eah l = 1, . . . , s. This is a ontradition beause xi > 0 and (Ck)ji > 0.
Hene xj > 0. 
Proposition 3.6: If a node is upstream from a basi subgraph then that node is zero in any PFE.
Let the nodes be renumbered so that the last few  nodes r, r + 1, . . . , s  form a basi subgraph
of the graph C. Let node p be some other node that is upstream from this basi subgraph, i.e.,
there exists a positive integer k suh that (Ck)rp > 0. Let x be a PFE of C. Then:
s∑
j=1
(Ck)ijxj = λ
k
1xi; i = 1, . . . , s.
The equations for i = r, r + 1, . . . , s an be written in matrix form as follows:
A


x1
.
.
.
xr−1

+ (Dk − λk1I)


xr
.
.
.
xs

 = 0,
where Aij = (C
k)i+r−1,j (i = 1, . . . ,m; j = 1, . . . , r − 1;m ≡ s− r + 1),
and Dij = Ci+r−1,j+r−1 (i, j = 1, . . . ,m) is the adjaeny matrix of the basi subgraph.
⇒ (Dk − λk1I)


xr
.
.
.
xs

 =


b1
.
.
.
bm

 , (A.1)
with b ≡ (b1, b2, . . . , bm)T ≤ 0, 6= 0.
Let us assume that node p is non-zero in the PFE, i.e. xp > 0. Also (A)1p ≡ (Ck)rp > 0,
therefore b1 < 0.
Let Ri denote the i
th
row of Dk − λk1I.
Beause |Dk − λk1I| = 0,
⇒ R1 =
m∑
j=2
αjRj, (A.2)
with at least one αj being non-zero.
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(A.1) gives
m∑
i=1
(Rj)i xi+r−1 = bj; j = 1, . . . ,m.
Multiply the above equation by αj and sum from j = 2 to j = m.
⇒
m∑
i=1
m∑
j=2
αj(Rj)i xi+r−1 =
m∑
j=2
αjbj ,
⇒
m∑
i=1
(R1)i xi+r−1 =
m∑
j=2
αjbj,
⇒ b1 =
m∑
j=2
αjbj . (A.3)
From (A.2) we have
(R1)i =
m∑
j=2
αj(Rj)i,
⇒ (Dk − λk1I)1i =
m∑
j=2
αj(D
k − λk1I)ji. (A.4)
Let E = Adj(Dk − λk1I). By denition
m∑
j=1
Eij(D
k − λk1I)ji = |Dk − λk1I| = 0; i = 1, . . . ,m,
⇒ (Dk − λk1I)1i = −
m∑
j=2
Eij
Ei1
(Dk − λk1I)ji; i = 1, . . . ,m.
Comparing with (A.4) we have
αj = −Eij
Ei1
< 0,
beause from lemma B either E > 0 or E < 0 (as D is irreduible it follows that Dk is irreduible
hene lemma B is appliable).
⇒
m∑
j=2
αjbj ≥ 0.
Therefore from (A.3)
⇒ b1 ≥ 0.
However, we are given that b1 < 0. Hene the assumption that xp > 0 has led to a ontradition.
The only other possibility is that xp = 0 in the PFE. 
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Proposition 3.7: If a node does not have aess from a basi subgraph then it is zero in any PFE.
Let the k× k submatrix A onsist of all the strong omponents that do not have aess from any
basi subgraph of C. The matrix C an be written as:
C =


A 0
R B


,
where B onsists of all the basi subgraphs of C and all the nodes having aess from them. Let
x be a PFE of C. The eigenvetor equations give:
(A− λ1I)


x1
.
.
.
xk

 = 0. (A.5)
A has no basi subgraphs of C, hene λ1 is not an eigenvalue of A. Therefore (A.5) has only the
trivial solution xi = 0; i = 1, . . . , k. 
Theorem 3.1: Eigenvetor prole theorem
For any graph C, determine all the basi subgraphs of C. Denote them by D1, . . . ,DK .
Determine whih of these does not have any other Di downstream from it. Denote these by
E1, . . . , EN . Then:
(i) For eah i = 1, . . . , N there exists a unique (upto onstant multiples) PFE in whih the
nodes of Ei and all nodes having aess from them are non-zero and all other nodes are
zero. It is evident that these PFEs are simple. Moreover these are the only simple PFEs of
the graph C.
(ii) Any PFE is a linear ombination of these N simple PFEs.
The rst statement follows from propositions 3.43.7. To prove the seond statement, I rst write
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the matrix as follows:
C =


A 0 0
E1
.
P . 0
.
EN
Q R D


.
A ontains all the nodes i = 1, . . . , p − 1 that don't have aess from any Ei. Thus all nodes in
A will be zero in any PFE x. D ontains all nodes i = p+m+ 1, . . . , s having aess from some
Ei, i.e. R 6= 0. As x1, . . . , xp−1 = 0 the eigenvetor equations for eah Ei are:
(Ei − λ1I)


xli
.
.
.
xli+mi

 = 0.
Beause eah Ei is irreduible the above equations have solutions that are unique upto onstant
multiples. Denote these solutions by x
(i)
j ; j = li, . . . , li +mi. The equations for D are:
R


xp
.
.
.
xp+m

+ (D − λ1I)


xp+m+1
.
.
.
xs

 = 0,
⇒ (D − λ1I)


xp+m+1
.
.
.
xs

 = b,
where b ≤ 0, 6= 0.
Consider the ase where only one of the Ei is non-zero. Denote the b for that ase by b
(i)
and
the orresponding (unique) solution of the above equations by x
(i)
j ; j = p+m+1, . . . , s. For the
general ase where more than one Ei is non-zero, b will be a linear ombination of the b
(i)
beause
xk, for eah node k in eah Ei, is unique upto onstant multiples. Hene the general solution for
xp+m+1, . . . , xs will also be a linear ombination of x
(i)
p+m+1, . . . , x
(i)
s . Rothblum (1975) provides
a dierent proof that uses the priniple of mathematial indution. 
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Proposition 3.8: Every node in the ore of a simple PFE has aess to every other node of the
PFE subgraph. No periphery node has aess to any ore node.
From theorem 3.1 it follows that the subgraph of any simple PFE is the subgraph indued by the
nodes of one of the basi subgraphs Ei (dened in the statement of theorem 3.1) and all nodes
having aess from Ei. The ore nodes are the nodes of Ei. Beause Ei is irreduible, it is evident
that every ore node has aess to every other ore node. Further, every periphery node has aess
from some, and therefore all, nodes of Ei. Thus, eah ore node has aess to every other node
of the PFE subgraph.
Now assume there is some periphery node p that has aess to some ore node r. Also r has
aess to p, therefore p is strongly onneted to r. In that ase p would also be part of the basi
subgraph Ei, i.e., p would be a ore node, not a periphery node. Thus, no periphery node an
have aess to any ore node. 
Proposition 4.1: For any graph C,
(i) Every eigenvetor of C that belongs to the simplex J is a xed point of equation (4.1),
and vie versa.
(ii) Starting from any initial ondition in the simplex J , the trajetory onverges to some
xed point (generially denoted X) in J .
(iii) For generi initial onditions in J , X is a Perron-Frobenius eigenvetor (PFE) of C.
(iv) If C has a unique (upto onstant multiples) PFE, it is the unique stable attrator of
equation (4.1).
(v) If C has more than one linearly independent PFE, then X an depend upon the initial
onditions. The set of allowed X is a linear ombination of a subset of the PFEs. The interior
of this set in J may then be said to be the `attrator' of (4.1), in the sense that for generi
initial onditions all trajetories onverge to a point in this set.
The proof uses the Jordan anonial form of the matrix C (Horn and Johnson, 1985):
J =


Js1(λ1) 0
Js2(λ2)
.
.
.
0 Jsk(λk)


,
with s1 + s2 + . . . + sk = s.
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Eah Jsi(λi) is alled a Jordan blok and is an si × si matrix of the form:
Jsi(λi) =


λi 1 0
λi 1
λi .
. .
. .
. 1
0 λi


.
The λi are the eigenvalues of C. The λi need not be distint; there may be more than one Jor-
dan blok with the same diagonal. It is known that any omplex matrix an be put in the above form
by a similarity transformation, i.e. there exists a non-singular matrix P suh that C = PJP−1, and
moreover, the form of J is unique barring rearrangements of the Jordan bloks (Horn and Johnson,
1985). The olumns pi of P form k `Jordan hains' {p1, . . . ,ps1}, {ps1+1, . . . ,ps1+s2}, . . . ,
{ps−sk+1, . . . ,ps} that satisfy the following equations:
Cp1 = λ1p1,
Cpi = λ1pi + pi−1; i = 2, . . . , s1,
Cps1+1 = λ2ps1+1,
Cps1+i = λ2ps1+i + ps1+i−1; i = 2, . . . , s2,
.
.
.
Cps−sk+1 = λkps−sk+1,
Cps−sk+i = λkps−sk+i + ps−sk+i−1; i = 2, . . . , sk.
Thus p1,ps1+1, . . . ,psk−1+1 are eigenvetors of C with eigenvalues λ1, λ2, . . . , λk respetively. It
an be shown that there is one and only one linearly independent eigenvetor of C assoiated with
eah Jordan blok and vie versa (Horn and Johnson, 1985). The other olumns of P are alled
`generalized eigenvetors' of C.
Now onsider the underlying dynamis (4.2) from whih (4.1) is derived: Beause (4.1) is
independent of φ, we an set φ = 0 in (4.2) without any loss of generality. With φ = 0 the general
solution of (4.2), whih is a linear system, an be shematially written as:
y(t) = eCty(0),
where y(0) and y(t) are olumn vetors.
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Using the Jordan anonial form of C in the general solution of (4.2) we nd:
y(t) = PeJtP−1y(0).
Now
eJt =


eJs1 (λ1)t 0
eJs2 (λ2)t
.
.
.
0 eJsk (λk)t


,
where
eJsi (λi)t = eλit


1 t t
2
2 . .
tsi−1
(si−1)!
1 t . . t
si−2
(si−2)!
. .
. .
. t
0 1


.
Let
Y = P lim
t→∞
eJtP−1y(0).
Then the attrator of (4.1) will be X = Y/
∑s
i=1 Yi and only the fastest growing omponents in
Y will ontribute to X. Therefore, in alulating Y, I will keep only the fastest growing terms and
set all others to zero for onveniene.
First onsider the ase where y(0) is unrestrited  any initial ondition is allowed. Then some
omponents of P−1y(0) ould be zero. If all the omponents orresponding to a partiular Jordan
blok are zero in P−1y(0) then that Jordan blok will not ontribute to eJtP−1y(0). Further,
among the Jordan bloks that do have some non-zero omponents in P−1y(0), only the ones with
the largest λi will survive in the t → ∞ limit beause of the eλit term. Let the Jordan bloks
that survive be the rst K ones (the nodes an always be renumbered to ahieve this). From the
struture of eJsi(λi)t it then follows that the only non-zero omponents of eJtP−1y(0) will be the
omponents 1, 1 + s1, 1 + s1 + s2, . . . , 1 +
∑K−1
j=1 sj . Therefore Y = t
reλt
∑′
i cipi, with i being
summed over the set {1, 1 + s1, 1 + s1 + s2, . . . , 1 +
∑K−1
j=1 sj}. ci, r, λ are onstants and pi is
the ith olumn of P . Then, the attrator is X = c0(c1p1 + c1+s1p1+s1 + . . .+ ckpk), where c0 is
a onstant hosen to make
∑s
i=1Xi = 1, and k = 1 +
∑K−1
j=1 sj . Notie that p1,p1+s1 , . . . ,pk
are all eigenvetors of C with eigenvalue λ. Therefore X is a xed point, and is an eigenvetor of
C. This proves (i) and (ii).
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Now onsider the ase of generi initial onditions. In this ase P−1y(0) > 0. The only terms
to survive will be in the Jordan bloks orresponding to the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue, λ1, of
C. Moreover, of these bloks only the largest sized bloks will survive. Suppose the largest Jordan
bloks orresponding to eigenvalue λ1 have size r. Let the Jordan bloks be arranged suh that
these bloks are the rst few. Then, in the limit t→∞, eJt will have the following form:
eJt ∼ t
r
(r − 1)!e
λ1t


0 . . . 1 0
.
.
.
.
.
.
0 . . . 0
.
.
.
0 . . . 1
.
.
.
.
.
.
0 . . . 0
0 . . . 0
.
.
.
.
.
.
0 . . . 0
.
.
0 .


.
Thus if there are l Jordan bloks of size r orresponding to eigenvalue λ1 then, for the purpose
of alulating X, all elements of eJt an be set to zero exept the elements (1, r), (r+1, 2r), . . . ,
((l − 1)r + 1, lr) whih will be equal to tr(r−1)!eλ1t. Therefore the only non-zero elements of
eJtP−1y(0), in the t→∞ limit, will have values citreλt/(r− 1)! for i = 1, r+1, . . . , (l− 1)r+1,
where ci are real onstants that depend on P
−1
y(0). Thus,
Y = P lim
t→∞
eJtP−1y(0) ∼ t
reλt
(r − 1)! (c1p1 + cr+1pr+1 + . . .+ c(l−1)r+1p(l−1)r+1).
Therefore,
X = c0(c1p1 + cr+1pr+1 + . . .+ c(l−1)r+1p(l−1)r+1),
where c0 is a onstant hosen to make
∑s
i=1Xi = 1. Thus X is a linear ombination of those
PFEs of C that orrespond to the largest Jordan bloks with eigenvalue λ1. This proves (iii) and
(iv). 
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Theorem 4.1: Attrator prole theorem
1) Determine all the strong omponents of the given graph C. Denote these by C1, . . . , CM .
2) Determine whih of these are basi subgraphs. Denote them by D1, . . . ,DK .
3) Construt a graph, denoted D∗, with K nodes, representing the Di, and a link from node
j to node i if there is a path from any node of Dj to any node of Di that does not ontain
a node of any other basi subgraph.
4) Determine whih of the Di are at the ends of the longest paths in the above graph D
∗
.
Denote these by Fi, i = 1, . . . , N .
For eah i = 1, . . . , N there exists a unique (upto onstant multiples) PFE that has only
nodes of Fi and all nodes having aess from them non-zero, and all other nodes zero. The
attrator set onsists of all linear ombinations of these PFEs that lie on the simplex J .
It has already been shown (proposition 4.1) that the attrator X is a linear ombination of those
PFEs of C that orrespond to the largest Jordan bloks with eigenvalue λ1. Therefore to prove
this theorem it sues to show that the PFEs orresponding to the largest Jordan bloks with
eigenvalue λ1 are preisely those PFEs orresponding to the subgraphs Fi that are at the ends of
the longest paths in D∗.
It an be shown that the size of the largest Jordan blok with eigenvalue λ1 is equal to the
length of the longest path in the graph D∗ (see Rothblum, 1975, where it is alled the index of C).
It is also shown by Rothblum that for eah basi subgraph Di there is a sequene of generalized
eigenvetors y
1, . . . , yh, where h is the length of the longest path in D∗ starting at Di, suh that
(C − λ1I)y1 = 0, (C − λ1I)yk = yk−1 (where k = 2, . . . , h) and ykj > 0 if and only if the longest
path from a node of Di to node j when projeted onto the graph D
∗
has a length k.
Let the length of the longest path in D∗ be r and onsider one suh path starting at, say, Dj
and ending at some Fi. Then, orresponding to this path, there is a sequene of r generalized
eigenvetors that inludes the PFE in whih only Fi and nodes having aess from it are non-
zero. Thus there is a Jordan blok of size r orresponding to the PFE in whih only Fi and
all nodes having aess from it are non-zero. This is also the largest Jordan blok. Therefore
the PFEs orresponding to the largest Jordan bloks with eigenvalue λ1 are preisely those PFEs
orresponding to the subgraphs Fi that are at the ends of the longest paths in D
∗
. The attrator
set will onsist of linear ombinations of these PFEs. 
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Proposition 4.2: For any graph with λ1(C) = 0, in the attrator only the nodes at the ends of
the longest paths are non-zero. All other nodes are zero.
Consider a graph onsisting only of a linear hain of r+1 nodes, with r links, pointing from node
1 to node 2, node 2 to 3, et. The node 1 (to whih there is no inoming link) has a onstant
population y1 beause the r.h.s of (4.2) vanishes for i = 1 (taking φ = 0). For node 2, we get
y˙2 = y1, hene y2(t) = y2(0) + y1t ∼ t for large t. Similarly, it an be seen that yk grows as tk−1.
In general, it is lear that for a graph with no yles, yi ∼ tr for large t (when φ = 0), where r is
the length of the longest path terminating at node i. Thus, nodes with the largest r dominate for
suiently large t. Beause the dynamis (4.1) does not depend upon the hoie of φ, Xi = 0 for
all i exept the nodes at whih the longest paths in the graph terminate. 
Proposition 4.3: For any graph C,
(i) For every X belonging to the attrator set, the set of nodes i for whih Xi > 0 is the
same and is uniquely determined by C. The subgraph formed by this set of nodes will be
alled the `subgraph of the attrator' of (4.1) for the graph C.
(ii) If λ1(C) ≥ 1, the subgraph of the attrator is an ACS.
This is a orollary to theorem 4.1. The set of nodes j for whih Xj > 0 onsists of nodes
in all the subgraphs Fi desribed in the statement of theorem 4.1, and all nodes having aess
from them. This set evidently depends only on C. Further X is a PFE of C. Therefore, from
proposition 3.3 the subgraph of the attrator X is an ACS if λ1(C) ≥ 1. 
Proposition 6.1: λ1 is a non-dereasing funtion of n as long as s1 < s.
Let the adjaeny matrix of the graph at time step n be denoted Cn and its Perron-Frobenius
eigenvalue be denoted λ1(Cn). Removing a node with the least Xi from this matrix gives an
(s− 1)× (s− 1) matrix that I denote T .
From lemma B, λ1(T ) ≤ λ1(Cn).
Beause s1 < s the removal of the node with the least Xi leaves the dominant ACS (denoted Dn)
unaeted, i.e., Dn is a subgraph of T .
⇒ λ1(Dn) ≤ λ1(T ) ≤ λ1(Cn).
However λ1(Cn) is an eigenvalue of Dn. Hene, λ1(Dn) = λ1(Cn),
⇒ λ1(T ) = λ1(Cn).
Now a new node is added to T to get Cn+1. Beause T is a subgraph of Cn+1, it follows that
λ1(Cn+1) ≥ λ1(T ),
⇒ λ1(Cn+1) ≥ λ1(Cn). 
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Proposition 7.1: Let Nn denote the maximal new irreduible subgraph that inludes the new
node at time step n. Nn will beome the new ore of the graph, replaing the old ore
Qn−1, whenever either of the following onditions are true:
(a) λ1(Nn) > λ1(Q
′
n) or,
(b) λ1(Nn) = λ1(Q
′
n) and Nn is downstream of Q
′
n.
After a node is removed from the graph Cn−1, the resultant graph is C ′n whih has the ore Q
′
n.
Now a new node is added to this graph to get Cn. This graph ontains the irreduible subgraph
Nn. Clearly if λ1(Nn) > λ1(Q
′
n) then Nn is the only basi subgraph of Cn and will therefore be
its ore. But if λ1(Nn) = λ1(Q
′
n) then it is only one of the basi subgraphs of Cn. By denition
Q′n, beause it is the ore of C
′
n−1, ontains those basi subgraphs that are at the ends of the
longest hains of basi subgraphs in C ′n−1. Therefore, Nn will be a basi subgraph at the end of
the longest hain of basi subgraphs in Cn only if it is downstream from some node of Q
′
n. If this
is so, then it will be the single basi subgraph at the end of the longest hain, and therefore will
be the ore of Cn. 
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Appendix B
Programs to simulate the model
This appendix desribes two programs, inluded in the attahed CD, that an be used to simulate
the model and its variants. The programs dier in the way the attrator is found at eah time step.
The rst program uses theorem 4.1. The seond numerially integrates equation (4.1) to nd the
attrator. These dierent methods will be desribed below, in setions B.4 and B.5, but rst I will
desribe what is ommon to the two programs. Both programs are written in C++, however they
an be easily translated to C beause I have used only ertain small onvenient features of C++
and no objet oriented ode.
B.1 Variables and data types
The two parameters of the model are s, the total number of nodes of the graph, whih is speied
by the variable named n of type int (integer), and p, the atalyti probability, whih is speied
by the variable named lprob of type double (double preision real number).
The dynamial variables are the graph C, whose adjaeny matrix is stored as a two dimensional
s× s array of type double, and the relative populations xi whih are stored as a one dimensional
array of type double.
B.2 Creating the initial random graph
The initial random graph is reated in the funtion make4. For eah i, j ∈ {1, . . . , s}, I generate a
(pseudo)random number of type double uniformly distributed in the interval [0, 1]. If the random
number is less than p then cij is assigned unity, otherwise it is assigned zero. For generating
(pseudo)random numbers uniformly distributed in the interval [0, 1] I have used the routine ran1
from Numerial Reipes (Press et al., 1992). However, as Press et al. do not allow Numerial
Reipes routines to be distributed publily, I have replaed alls to ran1 in the programs inluded
in the attahed CD by alls to the internal random number generator drand48. The funtion all
is drand48() and returns a number of type double uniformly distributed in the interval [0, 1].
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The variable idum of type long (long integer) is used to set the initial seed of the random number
generator using the funtion srand48.
B.3 The graph update
One the attrator is known, the set L of nodes with the least Xi has to be determined. Beause
the Xi are stored as data type double it makes sense to hoose a threshold suh that two numbers
diering by less than the threshold will be onsidered equal. In the programs, the threshold has been
hosen to be 10−5. Note that in the ase where theorem 4.1 is used to determine the attrator,
the set L is known exatly in most ases; there are few situations where the threshold is atually
required.
After the set L is determined, one piks an arbitrary node out of this set for removing from
the graph. This node is piked by hoosing a random number from the set {0, 1, . . . , l− 1}, where
l is the size of the set L (if r is a random number in the interval [0, 1] generated using ran1 or
drand48, then int(l*r) is a random integer between 0 and l, inlusive).
One the node to be removed is deided, say node k, the graph update is done by the funtion
all update4(k). All the elements of the matrix in that row and olumn are reassigned to 0 or 1
by the same proedure used to reate the initial matrix, i.e., a random number is generated and
for eah i 6= k, cik is assigned unity if the random number is less than p, and is assigned zero
otherwise, and similarly for cki. The funtion update4 also sets xk to x0 (the variable xin of type
double) and resales all other xi so that
∑s
i=1 xi = 1.
B.4 Program that uses the attractor profile theorem
B.4.1 Determining which node to remove
The ruial step involves the determination of the set, L, of nodes with the least Xi at eah time
step. The results from hapter 4, in partiular theorem 4.1, are used to do this.
1. Determine all the strong omponents of the given graph. Denote these by C1, C2, . . . , CM .
2. Determine whih of these are basi subgraphs. Denote them by D1, . . . ,DK .
3. Construt a graph, D∗, of K nodes representing the Di with a link from node j to node i
if there is a path from any node of Dj to any node of Di that does not ontain a node of
any other basi subgraph.
4. Determine whih of the Di are at the ends of the longest paths in the above graph D
∗
.
Denote these by Fi.
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5. For eah Fi onstrut a vetor with (arbitrary) non-zero values assigned to those omponents
orresponding to nodes in Fi and all nodes having aess from them. Set all other omponents
to zero.
6. (a) If there are any nodes that are zero in all these vetors then they form the unique set L
for generi initial onditions.
(b) If no nodes are zero, then rst the PFE orresponding to eah Fi is determined using
Matlab. This is done by onstruting the adjaeny matrix of the subgraph indued by all
nodes in Fi and all nodes having aess from them and using Matlab's eig funtion to
determine the (unique) PFE of this matrix. Then,
If there is only one Fi, its PFE is used to determine L. Beause its PFE is unique upto
onstant multiples, the set L is also unique and independent of the (generi) initial onditions.
If there is more than one Fi, then L depends on the initial onditions. In this ase Xi is
taken to be a linear ombination of the PFEs orresponding to eah Fi, with the oeients
of the linear ombination being random numbers generated by ran1 or drand48. The set L
is then determined from these values of Xi.
This last ase only ours for graphs in whih several ACSs oexist and the whole graph is spanned
by these ACSs. Suh a situation ours very rarely. Thus when s1 < s the set L is unique and
independent of initial onditions. When s1 = s most of the time there is only one Fi in whih
ase again L is unique and independent of initial onditions but has to be determined numerially
(using Matlab). Finally, very rarely, when s1 = s and there is more than one Fi in the graph then
the set L depends on the initial onditions and an arbitrary linear ombination of PFEs is taken as
the attrator. The funtion that implements this algorithm in the program is alled thmeig.
Note that the ode was written to work with Matlab 5.2 and therefore may require some
modiations to work with other versions of Matlab.
B.4.2 Output files
Having speied the values of the variables n (the size of the graph), lprob (the atalyti probabil-
ity), xin (the relative population assigned to eah new node) and idum (the initial random seed),
the program produes a run with the speied number of graph updates. Several output les are
reated, whih onsist of one or more olumns of data. Eah row orresponds to an iteration of
the graph dynamis and dierent lenames are used for storing dierent quantities. The list below
shows the naming sheme I have used for the output les:
1. *.l : the total number of links.
2. *.px : olumn 1 has the number of nodes with Xi > 10
−5
, olumn 2 has the number of
nodes with Xi > 0 alulated (using theorem 4.1) in thmeig if there is an ACS, or -1 if
there is no ACS in the graph.
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3. *.lm : the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue of the graph.
4. *.min : information about eah graph update, whih node was replaed, whih new links
were assigned. This an be used to reonstrut all the graphs later using the program
mtx.pp inluded in the attahed CD (see appendix C).
5. *.lno : the number of irreduible subgraphs of the graph.
6. *.lev : the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue of eah irreduible subgraph.
7. *.n : number of ore nodes.
8. *.s : list of ore nodes.
9. *.0num : number of nodes with Xi = 0.
10. *.0nodes : list of nodes with Xi = 0.
Any lename an be substituted for *. I typially use a name that ontains information about
the values given to n, lprob and idum, thereby allowing me to distinguish one type of run from
another.
B.5 Program that finds the attractor numerically
B.5.1 Numerical method for determining the attractor
As an alternative to the above program that uses theorem 4.1, I have inluded, in the attahed
CD, a program that numerially integrates equation (4.1) to nd its attrator. The program uses
a 5th order adaptive Runge-Kutta sheme based on the algorithm given in Numerial Reipes
(Press et al., 1992). The funtion that implements this in the program is alled dyneig. A all to
dyneig replaes the all to thmeig in the previous program.
I have inluded this alternate program for two reasons. One, for several variants of the model,
suh as the variant with negative links (setion 8.3), theorems 3.1 and 4.1 do not hold. Then the
only option is to use a numerial method to nd the attrator  many of the variants disussed in
hapter 8 have been simulated using this method.
The seond reason is historial. When I initially began working on this model, theorems 3.1
and 4.1 did not exist (in my mind). All the initial runs were done using the numerial method.
Some patterns were onsistently observed in these runs. For example, whenever there was a 2-yle
downstream from another, and these were the only basi subgraphs, then the upstream 2-yle was
always zero. These observations were the stepping stones that led to the theorems.
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B.5.2 Output files
As in the previous program, the following variables must be set before running the program: n (the
size of the graph), lprob (the atalyti probability), xin (the relative population assigned to eah
new node) and idum (the initial random seed). For a given run, the program produes four output
les, eah of whih onsist of one or more olumns of data, and are named as follows:
1. *.l : the total number of links.
2. *.px : olumn 1 has the number of nodes with Xi > 10
−5
, olumn 2 has a ag that is 1 if
the set of nodes with Xi > 10
−5
is an ACS and 0 otherwise.
3. *.S1 : list of nodes having Xi > 10
−5
.
4. *.min : information about eah graph update, whih node was replaed, whih new links
were assigned. This an be used to reonstrut all the graphs later using the program
mtx.pp inluded in the attahed CD (see appendix C).
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Appendix C
Contents of the attached CD
The attahed CD ontains the following les:
• ontents: The ontents of the CD; this list.
• thesis.pdf: This thesis in PDF format.
• thesis.ps: This thesis in Postsript format.
• Programs/thmruns.pp: A program to simulate the model, that uses theorem 4.1 (see
setion B.4).
• Programs/rk5runs.pp: A program to simulate the model, that uses a 5th order Runge-
Kutta method to integrate equation (4.1) (see setion B.5).
• Programs/mtx.pp: A program to extrat the adjaeny matrix of the graph at any given
iteration, from the *.min le produed by thmruns.pp or rk5runs.pp. The program
requires the seed used to initialize the random number generator for that run.
• Programs/mtx2gw.pp: A program to onvert the adjaeny matrix les produed by
mtx.pp to the LEDA format.
• Programs/aldeg.pp: A program to alulate the in, out and total degree distribu-
tions for some or all graphs of a run from the *.min le produed by thmruns.pp or
rk5runs.pp. The program requires the seed used to initialize the random number genera-
tor for that run.
• Programs/aldep.pp: A program to alulate the interdependeny and dependeny dis-
tribution for some or all graphs of a run from the *.min le produed by thmruns.pp or
rk5runs.pp. The program requires the seed used to initialize the random number generator
for that run.
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• Programs/rndgraph.pp: A program to produe a set of graphs drawn from the ensemble
Gps, and to alulate the degree and dependeny distribution.
• Data/t01s1n100.*: The data les produed by thmruns.pp for a run with s = 100, p =
0.001. This is the run displayed in hapter 5 (see Figures 5.2 and 5.3a).
• Data/t025s*n100.*: The data les produed by thmruns.pp for runs with s = 100, p =
0.0025 and dierent seeds. These are the set of runs, totaling 1.55 million iterations, men-
tioned in setions 6.3.2, 6.3.3 and 7.2. t025s1n100.* is the run displayed in hapter 5 (see
Figures 5.2 and 5.3b).
• Data/t05s3n100.*: The data les produed by thmruns.pp for a run with s = 100, p =
0.005. This is the run displayed in hapter 5 (see Figures 5.2 and 5.3). Note that these
data les, and the ones above, were produed by a version of thmruns.pp that uses ran1
as the random number generator and, therefore, are likely to dier from runs with the same
random seed that are produed by the program provided in the CD, whih uses drand48.
• Data/rashes.txt: A list of iterations, for eah of the runs t025s*n100.* with s =
100, p = 0.0025, at whih the graph update resulted in a rash. The ore overlap for eah
rash is also given.
• Graphs/n*.gw: The graphs of Figure 5.6 in LEDA format.
• Graphs/n*.mtx: The adjaeny matries of the graphs shown in Figure 5.6.
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